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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Scholars interested in the development of educa

tional thought soon realize that theories and practices are

the product not only of the intellectual and social climate

of the times in which they originated, but also of each in

dividual educator's personal commitment to those principles

and recommendations he deems necessary to the improvement

of education.

A rapid glance at classic educators from ancient

times to the present reveals that great educational think-

ers were to a large extent influenced by their age and

environment as well as by their predecessors. The new

ideas that school reformers attempted to make intelligible

to their fellow-men were more or less associated with the

areas of thought--religious, philosophical, political,

scientific, and social--popular at the time. On the one

hand one finds certain school reformers in great sympathy

with a society undergoing political, social and religious

changes. On the other hand, one finds others reluctant to

accept and incorporate societal changes into their educa-

L tional theories and practices. But whether or not the ~
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reduoators weloomed the thinking of their time, they were I

nonetheless affeoted by it.

In addition to these environmental faotors, every

eduoator brought to bear in the development of new ideas

oertain personal oharaoteristios, suoh as his own ohar

aoter, his own moral, sooial, emotional and intelleotual

oapaoities. his own drive. It is a oommon belief that

"innovators lend to Whatever they invent a personal empha

sis, something lifelike and oooasionally extravagant."l

A dynamio personality, a keen intelleotual insight, an

emotional stability, operating within the framework of a

favorable en~ironment, oan rightfully be assets to the

eduoator in the formulation and from thenoe the real-

ization of new theories and praotioes. In faot, the two

eduoators to be disoussed in this study will substantiate

this thesis. John Amos Comenius, the seventeenth-oentury

realist, and Franois Wayland Parker, the nineteenth-oen

tury 'pragmatio' idealist, did present new eduoational

theories and. praotioes. Both men, produots or their own

times, through their wide learning, great imagination and

sYmpathy with the intelleotual and sooial olimate of their

day, offered to the world a new outlook on eduoation--an

1Gabriel Compayre, The History 2! Pedagogy (Boston:
L D. C. Heath and Company, 189BJ, p. xix.
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reduoation focused on the needs and the interests of chil- I

dren.

THE PROBLEM

The genesis for this comparative study of speoifi

oally these two sohoolmasters stems from an inoidental re

mark by Edward Danglerl who oalled Parker, "the Amerioan

Comenius." Dangler probably used the phrase simply in a

figurative or speoulative manner sinoe he was chiefly oon

oerned with Parker's philosophy of eduoation. At any rate,

the phrase, "Parker, the Amerioan Comenius," aroused the

present writer's ouriosity urging her to disoover in what

ways these two educational reformers oould be oompared.

To further delineate the scope of this study, the

present writer wishes to stress that the proposed investi

gation is not aimed at furnishing data to demonstrate that

Parker was influenoed by the eduoational writings of

Comenius. This in faot might be possible though more dif-

ficult sinoe suoh nineteenth-century eduoators as Pestalozzi,

Herbart and Froebel may have oontributed more to Parker's

educational thought than did Comenius. As a matter of faot,

i
Edward Dangler, "From Quinoy to Chicago--The

American Comenius," Harvard Educational ReView, XIII
(January, 1943), 19-24.

L
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'many times in his writings Parker acknowledged Froebel as I

his mentor for developing his views on methods of teaching

in elementary schools. Robert E. Tostberg stresses this

point in his thesis when he states that

The Colonel's debt to the German schoolmaster was
immense, and was gratefully and repeatedly acknow
ledged. Indeed, Parker's principal book, Talks on
Pedagogics, read like a com£rehensive gloss of -
Froebel's Education 2! ~.

At this point one might wonder why Froebel and Parker were

not the educators selected for this comparative study since

Parker's educational philosophy quite naturally falls in

line with that held by this German schoolmaster. The rea-

son is simply that a careful examination of Froebel's edu-

cational practices reveals

that in almost every important particular, they
(Froebel's teachings) were built upon the found.ations
laid by the Moravian bishop • • • • His seed-thought
is again that of Comenius--Educate by developing the
pupil's own activity. Out of it and its corollaries
the new education has grown. 2

If then Froebel, Parker's guide, based his doctrine on

lRobert E. Tostberg, "Educational Ferment in
Chicago, 1883-1904" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation,
Department of Education, University of Wisconsin, 1960),
p. 59.

2Nicholas M. Butler, liThe Place of Comenius in the
History of Education," Readings in the Historl of Education,
ad. Ellwood P. CUbberley (Boston:- Houghton MIfflin Company,
1948), p. 356.

L
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I Comenius. it might be possible to assume that Comenius is I

ultimately responsible for giving the modern school many of

its progressive practices. Some educational historians

have thought this and have suggested that Comenius could be

rightfully called the "Father of Modern Education." As

suming then that Comenius is the "prime mover" of modern

education, a study of his educational experiences should

provide valuable insights for an understanding of the edu

cational theories and practices of later periods. On the

basis of these assumptions a comparative study of the edu

cation described by Comenius in the seventeenth century

and Parker in the nineteenth century would seem legitimate.

REVIEW OF BELATED LITERATURE

There is no difficulty in finding a description

and an analysis of the new education as advocated by

Comenius and Parker when each is treated separately. The

educational activities of these men are discussed in a

section or a chapter of almost every book on the history

of education. Also pertinent information concerning their

achievement can be found in periodical articles. But a

comparison of Comenius and Parker within the dimensions

of the new education has not been attempted as a separate

L study.
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An examination of all available research sources, I

moreover, has revealed that no doctoral study has been made

on this specific topic.

Several doctoral studies related to this topic have

appeared. For instance, Spinkal in 192) examined the irenic

program and activity of Comenius. Thirty-two years later

Hay2 presented a work on the apparent reflections of Come

nius' philosophy in contemporary education. In more recent

years, due to the )OOth anniversary of the pUblication in

Amsterdam of the Opera Didactica Omnia, there has been a

resurgence of interest in Comenius. UNESCO) published a

commemorative volume which includes selections from his

writings dealing with education and social reform. Perhaps

this Comenian revival has stirred doctoral students to

study Comenius for there have recently appeared three

doctoral theses: Clauser4 in 1961, compared the educa-

1
Matthew Spinka, liThe Irenic Program and Activity

of John Amos Comeniu~' (unpublished Doctoral dissertation,
University of Chicago, 192).

2
Florence H. Hay, "Apparent Reflections of Comenius'

Philosophy in Contemporary Education" (Doctoral dissertation,
Michigan State University, 1955).

)JOhn Amos Comenius, Selections. With introduction
by Jean Piaget. Switzerland: United Nations Educational,
Scientific and CUltural Organization, 1957.

4Jerome K. Clauser, "Comenian Pedagogy and the
L Moravian School Curriculum" (Doctoral dissertation, ~

Pennsylvania State University, 1961).
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I tional practices of the Moravians in Bethlehem, Penn- I

1
sylvania, with those of Comenius; Pope in 1962, examined

some of the principal teachings of the seventeenth century

Czech educator and determined their relevance to the prob
2

lems of education in the United states to-day; Pedram

in 1963, presented to the educational literature a criti

cal comparison of the educational theories and practices

of Comenius and Dewey.

studies relative to Parker's new education are

extant also. Nuber3 examined Parker's educational activ

ities and views in 1934; Edeiken4 outlined and discussed

some of Parker's educational contributions in 1935;

Grant5 made an evaluation of Parker's educational philos-

IJames Drake Pope, "The Ed.ucational Writings of
J. A. Comenius and Their Relevance in a Changing CUlture"
(Doctoral d.issertation, University of Florid.a, 1962).

2
Manouchehr Pedram, "A Critical Comparison of the

Educational Theories and Practices of J. A. Comenius with
John Dewey's Concept of Experience" (Doctoral dissertation,
University of Kansas, 1963).

3Clara V. Nuber, "A study of the Educational
Activities and Views of Colonel Francis W. Parker"
(unpublished Master's thesis, Ohio state University, 1934).

4
Frank Edeiken, "Francis W. Parker, His Educational

Contributions" (unpUblished Master's thesis, Temple
University, 1935).

5Robert Grant, "An Evaluation of the Ed.ucational
Philosophy of Francis Parker" (unpublished Master's thesis,

L Catholic University of America, 1952).
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r ophy in 1952. All were master's degree theses.
---,

The first

doctoral thesis to be made on Parker appeared in 1939. In

this work Danglerl studied Parker's educational philosophy.
2The only other doctoral study on Parker was Tostberg's,

who in 1960 presented a description and an analysis of the

seminal ideas and practices of Parker and Dewey during

their Chicago years from 1883 to 1904.

The author's research reveals ample data to justify

a comparative study of the writings of Comenius and Parker.

It can fill a lacuna in the literature of educational theory.

THE PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THIS STUDY

The purpose of this study is to establish an in

tellectual correspondence between the educational theory

and practice of John Amos Comenius, a seventeenth-century

European realist, and Francis Wayland Parker, a nineteenth

century American 'pragmatic' idealist and in so doing see

how these points of comparison can best serve as signs of

the development of educational theory and. practice.

lEdward Dangler, "The Educational Philosophy of
Francis W. Parker" (Doctoral dissertation, New York
University, 1939).

2aobert E. Tostberg, "Educational Ferment in
Chicago, 1883-1904" (unpublished Doctoral d.issertation,
University of Wisconsin, 1960).

L
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Chapter One states the problem. the significance I

of this study. the review of literature. the purpose. the

scope and the sources of data of this stud.y.

Chapter Two presents an overview of the educational

scene of the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries. By jux

taposing some of the salient features of these two centuries.

an effort will be made to demonstrate to what extent Comenius'

and Parker's worlds were conducive to the development of the

new education.

Chapter Three studies Comenius. the sense realist

of the seventeenth century and. Parker. the American pro

gressivist of the nineteenth century. A brief account of

their lives will be followed by a description and. an anal

ysis of their work as educators. their theory and practice

relative to the education of youth.

Chapter Four examines the educational theory of

these two school reformers stressing their views on the

nature of the child and the aims of education.

Chapter Five draws parallels between the educa

tional practices of both schoolmasters highlighting such

areas as curriculum. methods of teaching and role of

teachers.

Chapter Six summarizes the results of this in

L vestigation along with pertinent conclusions. Such
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r Iconclusions can give clearer insight into an understanding

of the nature of the development of educational thought

and practice.

THE SOURCES OF DATA

In this dissertation, which undertakes to compare

some of the salient educational features of Comenius with

those of Parker through their writings, the evidential

sources are both primary and secondary.

The primary sources used are the following: ~
1 2Great Didactic, The Analytical Didactic, ~ School !2I.

Infancy,; UNESCO'S Commemorative Volume,~ A. Comenius
4 5 6Selections, Talks 2E Pedagogics, Talks ~ Teaching.

1John Amos Comenius, The Great Didactic of J. A.
Comenius. Translated and edited by M. W. Keatinge,-London:
A. C. Black Ltd., Part I, 1921 and Part II, 192;.

2John Amos Comenius, The Analytical Didactic.
Translated by Vladimir Jeline~ Chicago: The University
of Chicago Press, 195;.

;John Amos Comenius, The School 2! Infancy.
Translated by E. M. Eller. Chapel Hill: The University
of North Carolina Press, 1956.

4Comenius, Selections.

5Francis W. Parker, Talks 2e Pedagogics. New York:
E. L. Kellogg and Company, 1894.

6
Francis W. Parker, Talks ~ Teaching. New York:

E. L. Kellogg and Company, 1896.
L .J
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The secondary sources include general historical I

works and provide background material: educational histo

ries for understanding the main currents of educational

thought and practice. literature related to biographical

accounts of Comenius and Parker and to discussions on

Comenian and Parkerian pedagogical principles. Annual

Reports of the United States Commissioner of Education.

doctoral and other research studies dealing with Comenius

and Parker.
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CHAPTER II

EDUCATIONAL CLIMATE: SEVENTEENTH AND NINETEENTH CENTURIES

Scanning the historical development of Western

man's education since ancient times, one is struck by the

numerous and countless efforts made by teacher-masters to

lay the foundations of a better society by providing man

with better educational opportunities. The great reformers

and innovators of all ages have envisioned education as the

vitalized power for assisting man become what his society

conceived to be the lIideal man. 1I To this end reformers of

education have constructed new educational theories and

practices, modified and altered some of the eXisting ones,

and, in certain instances, disregarded or rejected others.

In all cases, the new propositions of innovators and re

formers were directed to the realization of man's poten

tial in a growing, changing and progressing society.

However, it is apparently true that certain his

torical periods were more receptive to new ideas, and it

did not matter much whether these were in the social, po

litical or educational realm. In education, for instance,

an innovator or reformer, living in a genre ripe for
L ~

-12-
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I change and capable of seizing opportunity, can, with ef- I

fort, determination and perseverance, succeed in altering

the course of educational practice. A knowledge of the

leading trends of the times during which Comenius and

Parker lived is essential to an understanding of their

thought and action in educational matters.

The first topic in this comparative study will be

the educational climate of the seventeenth and nineteenth

centuries. Some consideration will be given to those

events which served as vital forces in establishing the

proper conditions for a more realistic and more practical

approach to education. These considerations will be

followed by a comparison of the distinctive events of

the two centuries to discover if the two educators under

study responded to the opportunities offered them by the

course of events. With these backgrounds, there may be

justification for referring to Parker as the American-

Comenius.

The seventeenth century can be described as an

age of strife, of development and of rapid. progress. l

No dDubt, it was a spirited period in which many re-

IR. Freeman Butts, A Cultural History of Educa
tion (New York: McGraw-HilI Book Company, Inc:: 1947),
~231-279.

L
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r actions took place, not only in the religious and the po- I

litical, but also in the scientific and the educational

world. The Thirty Years' War (16l8-1648)--actually a se-

ries of wars--stemmed from religious conflicts, territo

rial issues and. struggles for political supremacy. The

expansion of scientific knowledge through the use of the

inductive method served to revolutionize man's traditional

concept of the universe and led him to become more suspi

cious of book knowledge. In short, write Eby and Arrowood:

The great advance made during the seventeenth century
lay in the change from more philos~PhiZing about
nature to careful experimentation.

Individual reason. observation and experiment were the

new tools to discover truth. at least in the natural

sciences. But this new method of acquiring rational cer

titude was transferred to other field.s and education was

unavoidably affected by it. This new approach to learning

had the effect of creating in the minds of the leading

thinkers of the day a tremendous faith in the power of

human reason. Their faith was reinforced by their obser

vations of nature. A variety of inventions and numerous

discoveries in the natural sciences testified to the

lFrederick Eby and Charles Arrowood, The Devel
opment of Modern Education (New York: Prentice=Hal1,
Inc., 1942). p. 228.

L ~
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r worth of inductive methods. Briefly stated, these were

the intellectual hallmarks of these hundred years.

Within this framework of intellectual qUickening--

religious strife, political turmoil, expansion of knowl

edge--one wonders why a young, enthusiastic, clerical re

former like Comenius would venture to find ways and means

of helping men live reasonably and peaceably together.

The impetus for his gigantic constructive work stemmed

from faith in God, in mankin4 and in education.

Kandel has presented a fairly good picture of

Comenius' reaction to the religious and political up

heavals of the seventeenth century:

Education was in Comenius's opinion, to be the way
to peace and to universal brotherhood. For Comenius
was not a dreamer: the times in which he lived were
such as to impel any thoughtful man to turn his mind
to plans for the amelioration of the ills which over
whelmed the world. A refugee in a world torn by
religious dissensions and imperialist aggressions 1
he saw Europe being devastated by prolonged wars • • •

Sad prospects for man's future deeply affected Comenius

and prompted him to attempt something that would help

save the world from destruction. He had, moreover, an

understanding of the problems at hand. Furthermore he

was able to use ways and means to alleviate the suffering

1 Isaac L. Kandel, "John A. Comenius, Citizen of the
World," School ~ Society, LV (April II, 1942), 403.

L .J
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I I
of his society more than could any of the politicians of

his age as Kandel clearly expressed:

If he (Comenius) was not original. he did at least
have the ability to see the real bearings of the con
tributions which had been made by his predecessors
and his contemporaries to human thought and to a new
world order. He had insight to bring together the
somewhat isolated suggestions and recommendations
made by others into one program and to go beyond. them
in an active campaign to convert this program into a
practical reality.l

Laurie also credits the Moravian Educator with seizing op

portunities and employing them for the betterment of edu

cation. He wrote:

He lived at a time when men of intellect were divided
into two classes. those who looked back and those who
looked forward; he was essentially a modern. and at
once put his hand to the work that was most urgent in
the interests of Europe. viz~ an irenicon. scientific
organization. and education.

This reformer of the seventeenth century was a man of fore-

sight. a practical man and a dedicated man. The educational

program he planned for his society was real and practical.

Because of his emphasis on the laws of nature in the learn

ing process he has been rightfully called a 'realist.' the

name given to those who joined the seventeenth century

movement called "Realism."

1
Ibid•• p. 401.-2S. S. Laurie. Studies in the History of Educa-

tional Opinion from the Renaissance-TCambridge:- Univer-
L sity Press. 190~p:-I57. ~
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Just where to fix the beginning of Realism is not I

a very important matter though an interesting one. Writers

of educational history generally agree that Realism was an

outgrowth of both the Renaissance and the Reformation peri

ods. During these two period.s great strides were taken to

help men and women enjoy more abundantly the goodness, the

beauties and the joys of this world. To implement these

new aims many suggestions and recommendations concerning

education were made by theorists who were thinking far

ahead of their own times rather than by practitioners.

As a result the new plans they suggested for an educa

tional reform were not immediately welcomed. Nonetheless

these great men did sow the first seeds of newer, more

realistic educational practices. It was left to followers

to continue work so enthusiastically begun. As Eby and

Arrowood have brought out

One age bears within itself the burgeoning fruit of
the next: so the Renaissance of the 16th century un
witting1i was preparing for the Realism of the 17th
century.

Along the same line Medlin writes:

There is truly no break between the period of Renais
sance and Reformation and the seventeenth and eight
eenth centuries. Most of the ideas in education and.

1Eby and Arrowood, p. 200.
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learning • • • had already appeared in one form or I
another, during that exciting period of human devel
opment and creativity. But the modernity of these
ideas began to take on more concrete form and the
ideas themselves began a9tually to assume the char
acter of movements • • .~

It is the last point that has special meaning for this

study. At last Realism became a movement rather than the

endeavor of an individual. The primary purpose of the

Realists was then to concretize the educational ideal al-

ready presented by the earlier humanistic theorists of edu

cation. Until then, innovators who had dared offer im

proved ideas for teaching and learning had spoken as in

dividuals not as members of a movement. The climate of

the seventeenth century proved ripe for the reception of

these innovations. This period was more suitable to the

germination and blossoming of these so-called modern edu

cational 'seeds' than any previous age. With so much col

lective activity, it is not surprising to see intensive,

often violent responses in education. 2 The times, then,

in addition to the reforms committed to great creativity,

played a major role in fashioning new and reshaping old

--

1
William K. Medlin, The Historz of Educational

Ideas in the West (New York:~he Center-ror Applied
ResearCh in EdUCation, Inc., 1964), p. 71.

2Edward Power, Main Currents in the History of
Education (New York: MCGraw-Hi!! l300Kcompany, Inc.-;

L 1962), p. 330.
..J
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'educational theories and practices.

Every new movement alters the spirit of an age.

Comenius, whose name is associated with seventeenth-century

Realism. was the outstanding exponent of a movement that

created a spirit of educational reaction and social reform: l

a spirit of reaction for real knowledge based not only on

books but also on the laws of nature; a spirit of reform

for making the world. a better place in which to live. The

procedure that Comenius followed in developing this new

spirit was, according to Monroe, very similar to that of

most reformers. namely, to study the works of predecessors

and borrow whatever could serve to shape their own views. 2

But Ulich adds that Comenius as a pioneer in modern educa-

tion did more for

What makes him great is the fact that he combines an
unusual degree of susceptibility to foreign influ
ences with au equally strong faCUlty of systematic
integration.)

Therefore, before directing attention to the edu-

cational innovations Comenius advocated. it might be well

lIdem•...........
2Will S. Monroe. Comenius ~~ Beginnings 2!

Educational Reforms (New York: Charles Scribner1s Sons,
1900). p. 15.

JRobert Ulich, History of Educational Thought
(New York: American Book Company, 1945), p. 188.

L
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r to identify some of these "foreign inf1uences"--or their I

instigators, so to speak--in order to see what contributed

to Comenius' realistic and practical education. The fathers

of influence most often cited in histories of education are

Vives, Bacon and Ratke.

Vives (1492-1540), a spanish educator and a fore

runner of realistic education, sought to make the human

istic aims of education more practical. Like the realis

tic educational writers of his day he advocated the study

of the classical tradition "not for its own sake, but

rather for the scientific and historical information which

Ll~ could contribute."l Gone were the days when the sole

aim of education was "the acquisition of a graceful and

elegant stYle."2 Over this hue and cry for Latinate elo

quence resounded the voice of Vives. He supported the

stud.y of the classics for their content rather than for

style and structure and insisted on broad.ening the cur

riculum by inserting such subjects as science, history,

the vernacular, physical training and play. The care of

individual differences also received his attention for he

pleaded "that the students be taught according to their

lEby and Arrowood, p. 201.

2Monroe, p. 4.
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I ability to learn. • •• He advised that every boy be '

studied by his teachers for at least two months before in-
. 1

struction was to begin. He realized the need for a better

organization of schools and advocated education for both

boys and girls. To him education was a matter of state

affairs and. for that matter he "regarded fit] as a public

enterprise. 1I2 These are some of the outstanding charac

teristics of Vives' theory of education. No doubt the

claims he made for a better education reveal him as a pre

cursor of realism from whom Comenius did find. much inspi

ration for organizing a school program to meet the needs

of his own seventeenth-century society.

Another well-known figure associated with scien

tific realism was Francis Bacon (1561-1626). His contri-

bution to the field of education differed in nature from

that of Vives and Ratke. The latter were above all edu-

cators in the fUll sense of the word. FOr this reason

they are better known to the student of education. Yet,

Bacon did have a specific message to communicate to the

world "in behalf of science and learning.,,3 He opened a

lPower, p. 302.
2 Idem.-
3patrick McCormick and Francis P. Cassidy, History

L of Education (Washington, D. C.: The Catholic Education ~
Press, 1953), p. 456.
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I new route to scientific investigation by substituting the I

inductive method for the deductive whereby conclusions are

reached by observing nature and by using a sound method of
1rational procedure. This rational procedure for acquiring

knowledge proved tantalizing. Schoolmasters were enthralled

by the simple formula and. soon translated Bacon's scientific
2

laws of learning into pedagogical rules. Comenius adhered

to Bacon by introducing into his theory of education such

ideas as the proper moment to present certain knowledge,

the method of sometimes beginning with the easiest and some

times with the most difficult, the introduction of things

before ideas, going from the particular to the general.

Ratke (1571-1635), a Holsteiner, is another real-

1st who stood as a forerunner to Comenius. As an educa-

tional reformer he was prlmarily concerned with methods

of teaching languages, with the establishment of schools

devoted to the teaching of the arts and sciences, and fi

nally wlth the introduction of uniform speech, uniform

government and. uniform religion throughout the empire.)

lCompayre, p. 12).
2J. W. Adamson, Pioneers of Modern Education,

1600-1700 (Cambridge: University-Press, 1905), p. 17.--
) Monroe, p. 29.

---

L ..J
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I
Apparently Ratke was unsuccessful in realizing his educa- I

tional aims. But "out of his many strange performances and

lofty promises, there issued. some thoUghts of practical

value."l For instance learning should follow the order

and course of nature; only one thing should. be learned at

a time; the same thing should be repeated for impression;

the study of the vernacular should occur before the study

of any other foreign language.

These educational practices of Vives, Bacon and.

Ratke served to prepare the soil for the educational cli

mate of the seventeenth century. A new faith in the pos

sibilities for improving the individual and for recon-

structing society through education was, briefly stated,

the idea generating this new spirit bent upon redirecting

a world on the one hand. torn by religious and political

dissensions, and on the other growing through scientific

and educational discoveries. To Comenius will be left

"the glory of applying the new spirit to actual prac

tices.,,2 From the Moravian Bishop's educational writings,

the reader can d.etect that his "attitud.es towards educa-

tional problems showed. that he und.erstood and accepted.

1Compayre, p. 121.
2
~., p. 122.

L



I much that the 'new' sciences were producing in knowledge. ,,1

Along with his predecessors, he believed that

the newly discovered sciences would be used to extend
more widely the powers and greatness of man's estate,
to secure the sovereignty of man over things whereby
God might have more glory in th2 workmanship of them,
and men the more fruit of them.

Just as the seventeenth-century European climate

propelled Comenius to plan for a real and practical program

of education so the nineteenth-century American climate

also determined Parker to dedicate his life to the cause

of education in the United states.

It would seem only reasonable to expect that within

the two centuries that separate the two educators some

progress had been made in the development of educational

theories and. practices. Perhaps one would hope to find

changes in the organization of schools, in the curriculum,

in the methods of teaching and learningG Yet, surprisingly

enough the history of education reveals that little had

been achieved within this period with respect to the

practical aspects of education.

On the other hand, the nineteenth century in both

Western Europe and America .might be described as an "extra

ordinary epoch" when exceptional methods were d.evised for

--

L

1Medlin, p. 71.
2Kandel, p. 403. .J
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r I
the d.evelopment of political, social, and economic theories,

for the rapid expansion and diffusion of scientific knowl-

edge, for the emancipation of men and women and the pro

moting of a life that stressed individual rights, duties,

and responsibilities. "Faith in the worth of liberty. of

equality of rights, of universal enlightenment became a

passion. 1I1 A new enthusiasm and a renewed optimism for

human progress sparked this feverish, persistent activity.

However here again the activity was not the concern of

single individuals as it had been. for instance, during

the revival of learning found in the Renaissance. Rather.

these new ideas were initiated and. promoted by groups of

people who took every precaution to communicate their

plans to all people. not just to the few aristocrats who

might have been eager to enjoy certain political, social

and economic benefits. The "popular movement," the dis-

tinctive feature of the nineteenth century, encouraged the

common man in particular to petition for freedom. equality.

and opportunity. In fact, it was this popular movement

that "provoked and sustained the revolutions which have

liberated. which have given new hope and courage to the

I John Lancaster Spalding. liThe Development of
Educational Ideas in the Nineteenth Century," Educa
tional Review, XXVIII (November. 1904). 340.

L
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'oppressed."l Consequent to these claims for liberty,

equality, and opportunity, the tempo of life became accel

erated and hence the educational conditions of civilized

lands had to be revamped to meet the new demands. America,

like France, England, and Germany was affected by these new

trends. Contrary to her older European forebears she set

out to build not only a national but also a democratic sys

tem of education fully applicable to all her states.

To present more adequately the educational scene

of the nineteenth century some consideration must be given

first to changes in pre-Civil War American democracy that

had an impact on education, and second., to the educational

activity fermenting after the war.

At the outbreak of the nineteenth century, America

was unable to attend to educational issues. Life after

the Revolutionary War was marked by sUffering, struggles,

and deprivations. People's energies and. resources--what

ever was left after the war--were absorbed in providing

for the bare necessities of life. Religion which at one

time had been the center of American thought was being

replaced by political theory. Commercial life was very

slow. Few improvements had been made in farming. Added

1 Idem•...........
L
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r to these external struggles were internal disputes and

conflicts. Now. the citizens began to have doubts on the

wisdom of this independence they had so desperately sought

and gained. During this crucial period. education was at

a low ebb.

When the people had finally settled their political
and commercial future by the War of 1812-1814. and
had built up a national consciousness on a democratic
basis in the years immediately following. and the
Nation at last possessed the energy. the money. and
the interest for doing so. they finally turned their
energies toward thr creation of a democratic system
of public schools.

Beginning with the second quarter of the nineteenth

century a new spirit for education animated the minds and

hearts of the American people. Among the several factors

serving to promote this interest in learning might be cited:

the extension of suffrage to all citizens. the rapid growth

of cities and industries. and the various popular movements.

From the moment citizenship became the concern of

everyone. the American people earnestly sought to design

a system of education that would meet their needs. Slowly

but surely. especially in the North. the eligibility to

vote was no longer restricted by religious and property

qualifications. Each citizen was to

1Ellwood P. Cubberley, The History of Education
(New York: Houghton and Mifflin Company. 1920). p. 633.
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be offered everything which belongs to a universal I
human culture. and what his particular capacities
demand. or are able to appropriate. Only upon these
two conditions can the citizen of the commonwealth be
fitted. for the future struggle for existence. to con
tinue equal to the increised. requirements. and fulfill
ably his chosen calling.

A sacred respect for the individual citizen was seen not

only in the politicians who needed him to implement their

policies but also in the educational reformers who realized

how important it would be to educate all these people who

were becoming more politically powerful.

Another factor that enhanced the development of

educational agencies was the rapid growth of cities and.

industries. The shift from an agrarian to an industrial

society caused quite a commotion in the lives of these

common people. How were they to cope with all these new

inventions and revolutionary developments in industrial

and business organization and methods? Certainly the

simple and quiet way of life of earlier periods was no

longer suited to the tempo of living in the industrial
2

cities. Power's description obviously reveals that the

schools were in no way meeting the advancements in science

Educational Historl 2!~
McGraw-Hill Book Company. 195~),

1J. H. Von Fichte. "The
by the Age." Barnard's American
XXVIII (1878). 60.

2Adolphe Meyer. An
L American People (New York:

p. 149.

National Education Demanded
Journal 2! Education.
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I and technology.

Rather than accepting learning as a meaningful expe
rience and one in which interest and motive might play
some part, the nineteenth century elementary school
too often prohibited activities which seemed to be
naturally attractive to students. The curriculum was
narrow and out of joint with the times; the methods
were archaic, unmindful of technique capitalizing
interest and unwilling to adapt teaching to the level
of student accomplishment. Initiative was curtailed,
discipline, routine, silence were praised is the sign
of ideal conditions conducive to learning.

If the schools were to prepare youth to live in power

driven centers, then something had to be done about the

archaic methods of teaching and learning. There existed

among the common people an awarenesS of the urgency of an

educational system that would provide them with the essen

tials of knowledge. The pressures arising from the growth

of cities and industries became so great during the second

quarter of the nineteenth century that political and educa

tional leaders, public-spirited citizens, and even the

simple working man were forced by circumstances to use

their initiative in developing new media Whereby their

offspring could be guaranteed the rudiments of learning.

Provisions for educational opportunities available to all

children regardless of nationality, religion, social

status or sex were soon made.

lEdward Power, Education for American Democracy
L (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1958), p. 162.
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Popular movements, the third factor promoting

interest in education, were initiated by great humani

tarians capable of channeling the energies and resources

of the common people for educational purposes. They or

ganized, directed and supported labor movements and various

philanthropic agencies always in the hope of coming to the

educational assistance of the common man. In some way

these organizations such as the Working Men's Party, the

City School Societies paved the way for the founding of

the Common School. Little by little people became aware

of the faot that an eduoation could be had in a sohool

other than one oontrolled by the Churoh or by some reli

gious oommunities. With muoh effort, much determination,

and much perseveranoe political and educational leaders

convinced the pUblic that the Common Sohool oould pro

vide an adequate eduoation for all the Amerioan ohildren

of this country.l

Admitting that the three factors discussed above,

namel~ universal suffrage, growth of oities and industries,

and humanitarian agencies, did awaken an educational con-

sciousness and did provide some means of education for the

IEllwood P. Cubberley, Readings in the History of
Education (New York: Houghton Mifflin company, 1948), -
pp. 342-560.
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r poor people, in no way indicates that education was then I

within the reach of every citizen. On the contrary, de

mand.s for such a privilege were just fermenting. Certain

educational measures had to be taken before America could

boast of a public school system of her own. To this ef

fect, it is appropriate to offer some comments on the

establishment of the Common School. Of all the public

figures associated with the Common School Horace Mann is

considered "the greatest and most influential."l Francis

Parker who was later engaged in furthering the development

of the Common School greatly praised Mann for his contri

bution to the education of all the children of the common-

wealth through the common schools. On this matter he wrote:

The problem was entirely new, and traditional education
stood firmly in his pathway. It was his task to work
out with an indomitable spirit and noble purpose the
crude beginnings of all that educators have valued
since his day. He believed with all his heart in the
great destiny of the republic; he loved children; he
was controlled with the idea that by means of th!
common school the republic could be perpetuated.

Like Mann, Parker manifested a staunch belief in the possi

bilities of human growth through education. He could never

laud the Common School enough. In referring to its spirit

.JL

lPower, ~ Currents l!!~ History S2!. Education,
p. 45).

2Francis W. Parker, "Horace Mann,ll Educational
Review, XII (June, 1896), 69.
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r he said:

It has taken from the old world all it could get, and
that is much. It has received from Germany its philos
ophy and psychology and its methods, but there is one
thing we never can get from anywhere on the face of
the earth, and that is an educational system adapted
to the evolution of pure democracy.l

To conceive a plan for universal education in a

democratic society and to find ways and means for its ac

ceptance and its d.evelopment, was the challenge that faced

the educational statesmen of the early nineteenth century.

This brand new system of education, never before heard of

in civilized lands and designed especially for American

boys and girls was to be free, universal, pUblicly-supported,

and non-sectarian. Its aim was to form the citizen, who

was to receive character and moral training, mental disci

pline, vocational and practical competence and finally op

portunities for individual development. The organization

of such a system began with the elementary schools, but in

the course of events the whole gamut of schooling from kin

dergarten through state universities became included. This

necessitated good administrators, well-prepared teachers, a

broader curriculum, and new methods of teaching and learning.

To this had to be added new and more accommodating buildings

1 Francis W. Parker, "Response." National Educational
Association Proceedings, XXXIV (1895). 62.

L
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r with separate classrooms, such equipment as textbooks, I

visual aids, and other facilities to create a cheerful and

stimulating atmosphere conducive to learning. How to win

public approval of such a public school system was the major

problem for educational leaders. SUch a task called for a

man who possessed. the combined qualities of educator, schol

ar and statesman. Horace Mann became the obvious choice for

he "possessed the characteristics needed for such an office-

enthusiasm, courage, vision, lofty ideals, and practical leg

islative experience."l

As Secretary to the Massachusetts Board of Education

from the year 1837 to 1848, Mann was able to put into effect

a program of state support for public high schools, state
2normal schools and increased support for common schools.

Though the odds were against him, he was determined to push

his project through. "Irrespective of the quality of his

ideas, he was a resolute, even a stubborn reformer.") He

had a clear vision of what lay ahead for the promotion and

protection of American democracy and. a staunch faith in edu

cation for the betterment of man and his society.

1Cubberley, Public Education ~ ~ United States,
p. 222.

2
~., p. 224.

L p. 454. 3 Power, ~ Currents in~ History of Education,~
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The first half of the nineteenth century can right~

fully be described as "a period of public agitation and

educational propaganda."l Through universal sUffrage common

man assumed greater rights, duties and responsibilities,

thus making it possible for him to participate in govern

ment affairs. The growth of cities, the development of new

industries, and the "popular" movements, all served to in-

tensify the value of education. Hence, the impact of these

factors on education was great and varied: a state system

of public schools, normal schools for training teachers,

professional pUblications, such as Mann's Twelve Annual

Reports and the Common School Journal, professional organ

izations such as teachers' institutes, and conventions,

surveys, and other similar projects. It was amid this edu

cational ferment that Parker made his debut as a school-

teacher. In the evolution of educational thought in

America both reformers, Mann and Parker, had a certain

mission to fUlfill and they accomplished it with reverence

and devotion.

The one (Mann) prepared. the way for the other; the one
(Parker) was the blooming of the other, and. America
today is enjoying the fruit of germination of the one

1Cubberley, ~ History of Education, p. 672.
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1and the bloom of the other.

Now as much effort as had been expended in pro

moting education during the first half of the nineteenth

century through the leadership of outstanding political and

educational statesmen so did this same spirit of involvement

prevail in educational pursuits throughout the remaining

five decades. Here, as in the earlier part of this period,

were found many eminent figures, such as William Harris,

Charles Eliot, Edward Sheld.on, Stanley Hall, all of whom

could be studied for their remarkable contributions to the

perfecting of different phases of the American public

school system. But as it is our aim to portray more specif-

ically the educational climate in which Parker labored,

this creates the problem of choosing one or several leaders

whose thinking and action on educational questions were

most influential to shaping Parker's school practices at

Quincy and later at Cook County Normal School. After some

consideration it WOUld. seem that Edward. A. Sheldon should. be

highlighted over the others. There are two possible reasons

for this selection; first, Sheldon's practical study of

education before the Civil War, at mid-century to be more

1A. E. Winship, "Francis W. Parker," Journal 2!
Education, LXXXII (September 16, 1915), 229.
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I specific. served to guide such educational innovators as

Parker after the war; second. both Sheld.on and Parker were

interested in improving the program of elementary education

and the training of teachers. As the historian of education.

Harry Good. said

The three leaders were Horace Mann. who led in the
creation of state systems of schools and the founding
of state normal schools; Edward Sheldon. who spread ob
ject-teaching and founded the Oswego State Normal School;
and Francis Parker. who made of Quincy an object lesson
in good teaching and became head of the Cook County
Normal School in Illinois.~

Parker himself acknowledges Sheldon's importance:

One school alone has thrown more light upon better
methods than any two universities in the l~nd--that

of Oswego. and Dr. Sheldon as its prophet.

In another instance Parker said:

I place the Oswego Normal as first in its influence
upon the education of the country.3

And Dorothy Rogers added:

Indeed. the school at ~incy which brought Parker fame
used Oswego's methods.

lHarry G. Good. A Histor~ of American Education (New
York: The Macl'tI1l1an Company. 19 21: p. 221.

2
Francis W. Parker. "School of the Future: With

Discussion. 1I National Educational Association Proceedings.
XXX (1891). 89.

3Dorothy Rogers. Oswego: Fountainhead 91 'reacher
Education (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts. Inc •• 1961).
p. 82.

L
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The fact that the American ideal of a common.

ladder school system of education had been neatly packaged

before the Civil War did not necessarily mean that its pol-

icies were implemented in all the schools and that education

was now within the reach of every child. Everywhere in the

land there were shortcomings and inequalities. Oswego, a

little town of about twelve thousand people in the northern

part of New York, was not yet providing all its citizens

with a free public education. The extending and perfecting

of this ideal of universal educational opportunities became

the chief concern of Edward Sheldon.

Sheldon, who won the title, "the American Pesta

lozzi,,,l was the public-spirited man who organized the

public schools of Oswego and then founded the Oswego State

Normal School, "the fountain-head of Object teaching.,,2

In this new institution of learning, the elementary school

curriculum was studied from a d.ifferent point of view.

Instead of presenting a curriculum bUilt around "subjects,"

this new course of study was built around "object lessons."

These (object lessons) were to be appropriately d.ivided
into lessons involving numbers, magnitude, form drawing,

L

lWil1iam M. French, America's Educational
(Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1964), p. 131.

2
Rogers, p. 81.

Tradition
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color, weight, sounds, places, animals, plants, min
erals, and. liquids. l

Observation in union with both oral and written expression

...,

became the high points in this new approach to learning and

teaching. Such a procedure kept memorization and the use of

textbooks at a minimum and stimulated understanding and crea

tivity to the maximum. To teach~under such conditions called

for "not only a better and broader understanding of what was

to be taught. but also the ability to plan a lesson and by

seemly questions to lead it to its desired end. n2 With ob

ject instruction the study of arithmetic, science, geography,

language, arts, music, and other curriculum areas was revo

lutionized. For the first time, the child was given an oppor

tunity to discover for himself the meaning behind the facts

he was asked to memorize. All materials were graded and the

child gradually went from one step to the next, from one ob

ject to the next, as he was ready for it.

• • • the course of study was remade to shift the em
phasis in teaching from the acquisition of knowledge
to the stimulation of observation and inquiry.3

IR. Freeman Butts and Lawrence Cremin, ! History 2!.
Education in American Culture (New York: Henry Holt and
Company. 1953), p. 382.

2
Adolphe Meyer, ~ Educational Historl of~ Western

World (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1965>, p. 228.

3Cubberley, Public Education 1B~ United States.
LP. 386. ...J
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This, in short, was the chief "feature" of the Oswego

Normal state school. Under the guiding spirit of Edward

Sheldon, Oswego remained the "Mecca of Teacher Education"

until the early seventies when Francis Parker, the Crusader

of Children, appeared on the educational scene to further

perfect method.s in elementary education and to enhance the

professional training of teachers.

Besides these two American schoolmen, Mann and

Sheldon, three foreign educators whose policies also influ

enced the American educational system were a remarkable Euro

pean team made up of Pestalozzi who fUrnished. a humanitarian

view of, and an emotional impetus to, the new democracy in

elementary education, Herbart who presented a psychology of

instruction for secondary school training and teaching, and

Froebel who completed the work of his teammates by organ

izing schools for children in the early stages of life.

It has many times been stated that Parker borrowed

ideas from well-known European as well as American school-

masters. In fact, his own contemporaries often accused him

of "stealing ideas." This charge he never denied,

I stole from Cleveland, Cincinnati, Aristotle, Pesta
lozzi, Spencer, and everybody else I could. find in pos
session of anything worth stealing. I am going to keep
at it, and I advise all of you who are earnest teachers
to steal--steal all you can; and then you will not get

L
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half enough for the famishing minds of children. l

What Parker actually did was to note what previous educators

had theorized about education and then pick from their find

ings whatever most befitted a democratic society. He did

not advocate imitating these great masters simply for the

sake of copying them. Bather he sought their good, their

practical points, and especially their "magnificent spirit

of progress. n2 It is from a preoccupation with the last

point that Parker took "from Pestalozzi, and Froebel, and

Herbart, all they [haW to give • • • and march/eell on to

higher and better things.")

In examining Pestalozzi's educational works, Parker

d.id come upon certain ideas possibly relevant to furthering

the development of the American system of ed.ucation. For

instance, Pestalozzi had described education as "growth,"

tithe outward evolution of an inward life.,,4 According to

1
Francis W. Parker, "A Discussion: On the Quincy

Method," National Educational Association Proceedings
(1880), 49.

2 Francis W. Parker, "Discussion: Improvement of
Teachers," National Educational Association Proceedings
(1895),191.

)Idem.-
4compayre, p. 444.

L .J
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I this Swiss educator. growth was best attained through a I

moral. practical. and intellectual education. popularly

known as "the education of the heart. of the hand. and. of the

head." Pestalozzi as the kind father-type schoolmaster

placed strong emphasis upon education as ~ means of help

ing each child discover for himself his own inherent powers

and then find opportunities to d.evelop them. A great love

for children was the focal point in his theory. In his opin-

ion love was essential to any child's success in learning.

With love as the guiding force. duty and obligation would

naturally follow in tow. This ensuing sense of duty and

obligation Parker later called "responsibility."

In keeping with this stress on love Pestalozzi pre

ferred permissiveness to strict discipline. His faith in

this freedom was evidenced as he attempted. to educate poor

boys and girls through self-activity. Great attention was

also given to each pupil's interests. A combination of work,

study, and play characterized this master's class activities.

This kind of school atmosphere Parker was also to favor.

After toying with Pestalozzi's idea for some time, he took

it upon himself to transform the common school "from a

knowledge-mill into an educational community."l

lMarion Washburne, Francis W. Parker: His Life and
L Educational Reform Work (New York: -E. t. Kellogg-a~omp-any,

1900). p. vi. - .J
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The emotional impetus that Pestalozzi so success- I

fully gave to the new democratic education served his society

well. But an education whose fundamental principle is based

on "love" and not on a well-defined psychology of teaching

can have its shortcomings. As the world came to demand more

system and more organization for teaching, another dimension

was needed and efforts were now directed toward giving edU

cation this intellectual note never before so strongly

stressed. The man who was to supply this was the German

philosopher and. scholar, Johann FriedriCh Herbart.

Though the wave of enthusiasm for Herbartian peda

gogy did not sweep this country until the 1890's through the

works of Charles and Frank McMurray and Charles DeGarmo,

different writers claim that Parker was well aware of

Herbart's popularity in the last decade of the nineteenth

century. For instance, Good in speaking about the impact

of Herbartianism in this country does say that "no previous

ideas had stimulated such a volume of educational discussion.

This was the opinion of Francis W. Parker."l Samuel C.

Parker states that "among the sources of inspiration which

Colonel Parker acknowledged were the work of Herbart and

1
Good, p. 347.

L .J
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'his followers, and the Froebelian doctrine of unity.1l1

The basic principle upon which Herbart1s methods

rest was the "doctrine of interest." Only that knowledge

acquired with the warm glow of interest can affect the will

of the learner and his behavior. This demands an instruction

that is concrete, continuous, elevating, and applicable to

real life situations. What played a prominent part in clar

ifying further Herbart1s principle of interest was his the

ory of concentration. He was aware that certain ideas tend

to cluster. If, in teaching, it were possible to favor this

clustering of ideas, then learning would be more effective

and easier. To this end Herbart decided to place history

and literature as those subjects most apt to foster this,

since materials from history and literature would. offer a

"rich and vivid source of ideas about moral situations,

alternative solutions, and their consequences.,,2 Parker,

on the other hand, had his own views on this matter. With

out minimizing the role of history and literature in the

course of study, he believed that the science of geography

lSamuel Chester Parker, A Textbook in the History
2! Modern Education (Boston: Ginn and Company:-I912), p. 421.

2Harry S. Broudy and John R. Palmer, Exemplars of
Teaching Method (Chicago: Rand McNally and Company, 19b5),
p. 137.

L .J
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r was the discipline best capable of unifying the experiences'
1of a growing child. Herbart's contribution to education

would be incomplete without mentioning his formalized method

of teaching which consisted of five steps: preparation,

presentation, association, generalization and application.

It is possible that Parker was attracted to this method of

teaching, studied it carefully and even presented it to his

teachers. That Parker had been exposed to Herbartianism,

there is no doubt. He borrowed from this theory whatever

could have served him for the formulation of his own educa-

tional plans.

The last educator to be discussed in this European

trio is Froebel, the most prominent disciple of Pestalozzi.

His theory of education became popular in this country to

ward the last thirty years of the nineteenth century. This

champion of pre-school education introduced new concepts of

learning and teaching that helped "to change the educational
2theory and practice in the United states."

Among the new ideas that Froebel introduced in teach

ing and learning could be cited self-activity, play, social

1
Parker, Talks 2n Teaching, p. 144.

2
Edgar W. Knight, Education in the United states

(Boston: Ginn and Company, 1951), p:-5Ib:
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r participation. self-expression. The most important tech- I

nique for the harmonious development of all the individual's

powers is constructive activity. Froebel greatly valued

freedom and spontaneity in the classroom as a natural means

for developing self-expression. It was his contention that

the best way to help the whole personality of the child to

unfold is "to make of the child a creator. a little artist

always at work."l Group activities were encouraged so as to

develop a sense of cooperation as well as that of oneness

with others. The curriculum was built upon the activities

and interests peculiar to each stage of the child's devel

opment. To Froebel play activities had primary significance;

when a child played. he revealed his inner nature and at the

same time developed patterns of socialization. As a result

he maintained the importance of. and the need for. providing

kindergartens as the initial step in a child's formal edu

cation. 2 While at King William's University Parker visited

the different types of schools of Europe and especially the

kindergartens.) In his tours he sought that "spirit of prog

ress" that he himself so longed for in order to quicken the

lCompayre, p. 460.
2
Franklin Painter. Great Pedagogical Essays (New

York: American Book Company. 1905). p. 371.

L )William M. Giffin. School )als ~ ~ Fifties ~
(Chicago: A.Flanagan Company. 1906 • p. 129.
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rdevelopment and improvement of the school situation here I

in America.

The Froebelian spirit--the harmonious development of

the whole child as a unity--totally penetrates Parker's philo

sophical and psychological views on education and his Itspirit

of progress in educational practices,lt though not imitative

of Froebel's, runs parallel to it. According to Eby and

Arrowood "Parker was the educational evangelist of marked

power who followed out in practice the principles of Pesta

lozzi and Froebel. ltl In a tribute to Froebel's contribution

to the new education Parker was later to say:

For above his methods, gifts, mother-play, and the
precious details of his epoch-making work, stands pre
eminent his ideal of lif~. He fully recognized the
child as a social being.

Parker could then have made Froebel his mentor and could

have endorsed with certain mod.ifications many of the school

practices that this great educator had previously developed

in his kindergarten at Blankenburg.

The work of this European trio in educational

matters is well summarized by the following statement:

IEby and Arrowood, p. 840.
2
Francis W. Parker, ItAn Account of the Work of the

Cook County and Chicago Normal School from 1883 to 1889,"
The Elementary School Teacher and Course of Study II (l90l-
1902), 76). - - -

L ~
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Although Froebel's psychological methods were applied I
only in the kind.ergarten. his id.eas on self-activity
and development. like Pestalozzi's "observation ll and
Herbart's Ilinterest." have profoundly affected all sub
sequent educational practices. No successful method
today disregards them or the principle of expression
which he elaborated.l

These European educators. then. as well as the Americans.

Mann and Sheldon. doubtless proved influential in shaping

the thought and practice of Francis Parker.

From our analysis of the factors that seemed to have

enhanced the development of better edUcational practices we

conclude that both centuries. the seventeenth and the nine-

teenth, were spirited. periods that exhibited. in general,

personal and group reactions to religious and political

upheavals, to scientific and educational expansions.

In both periods religious and political struggles

culminated in wars that ultimately served. to promote a more

liberal, more democratic form of government in both Europe

and America. In seventeenth-century Europe the word. Ilde-

mocracy" still had a rather vague meaning. But whatever

efforts were expended toward promoting its value did pave

the way for the political and the educational statesmen of

nineteenth-century America who were to apply "this spirit

of democratic procedures ll to the betterment and the im

provement of society and of individuals. The developments

L 1
McCormick. pp. 555-556.
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I in political and social theory and practice caused great I

changes in the life of the American people. For the first

time in history common man was to have an active voice in

political affairs. To better fulfill his new functions as

a full-fledged citizen with certain rights, duties and re

sponsibilities, educational opportunities had to be prof

fered him. It seemed at the time that the democratic form

of government was the type best suited to providing all its

citizens with a free, universal, tax-supported education.

A rapid growth in scientific enterprises also marked

these two periods. The new discoveries and inventions

brought forth great changes in social and economic conditions

for the people. Little by little the common man became more

and more emancipated. He acquired a new faith in the possi

bilities for self-improvement and for reconstructing his

society through education. The time for innovations was at

hand. Both Comenius in seventeenth-century Europe and Parker

in nineteenth-century America had a clear understand.ing of

the problem at hand. And moreover, with their foresight and

spirit of d.edication both were able to seize all the oppor

tunities at hand to create ways and. means of remed.ying the

prevailing ailments in their society by suggesting a real

istic and a practical system of education. For this reason,

L Comenius did not disdain to use what his predecessors, ~
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I I
Vives, Bacon and &atke, had had to offer by way of improving

education, nor did Parker feel any qualms about adapting

educational practices previously devised by such educators

as Mann and Sheldon, Pestalozzi, Herbart and Froebel.

Then, against these backgrounds characterized by

religious strife, political turmoil, expansion of knowledge

and of educational opportunities, Comenius and Parker intro-

duced educational reforms. History bears out that periods

marked with great social, political and educational progress,

have usually brought with long and difficult struggles, new

and diversified developments. But for every venture made to

raise civilization a degree higher, there has always been a

price to pay. Only those leaders, who have been dedicated

to their work, who have been willing "to dare and to do"

something totally different for the improvement of the indi-

vidual as well as of society, can be considered "true pro

moters of progress." It is our contention that Comenius,

the seventeenth-century pioneer in modern realistic educa

tional thought, and Parker, the nineteenth-century evangelist

of progressive education, were worthy representatives of

their society, willing to fight in the name of this "spirit

of progress. 11

L
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CHAPTER III

THE EDUCATIONAL CAREER OF TWO REFORMERS: COMENIUS AND PARKER

Taking a sweeping glance at the historical develop

ment of educational thought, one is apt to discover that down

through the ages new concepts of education have reluctantly

been accepted in the schools. There may be different reasons

for this. One might be that reformers in their educational

writings often did not keep a proper balance between theory

and practice, between principle and application. This is

sufficient to have discouraged those interested in perfect

ing the methods of teaching and learning and to have led them

to disregard, ignore or completely reject the new concepts

because they considered them unfeasible, impractical, and

ineffective. Another reason for having delayed changes in

the schools might have stemmed from societal needs. It is

possible that at the time a reformer presented his theories

society was not ready for innovations. It was occupied with

other pressing needs. Or finally the cause for the slow re

ception of new trends might be ascribed to the type of person

the reformer was and to the way he proffered his theories and

practices. Whatever the cause may have been, it seems to

hold that the introduction of new concepts of education in ~

-50-
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r the schools has ever been a slow process.

In the preceding chapter attention was given to the

educational climate of both the seventeenth and nineteenth

centuries. It was found that both centuries offered many

and varied opportunities for new educational developments.

Within the framework of these two centuries both Comenius

and Parker respectively seized these opportunities and pre

sented new concepts of teaching and learning for the improve

ment of education. It would perhaps be wise at this point

to see how these two reformers proceeded to present new

views of instruction to their respective societies in order

to discover how successful each was as an educational re-

former. However, as it is difficult to understand a per

sonls ideas on a specific point without having some knowl

edge of his life, it would doubtless be expedient to first

trace at least the highlights in the life of the two repre-

sentative educators presently under study.

JOHN AMOS COMENIUS (1592-1670)

The life of John Amos Comenius, "that incomparable

Moravian,,,l may be briefly described as one of great human

1Matthew Spinka,
rab1e Moravian (Chicago:
1943), p. 72.

L

~~ Comenius: 1h!! Incompa
The University of Chicago Press,

...J
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ractivity. Comenius was by all means "a man of aspirations,"11

a man of great faith, hope and love for all humanity. He

possessed more than any other subsequent educational states

men this rare combination of personal characteristics: sym-
2pathy for children, power of analysis, and breadth of mind.

Because of these intellectual capacities he was able to

unite religious, scientific, encyclopedic and humanistic

points of view in his educational scheme. Michelet speaks

of him as "that rare genius, that gentle, fertile, universal

scholar."] His theories and practices are most broad, far-

sighted and comprehensive, thus making his concepts of edu-

cation timeless by any standards.

As with other educational reformers, Comenius "can

best be understood and appreciated when • • • associated

with specific events fin hiEV life.,,4 For our purposes

the many different activities in his life can be grouped.

und.er three heads: a preparatory period that highlights

his intellectual preparation for the future religious and

(New

L

1Robert H. Quick, Essays 2E Educational Reformers,
York: D. Appleton, 1899), p. 133.

2
Comenius, The Great Didactic, Part I, p. 101.

3 J • Michelet, ~~ (Paris, 1869), p. 175.
4Clauser, p. 99.

-'
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reducational activities; an active reformer period that con-'

centrates on his educational reforms in Poland., England,

Sweden, Germany, and Hungary; and an active writer-period

that presents the old pedagogue still administering ecclesi

astical duties but very busy publishing his literary and

educational works.

THE FIRST PERIOD -- 1592-1628

The year 1592, a century after Columbus' discovery

of America, marked the birth of John Amos Comenius, the

youngest child of a well-to-do miller, in a little Moravian

village called Nivnitz. His parents, Martin and Anna, were

humble Christians totally dedicated to their Moravian Church,

a Protestant sect founded by John Huss. The way of life of

these people was a very simple one, based upon Biblical

tradition. All they desired for themselves and for their

offsprings was a calm, peaceful, and religious life follow

ing the principles of Scripture. "Their religious faith

was marked by simplicity, warm-hearted love, evangelical

zeal, deep personal piety, self-sacrifice and humility."l

Reared in this fervent religious atmosphere Comenius re

mained a faithful follower and promoter of his Church and

lEby and Arrowood, p. 253.
L
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I saw to it that the flame of this Moravian religious spirit'

be kept alive in the minds and hearts of all his countrymen.

Like other Moravian children it seems most probable

that Comenius enrolled in the elementary school of the

village where he received his first instruction in reading

and writing Czech. his native language. counting. catechism

and hymn singing. It was not long before deep sorrow

entered his life and marked a great part of it. At the

age of twelve Comenius was left an orphan and placed under

the tutelage of guardians who more or less neglected him

and his early education. Concerning his early childhood

experiences. he himself said:

Losing both my parents while I was yet a child. I began.
through the neglect of my guardians. but at sixteen
years of age to taste of the Latin tongue. Yet by the
goodness of God, that taste bred such a thirst in me.
that I ceased not from that time. by all means and en
deavours. to labour for the repairing of my lost years;
and now not only for myself, but for the good of others
also. 1

It was not until he had reached the age of sixteen that he

entered the Prerau Latin School, a secondary school con-

ducted by the Unity of Brethren. Here. he did not reveal

himself an exceptionally gifted stUdent. but rather a seri

ous, open-minded. and observant one. Being senior to his

1Quick. p. 120.

L
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r classmates by at least ten yearsl he was more tempted to I

study his professors and detect the many flaws in their

teaching. In fact the description that he gives of the

prevailing methods of instruction point out that there were

irregularities and consequently a great need for reform.

They (the schools) are the terror of boys, and the
slaughterhouses of minds--places where a hatred of
literature and books is contracted, where ten or more
years are spent in learning what might be acquired in
one, where what ought to be poured in gently is vio
lently forced in and beaten in, where what ought to be
put clearly and perspicuously is presented in a confused
and intricate way, as if it were a collection

2
of

puzzles--places where minds are fed on words.

There can be no doubt as to the implications of the above

quote. It clearly indicates that methods of instruction

were rather "painful and crude.,,3 Without being presump-

tuous in any way it is possible to advance that it was this

discontentment with the unpleasant experience of learning

Latin--learning Latin grammar before knowing the vernacular,

memorizing rules with little or no understanding whatsoever,

translating Latin passages without adequate dictionaries-

that urged him to think of easier and better ways of making

the teaching and the learning of Latin more pleasant and

more meaningful to young boys. In fact, Keatinge, one of

L

p. 339.

1
Eby and Arrowood, p. 254.

2Comenius, The Great Didactic, Part I, p. 23.

3power, Main CUrrents .!!!~ History .2! Education,-.J
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I his biographers, remarks:

The defects in his early education were, ••• the
seeds from which sprang the whole of his didactic
efforts. Considerably older than his schoolfellows,
he was able to criticize the methods in use, and
speedily arrived at the conclusion that the lack of
progress was due more to the inefficiency of the
teachers than to the idleness of their pupils. From
this time onwards, full of pity for the sufferings of
his fellows, he began to devise new meth~ds of class
instruction and better schemes of study.

After spending two years at the Prerau Latin School,

Comenius decided to pursue his studies for the ministry.

In 1612 he matriculated at the College of Herborn, a uni

versity renowned for its theological studies. In the midst

of such an intellectual climate, Comenius met several out-

standing professors, among whom John Henry Alsted, consid

ered "the most command.ing figure in the academic circles of

Europe at this time,"2 became a very influential person in

his life and most probably inspired him in his didactic

project. Heyberger in describing Comenius' reactions to

John Henry Alsted says:
,

II fut vivement impressionne par Jean Henri Alstedius
qui, lui, avait eu la possibilite de terminer tres tot
ses etudes • • • • Jean Amos ad.mirai t fort ce jeune
savant qui, n'etant son atne que de quatre ans, se
distinguait par sa grande erudition, et en m~me temps,

1Comenius, ~ Great Didactic, Part It p. 3.

Monroe, Comenius ~~ Beginnings 2! Educational
Reform, p. 42.

.J
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faisant preuve d'un remarquable sens pratique dans 1 I
son enseignement et dans ses travaux scientifiques.

The pedagogical teachings of Professor Alsted as outlined in

his work. Encyclopedia Scientorum Omnia. were of a nature

to thoroughly persuade the young Moravian student that the

organization of schools and the methods of instruction were

in need of reform. Keatinge points out that Comenius

followed Alsted very closely. In fact. there was only one

item on which they disagreed: who should attend the ver-

nacular schools.

This Alsted would have restricted to the use of girls.
and of boys destined for a handicraft. while Comenius
insists on the necessity of giving a distinct primary
education to those ~hO are afterwards to enter a
learned profession.

L

Despite this minor difference of opinion. it seems sage to

conclude that the primary teachings of Comenius came from

Alsted's work. At any rate. Alsted "assuredly played the

part of a kindly foster-father to the callow educational

zeal of the Herborn student.")

In add.ition to Alsted's pedagogical assistance.

Comenius found practical suggestions in Ratke's plan of

1
Anna Heyberger. Jean Amos Comelius: sa vie et

son oeuvre d'educateur. These (Paris: H. Champion-,-1928)
P:-22.

2Comenius. ~ Great Didactic. Part I. p. 5.

)~.
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I instruction. True he never met with Ratke to discuss I

methods for improving teaching and learning. But he did

stud.y attentively the pUblic document approved by the Uni-

versities of Jena and Giessen in which were found favorable

commentaries on Ratkets proposed innovations for a new edu

cation. l

Before leaving Herborn, Comenius began the writing

of a Czech-Latin dictionary which was to include a treatise

on grammar. He labored on this project for forty-four years,

and never succeeded in having it published. In fact all the

manuscripts of this work were d.estroyed when Lissa was set

afire in 1656. 2

To complete the last two years of his formal school

ing Comenius visited Amsterdam and then proceeded. to Heidle

berg where he engaged. in the study of philosophy, theology,

and perhaps astronomy. His formal training period over,

Comenius returned to his people in Moravia. As he was too

young to be ordained a minister of the Moravian Church, he

accepted the rectorship of the GYmnasium at Prerau, thus

beginning his educational career as teacher and as reformer.

This teaching experience brought him into contact "with

1Monroe,
Reform, p. 44.

2
L Spinka,

Comenius ~ ~ Beginnings 2! Educational

p. 29.
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I Iproblems of methodology and discipline. and gave him an

opportunity to apply some of the theories he had. formulated
1

while a student at Herborn." He wrote a Latin grammar. a

small book for beginners. and also an encycloped.ia entitled.

A Theatre 2!~ ThingS. the first literary work of its

kind to be pUblished in the Czech language. These two works

have not been preserved. 2

The year 1616 marked a new epoch in Comenius' life.

He was ordained a priest in the Unity of Brethren and made

pastor at Fulneck. one of the most prosperous parishes of

the Moravian Church. The promising beginnings of this gifted.

and excellently trained pastor seemed to indicate that he

would make a name for himself.

En sa qualite de pasteur, i1 s'occupe avec so11icitude
de ses paroissiens. prend part a leur vie, et m~me.
dit-on. leur enseigne 1·a~ricu1ture. inconnue jusqu'
alors dans cette region.~

In addition. to his pastoral duties. he taught school and

later assumed the responsibility of school superintendent

of the town schools. It was during his stay at Fu1neck

that he married a wealthy Hungarian woman. Madeleine

Vizovska. At last everything seemed to ind.icate that

1Monroe. Comenius ~~ BeginningS 2! Educational
Reform. p. 45.

2
Spinka, pp. 31-32.

L 3Heyberger. p. 27. ~
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I happiness, security, and prosperity were within Comenius 1i

reach. He had settled down into a quiet and peaceful life,

dividing his time and energy among the numerous activities

of pastoral charges, school duties, writing assignments

and family cares. This happy and quiet life lasted but five

years. It was interrupted by the Thirty Years' War and

never again resumed. With no mercy whatsoever the Spaniards

ransacked the city of Fulneck. Comenius lost everything he

possessed--his wife and child, his property, his library

with numerous educational manuscripts. For the next seven

years he was obliged to seek protection on the estates of

noblemen in whose homes he did a little educational writing,

tutored the children of his protectors, and comforted his

friends and fellow Moravians.

Comenius bore up against wave after Wave of calamity
with Christian courage and resignation, and his writings
at this periOd were of great value to his fellow
sufferers.

Finally, his protectors could no longer conceal him. So,

Comenius was forced to flee from his country and find refuge

in the city of Lissa in Poland. Till the end of his life

he was to remain in exile, wandering from one country to

another never returning to his native land. His flight into

Poland can serve as the culminating event of this first pe-

L
1Compayre, p. 121.
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I I
riod. of Comenius' life. From now on Comenius will be ac-

tively engaged in pedagogical reforms of different countries

and will earn for himself the title, "the teacher of all

nations."

A brief summary of the highlights of this first

period of Comenius' life leads one to conclude that he was

not blessed with too much happiness, security and prosper

i ty. With the exception of hi s early childhood and. of his

first five years of married life, we can say that up to

this time this Moravian priest experienced primarily the

sufferings. the longings and. the pains of life. Happily

his early religious training together with his formal edu

cation received first in the elementary and secondary

schools and then pursued in renowned theological centers

served him well. For later as a spiritual director and

as a promoter of a better education Comenius was always

able to show himself a religious man of thought and action.

Following these years of varied experiences it seems that

Comenius was now ready to present to the world a new

psychological approach to teaching and learning.

THE SECOND PERIOD 1628-1654

L

IAccord.ing to some biographers, such as Keatinge,

lcomenius, ~ Great Didactic, Part I, p. 10. .J
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112Monroe, and Spinka, this second phase of Comenius' life
'

may be characterized by his commitment to educational re

forms. In his desire to restore learning, virtue, and pi-

ety to his fellow Moravians, Comenius "became filled with a

holy and unflagging zeal for the improvement of education.,,3

To this end, he devoted himself as a teacher in Poland, as

an adviser on educational tovics in England, as a writer of

textbooks in Sweden, and as a superintendent of schools in
4Hungary. Amid all of these educational involvements,

Comenius always remained loyal to his ministerial duties.

He was first and foremost a minister of God. If he did

engage himself in pedagogical reforms, and we know he did,

it was "more by accident than by primary design. 1I5 There

were pressing needs for new experiences in the schools.

Comenius could not remain indifferent to these educational

demands. Without delay he seized the opportunities at hand

and began to systematize the process of teaching and learning,

L

lMonroe, Comenius ~~ Beginnings 2f Educational
Reform, p. 47.

2Spinka, p. 45.

3James Phinney Munroe, The Educational Ideal
(Boston: D. C. Heath and Company: 1896), p. 73.

4Will S. t>lonroe, "At Comenius I Grave. II Journal of
Education (1894), 324.

5Spinka, p. 32. ~
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r
and to introduce democratic principles in education.

Through his actual teaching, his many and varied. writings,

and his visits to different countries he set out to reform

the schools and improve education as a whole.

For the first twelve years of this period, Comenius

was to make Lissa his home and his field of educational en

deavors. After he had settled down in this small town he

became rector of the Gymnasium and at onCe pursued his

didactic studies.

Durant ces annees passees a Leszno. Comenius dep10ie
une immense activite: i1 enseigne au gymnase, pour
suit ses recherches dans 1e domaine de 11education'l
ecrit des oeuvres pedagogiques et religieuses •••

Because of his teaching in the Gymnasium of the Moravian

Brethren, Comenius "once again confirmed how unsatisfactory

were the old scholastic method.s, in how repellent a manner

Latin was taught, and how the pupils lacked any instructions
2

in the natural sciences." In his wisdom he could foresee

"that the great agency for a future renovation lay in

schoo1s,,,3 and was determined to pursue this matter more

1Heyberger. p. 51.
2
Frantisek Kozik. The Sorrowful and. Heroic Life

of J. A. Comenius (Prague:--State Educational Publishing
HOuse,-1938), p. 62.

3s . S. Laurie, John Amos Comenius, Bishop of the
Moravians, His Life and~catIOnal Works (Boston:--WTIIard

L Small, 1885'-;-p723.-
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r
concretely. At once he began to reorganize the school I

system of Lissa upon more logical as well as psychological

principles. IIBut he had no intention of revolutionizing

method."l What he wanted was a practical school wherein

the students would be encouraged to learn by providing for

them simple and well-defined methods of instruction, better

planned and more attractive books, a more comprehensive

course of study including the natural sciences, different

classrooms where the content of the subject matter would be

graded according to levels of difficulty. Contrary to the

prevailing aristocratic and humanist practices. he also

demanded the same basic education for all children with no

preference to social, political or economic status. With

respect to the selection of students for the Latin School

he based his choice on the intellectual ability of the

individual rather than on any other standing. As one can

easily jUdge, "these reforms were not only far-reaching.
2

they were revolutionary." for the seventeenth-century

world.

In ad.dition to his teaching in Lissa Comenius

1Paul Monroe (edJ. ! Cyclopedia 2! Education,
Vol. II (New York: The MacMillan company, 1911), p. 135.

2 Monroe. Comenius and !h! Beginnings 2! Educa-
tional Reform, p. 49.

..J
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r spent much time writing. A prolific writer throughout his'

lifel he was even more so during this particular period of

his career as an educational entrepreneur. Among the pub

lications of this time are the three well-known works:

Janua Linguarum Reserata (Gate of Tongues Unlocked), ~

Great Didactic, and The School 2! Infancz.

Anyone of these £thre~ would have made him first
among the educators of his time. The group of them
was an achievement in im~roving education never since
matched by a single man.

As early as 16)1, only three years after he arrived

at Lissa, Comenius published his little book, Janua Lingua

~ Reserata "which made him and the little Polish town

where he lived known throughout Europe and beyond it.")

His aim in writing this grammar was threefold: "first, to

simplify and graduate; secondly, to teach words through

things; thirdly, to teach things through words.,,4 One

outstanding feature of this literary work was "that the

knowledge of a language, especially Latin, should go hand

in hand with the knowledge of the things explained

lPower, ~ Currents 1B~ History 2! Education,
p. ))9.

2Comenius, The School of Infancy, p. 26.
) Quick, p. 12).

4Laurie, John Amos Comenius, Bishop 2! the
L Moravians, 1885, P:-)2:---
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I in it. nl To this end, some eight thousand different Latin

words were cleverly worked into easy, simple sentences and

arranged in parallel columns with the Latin printed on the

right side of the page and the vernacular on the left. The

topics treated ranged from herbs and shrubs to dialectic,

rhetoric. and geometry. The plan of this little book at

tracted many teachers of other countries. It was translated

into many languages and "soon became the standard work

throughout Europe and America and retained its leading

position for many decades. and one could almost say centu-
2

ries." In designing this method of instruction. Comenius

was somewhat influenced by &atke and by his Herborn pro

fessors. Perhaps he was more indebted both for his

method and the name of his book to an Irish Jesuit peda

gogue known as William Bath. J At any rate. Comenius'

little book served one great purpose: to inspire teachers

to use natural and psychological approaches in the teaching

of Latin.

1Karl Von Baumer. "John Amos Comenius." Barnard's
American Journal of Education. V (June. 1858). 270.

--.,.;,,;;,;;,;;;~,,;;;,,;;,-

2Spinka. p. 54.

JComenius. ~ Great Didactic. Part I. p. 18.

L .J
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The second educational work of Comenius written

during this period is ~ Great Didactic. Contrary to the

Janua which was primarily inten~e~ to improve the teaching

of Latin to Czechs and which won for him world. recognition,

~ Great Didactic was meant for an international audience

and was apparently a failure during Comenius' lifetime and

for many years to follow. In this particular treatise

Comenius enunciated the principles and methods that were

to be the cardinal points of his pedagogical theory and

practice. Within thirty-three short, well-pl~ned chapters

Comenius thoroughly treated all the phases of education

from the most fundamental principles to the smallest de

tails of school management. For this reason among others.

~ Great Didactic has been regarded as "one of the great

classics of pedagogy."l The aim of this educational work

can best be expressed by the author himself:

To seek and to find a method of instruction, by which
teachers may teach less. but learners may learn more;
by which schools may be the scene of less noise. aver
sion. and useless labour, but of more leisure, enjoy
ment, and solid progress; and through which the
Christian community may have less darkness, perplexity,
and dissension, but on the ot2er hand more light.
orderliness, peace, and rest.

1Comenius, ~ Analytical Didactic, p. 16.
2Comenius, ~ Great Didactic, Part II, p. 4.
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r
To be sure even a mid-+wentieth-century educator would

have no qualms about organizing a school system along these

aims. But for a seventeenth-century educator the situation

was different. Such aims were bound to call for radical

changes in school practices. With this in mind, one can

see that ~ Great Didactic was geared more to reformers

in search of ways and means to reorganize school systems

than to ordinary class-room teachers although these coulrl

find therein valuable recommendations for teaching.

!:The Great Didactic! was intended for the schoolmaster
whose interest in his work was not confined to the
schoolroom, and for nobles. statesmen, and philos
ophers who wished to reform the schools of their
country. but found no scheme readj: at hand that was
both practical and comprehensive.

The project as one can well imagine was great. Comenius

planned the work in 1628 and completed it four years later.

He must have been disappointed at the "unenthusiastic and
2

even hostile reception given the Didactic." when he pre-

sented it to educational reformers. He did intend this

plan of reform for the educational leaders of all countries.

But they did not respond to ~ Great Didactic as they had

done to the Janua. There might have been several reasons

for this. Perhaps one might cite the following. The bold

L

1Comenius. ~ Great Didactic. Part I. p. 13.
2

Comenius. ~ Analytical Didactic, p. 17. ...J
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r Iand far-reaching reforms described in the Didactic were too

revolutionary and the leaders of the day were neither ready

nor willing to accept these innovations. Such recommendations

as a universal, free, compulsory education for all boys and

girls, the teaching of the vernacular and the natural

sciences, were rather radical demands in the seventeenth

century. It was only prudent on the part of leaders to

question the value and wisdom of these new school practices.

The language in which The Great Didactic was written might

be given as another reason why this educational work re

mained unknown. ~ Great Didactic was written in the

Czech language. In Comenius' time Latin was the universal

language. Any literary work of value had to be written in

Latin in order to be recognized. Whatever the cause of its

unpopularity, ~ Great Didactic remained almost forgotten

for nearly two hundred years. It was not until the midd.le

of the nineteenth century, when the work was pUblished at

Amster~, that ~ Great Didactic received some recognition.

Since then it has been hailed as a great pedagogical work

"of invaluable principles, rules, warnings, hints, which

have lost none of their pregnancy by lapse of time."l

1Adamson, Pioneers 2! Modern Education, p. 79.

L ...J
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~ School £! Infancy, the last of the three edu- I

cational essays of this period, was originally written in

Czech. Soon it was rendered in German and this version was

published in 1633. Twenty years later Comenius translated

it into Latin to reach a wider and more varied audience.

The first English translation did not appear until 1858.

Recently, in 1956, Professor Ernest M. Eller presented a

modern English translation with an introduction and notes.

This pedagogical treatise was specifically prepared

for parents and educators engaged in the training of chil

dren during their first six years of life. In some respects,

this work gives the reader a foreshadow of Froebel's kin

dergarten. In simple and powerful language Comenius sets

forth specific principles and methods that are of inesti

mable value for inculcating a Christian education at every

successive year of pre-school life. It is his contention

that Ita child is not born to remain a calf, or a young ass,
1but to become a rational creature." To this effect he

proposed a scheme for the early training of the child's

soul, body and mind.. He expressed his views on this

matter in logical terms.

1
Comenius, ~ School 2! Infancy, p. 45.
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The first care therefore ought to be of the soul,
which is the principal part of the man, so that it may
become in the highest degree possible beautifully
adorned. The next care is for the body that it may be
made a habitation fit and worthy of an immortal soul.

Regard that mind rightly instructed which is truly
illuminated by God's wisdom, so that man perceiving
the presence of the divine ifSge within himself may
diligently guard that glory.

As children are not of themselves capable of getting this

training, this sage thinker designed~ School £! Infancl,

"a book for the first and most important teacher a child can
2ever have, his mother. 1t Leafing through the twelve chapters

parents can find many simple, practical suggestions for

moulding and educating their offsprings "in Piety, in

Morals, in Sound Learning, and in Health. 1I3 Monroe, in

commenting on this particular work says:

Few books have appeared. in any language better calcula
ted to inspire and assist those engaged iij the high and
holy mission of teaching little children.

This trilogy then--Janua Linguarum, ~ Great .Q!

dactic, and~ School £f Infancl--may be taken as a worthy

representation of Comenius' titanic endeavors for a more

practical and realistic education. PartiCUlarly in these

1llli., p. 64.
2.!ill., p. 46.

31E!!!., p. 70.

4Monroe, Education, XIII (1892-1893), 217.
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r r
works the sage thinker of the seventeenth century reveals

himself not so much "the reformer of method" as "the pioneer

of a new and universal approach to education. 1I He shows

himself greatly concerned with the power of education, what

it can do for the betterment of mankind. To one who is

familiar with his writings, it was precisely during these

years at Lissa that he envisioned a magnificent educational

scheme, called Pansophia, meaning universal knowledge. This

project was fantastic. It included a series of books--a

kind of encyclopedia--written by various authors who were

specialists in a particular field and destined to be a

basic text in some international university. The plan was

so spectacular that Comenius toyed with it for the rest of

his life.

This fresh enthusiasm for new educational proposi

tions, Comenius had also for his pastoral commitments.

Made Bishop of his Church in 1632, four years after his

flight to Lissa, he never tired of assisting his flock in

their spiritual, intellectual and temporal needs. When the

Moravian Bishop did leave them to accept duties and respon

sibilities elsewhere, he did so with the conviction that his

wandering and unsettled Czechs would in some way receive

assistance.

L
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But the publication of his educational writings

led him to travel because through them he established con

tacts with the influential men of the day. Kings, nobles,

scholars and friends of European countries sought his advice

on educational matters. Invited as a consultant he would

graciously accept and by so doing became a remarkable

specialist in education.

The man responsible for comenius' visit to England

in 1641 was Samuel Hartlib, an influential figure in English

educational history. A scholar and reformer, he became in

terested in Comenius' pansophic theories through the readings

of his works as well as through correspondence with this

sage educator. In response to Hartlib's inquiry as to the

nature of his pansophic theories Comenius simply sent him

an extended description of his theory. Hartlib received

this plan so enthusiastically that he had it published at

Oxford in 1637 without the consent of the author under the

title Introduction!2 Pansophy. Attracted by Hartlib's

promises to provide him with a group of thoughtful men and

financial assistance, Comenius was not too provoked by the

enthusiast's misdemeanor. He himself tells of the incident

as follows:

After my Pansophia had been published and dispersed
through the various countries of Europe, many learned

L men approved of the object and plan of the work. but ~
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despa1red of its ever being accomplished by one man I
alone, and therefore adv1sed that a college of learned
men should be inst1tuted to carry 1t into effect. Mr.
Samuel Hart11b, who had forwarded 1ts pub11cation 1n
England, labored earnestly in this matter, and endeav
ored. by every poss1ble means to bring together for this
purpose a number of intellectual men. •• He invited
me with many strong entreat1es.

It is possible to believe that this unexpected assistance

and publicity did stimulate Comenius to exploit his panso

phic theories further. On this point Clauser remarks:

Although Comenius' pedagogical works were known
throughout Europe, it was his pansophic writings
which caught the attention of an Eng2ish group of
scholars and notably Samuel Hartlib.

Comenius then arrived in London in the fall of 1641 to as-

sist these English intellectuals "towards the reform of

human society.") Acting as consultant to a group of prom

inent men, Comenius studied with them the possibilities of

founding a pansophic college or what we might term an inter

national research center. The aim of this proposed insti

tution was

to overhaul all human knowledge in order to eliminate
error, winnow out truth, and achieve unity and harmony
of the three Books of r.ife: The Bible, Nature, Reason. 4

1
BeginningSMonroe, Comenius~~ £! Educational

Reform, p. 52.
2Clauser, p. 113.
)

82.Kozik, p.
4

IE.!! School Infancl, J4.L Comenius, of p.-
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No doubt he impressed his audience with these spectacular I

pansophic concepts. But to his dismay, these men of thought

took no action to implement these concepts. A civil war

was on the verge of breaking out and the English Parliament

had no time to toy with the pansophic proposals of a Czech

reformer. Comenius "informed his friends of his disappoint

ment of his plans."l At a moment when he might have real-

ized his lofty hopes of establishing a pansophic academy

in England, the scene again turned from light to dark.

Onoe more an unfortunate event had happened in the life of

this dedicated educator and priest. As in the past Come

nius accepted this trial with faith and continued his edu

cational reforms in other countries.

As educational projects were of chief concern in

many countries, emploYment and financial aid were soon

within the reformer's reach. This time Comenius received

a letter from Ludevic de Geer, a wealthy French merchant

living in Sweden, requesting him to write textbooks for

Swedish schools. FOr some time he considered the task

ahead hoping that the Swedes would in some way show him

their appreciation by encouraging his pansophic studies

IMonroe, Comenius ~~ Beginnings £! Educa
tional Reform, p. 56.

L
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r- and. by helping his exiled Moravians to win their inde-

pendence. In 1642 the Wanderer Czech left England for

Sweden. Here he met with Chancellor Oxenstierna and other

prominent men to discuss further the job he was about to

undertake.

In a famous discussion of two days, this "Eagle of the
North," as Comenius called him, show[eqJ himsel~ as
practical as he fwa~ broad ••• ~madeJ it plain to
Comenius that Sweden want~eql school-books, not ped.a
gogic dreams. l

Comenius had little choice in this matter. Somewhat cha

grined on one hand by the unenthusiastic attitude of his

Swedish patrons toward his pansophic projects, and some

what cheered on the other hand by the prospect of his new

assignment which could be beneficial to his Czech people,

the great Moravian condescended to the d.ecisions of the

Imperial Council "to reform all the schools in our ~SwedislY

kingdom. ,,2 To this effect he settled down in the little

town of Elbing where "for six years the.! labored on text

books, grammars, and lexicons.") His labors were not in

vain. For as Von Baumer remarks:

It seems as if the clear-headed, practical Oxenstierna
desired to recall Comenius from his boundless under
taking, into one more restricted, but for that reason

L

I Monroe, p. 75.
2Kozik, p. 98.
3Eby and Arrowood, p. 256. .J
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1more sure of success.

That success was to be found in the writing of textbooks

rather than in the founding of a pansophic academy. Come

nius neither could nor seemed to care to envision. At the

present moment his new appointment meant lito abandon his

favorite pansophic project and to concentrate his efforts

upon the educational reform. IIZ The manner in which he re

sponded to this disappointment rightfully serves to point

out the noble spirit that was enshrined in this humble

priest and great educator. Even while engaged in the

writing of textbooks, he always entertained a keen interest

in his pansophic studies. In one instance he is said to

have wistfully exclaimed:

As for me. I shall willingly
my weakness will have done:
permitted to return to these
make ready a Sc~leton of all
public censure. j

This Willingness to consider. to alter. to suspend, to

accept his own plans as well as those of others may be one

of Comenius' personality traits that served him well as a

wandering educational reformer.

lVon Baumer. Barnard's American Journal2f Educa
~, V (June, 1858), 259.

2Spinka , p. 97.
J

L 1£!2•• p. 99.
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Earlier it was mentioned that the outstanding fea-'
ture of Comenius' life during this second phase of his ca

reer was his involvement in educational reforms. In ord.er

to recapitulate the highlights of this reformer's works

more succinctly we might say that Comenius was first looked

upon as a schoolteacher in Poland. chiefly engaged in making

teaching and learning as delightfUl as possible; second.ly,

as an educational consultant on pansophic theories to a

group of English scholars and influential menl thirdly, as

a writer of textbooks for the swedish government. To these

three different but related roles that Comenius assumed as

an educational reformer, we might add one other--that of

superintendent of the Moravian schools at Saros-Patak in

Hungary.

Having completed his miss10n as textbook wr1ter,

the wandering reformer left Sweden to return to Lissa in

1648 where he was warmly received by his fellow Czechs.

Due to the integrity of his life and to his power as a

world.-known reformer, they elected him their senior b1shop

assigned to map out the future course of their own beloved

church. He had barely assumed. h1s new functions when the

Peace of Westpha11a ended. the Th1rty Years' War. Comen1us

greeted this news as a great omen for his exiled Moravians.

L After twenty years of exile they would at last enjoy peaceJ
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r ful living in their native land. The senior Bishop was I

shocked when he heard of the unjust terms of this treaty.

The Protestant sects, such as the Lutherans and the Cal

vinists, were given religious toleration and territorial

benefits but these privileges were in no way extended to

his own church. Of this event spinka remarked:

Throughout his years of arduous labors for his people
and. for the world in general, he (Comenius) was sup
ported by the hope of the restoration of his church.
• • • Comenius had centered his hopes upon the Swedish
aid •••• But, when Sweden forgot her solemn promises
of defending the rights of the Bohemian exiles, Come
nius' grief knew no bounds. Thislwas the bitterest
disappointment of his sad career.

With respect to this same unfortunate event, Eller in his

introduction to ~ School 2! Infancy writes:

As it was this disappointment shook Comenius more than
any of th~ long list of bitter defeats that wracked
his life.

As in previous misfortunes, Comenius still revealed himself

a noble character and accepted the decisions of those in

positions of authority. From now on he would entertain no

hope of returning to his native land since "that land, dev

astated and half-depopulated, suffering intolerable spiri

tual misery was again held to ransom. u3 The exiled Mora-

1
~., pp. 112-113.

L

2Comenius, ~ School 2! Infancy, p. 37.

3Kozik, p. 116. ...J
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I
vians whom he tried to keep together would soon disperse

in order to find the basic necessities of life.

But a spark of light was soon to enter his life.

He was unexpectedly called to a Hungarian town, 3aros-

Patak, to assume the responsibility of reforming the schools.

His new Hungarian noble patrons offered him a liberal salary

together with complete facilities for the organization
of a school system in accordance with his own views-
including a printing establishment for the publication
of required books. It was further stipulated that he
might bring with him ten or a dozen Bohemian youths
to be eiucated at the expense of the prince and his
mother.

Seeing a wonderful opportunity for his pansophic stUdies,

Comenius seized it and left for Hungary in 1650 to remain

there for a period of five years. During his sojourn he

was engaged chiefly in school organization and educational

writings.

As organizer of the town's schools Comenius drew

up a detailed plan of a seven-grade school where the master

of each grade was given specific directions as to what

should be taught in each grade in order to prepare the

students for the next class. For psychological purposes

these seven classes were divided into two groups: "[the

1
Monroe, Comenius ~~ Beginnings 2! Educational

Reform, p. 63.
L
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I first! three were to be preparatory, dealing mainly with I

the study of Latin in accordance with his graded textbooks,

and fthe last! four [wer~ devoted to other academic sub

jects--philosophical, logical, political, and theological."l

Then Comenius requested that each master be given the proper

visual aid.s, such as textbooks, illustrations, pictures and

objects and that these be used discriminately. He encouraged

the use of discussion, play, oral and written~reports. To

this he add.ed a very detailed school calendar indicating

the school days, holidays, vacation days; he went as far
2

as presenting a detailed daily schedule. With respect to

the physical set up of his school Laurie states:

The whole fschool.l was to be surrounded by a contin
uous wall, so that a little Latin state (Latina civi
tate) might be planted, with its own open areas and
gardens--all enclosed from the outer world. ••• The
masters were to preside over a large family like
fathers, and there, in the course of seven years,
• • • boys were to be instructed in "all things that
perfect human nature" and trained. to be~pious
Christians and wise and cultivated men.~

As one can easily see, this plan was fantastic. Its organ

ization and administration were centuries ahead of Comenius'

1Spinka, p. 124.
2

Monroe, Comenius .!!:.lli!~ Beginnil15s ~ Educational
Reform, p. 64.

3Laurie,~~ Comenius, BishoE £!~ Moravians,
1885, p. 57.

L ~
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r time. It is not surprising then that "the Saros-Patak ""1

Plan became a model for educators in many lands, and the

progenitor of a long line of graded schemes of instruction

which constitute such an essential feature of the educa

tional economy of to-day.l

Besides drawing up a remarkable scheme for a school

the indefatigable reformer found time for educational trea

tises. One of his biographers stated that Comenius "pro

duced fifteen works,,2 during this period. Of this number

we might cite Schola Ludus, a collection of school dramas,

revised editions of his Vestibulum and the Janua, and the

famous Orbis Pictus "designed to lay a solid foundation

of knowledge in accurate sense perception. h )

As in the past. fate took a hand against this in

comparable reformer. Comenius had expected to realize in

a concrete form his pansophic dream. But the events that

gra~ually unfolded proved unfavorable to him. Most of the

harsh criticisms he received were concerned with his reli

gious views and progressive educational practices.

L

lMonroe, Comenius !:!!9: ~ Beginnings !2!. Educational
Reform. p. 68.

2Laurie. ~~ Comenius. BishoE 2!~ Moravians.
1885. p. 47.

)Painter. p. 257.
.J
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One of his modern approaches to instruction that I

seemed to have caused d.issension among the civil and school

authorities was his theatrical approach to learning. It

was Comenius' contention that more effective learning would

take place in the mind of the student were the school drudg-
1

ery changed to play and enjoyment. After encountering un-

pleasant reactions from influential people--the d.ie-hards

of conservatism--he was granted permission to try his

method by dramatizing part of ~~ £! Languages. The

results were most overwhelming.

Everybody was now convinced that Comenius had been
entirely justified in demanding the incorporation of
theatrical productions in the curriculum of his uni
versal school. They teach life. and good deportment,
they have a stronger influence than mere exhortations
and lectures, they provide an impetus for the pupils,
encouraging them in dilige~ce and stimulating the
ambition of their parents.

As with many of his other new ideas in education, Comenius

had. to pay the price. In this particular instance he had

to risk an experiment with fifty students to prove his

point. Fortunately his demonstration was a success. It

served to show that a pleasant, theatrical and interesting

approach to learning although not accepted at the time

could have far-reaching merits.

1
Spinks, p. 129.

2
Kozik, p. 133.
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Considering the five years spent in this little

town, Comenius thought "that his real mission in Hungary

remained unfulfilled. ,,1 As in Sweden and England his most

cherished plans and his most promising works were not re

ceived enthusiastically. For this reason and. perhaps for

others the sixty-two-year-old pedagogue resigned from his

directorship of Hungarian schools and returned to Lissa

never again to get involved in "the reformation of a school

system of a particular country.1I2

Comenius l work in Hungary might be regarded as the

culminating event of this second period in his educational

career. As an active educational reformer--the distinctive

characteristic of this period of his life-- he could be

looked up to as a model for future educational innovators.

His well-defined theories and practices for new school pro

grams reflected a vision of human respect and dignity.

When he was called upon to study and to direct the reform

of the schools of one particular country, this Moravian

educator did. not present neatly packaged solutions,

au cours de ses libres recherches, il a constate les
defauts essentiels de lleducation et t!che de trouver

1Spinka, p. 133.

2.!l2.!S., p. 132.

..J
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une soluti~n methodique et pratique a ces questions
b~lantes.

nor did he expound any section of his plans without em

bracing a universal view of education.

Plus il observe Ie monde, les divers peuples et leur
vie nationale, plus il devient cosmopolite, sans ce
pendant jamais rien perdre de son patriotisme tcheque. 2

In fact one might believe that his proposals "were not dic

tated by reason but emanated from the heart."3 Moreover

when he perceived that his views did not meet the approval

of leaders in the countries he was called upon to enlighten,

he very humbly explained his position and accepted alter

natives only when these did not require him "to compromise

his ideals of expediency. This was the trait of integrity

that makes him monumental even in his personal failure.

While anyone might realize less than he hoped for, only a

giant could fail as nobly and as magnificently as Comenius.,,4

L

lHeyberger, p. 239.
2
~.

30takar Odlozilik, Jan Amos Comenius. In Commemo
ration of the 3~O~ Anniversary-or-Comenius' Birthday.
tChIcago: -CZeCEOSIovak National-Councli of AmerIca, 1942),
p. 33.

4Paul Nash, Andreas Kazamias, Henry Perkinson,
The Educated Man: Studies in the History of Educational
'ThOught ( New YOrk: John Wrreyand Sons, 1965), p. 187.
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THE THIRD PERIOD 1654-1670

In spite of his advanced age and many disappointments

in educational pursuits, this last period of Comenius' career

may be characterized by two distinctive activities: the ad

ministration of ecclesiastical affairs and the publication

of the complete edition of his writings. His fields of

action for these sixteen years were Lissa and Amsterdam.

When Comenius returned to Lissa in 1654 he resumed

his ecclesiastical duties as senior bishop of the Unity.

He had settled down for just two years when the Swedish

troops invaded Poland, pillaged and burned the whole city

of Lissa. In this calamity Comenius lost all his pos-

sessions.

All his books and manuscripts were burnt, among them
his valued. work on Pansophia, and a Latin-Bohemian
and Bohemian-Latin Dictionary, giving words. phrases,
idioms, adages. and aphorisms--a book on which he had
been labouring for forty years. 'This loss.' he writes
'I shall cease to lament only when I cease to breathe.'!

Comenius already in his middle sixties by this time. never

fully recovered from this overwhelming experience.

As a wandering eXile. Comenius escaped from Lissa

and after spending a short time in Germany he finally found

hospitality in Amsterdam. Holland. Here in the home of the

1Quick. p. 1]2.
L
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~ I
son of his deceased patron, Laurence de Geer, the Moravian

reformer was to find haven for the last years of his life.

Of this Heyberger remarks:

Quel contraste pour lui que de se trouver soudain,
apres tant de trlstes evenements, a. Amsterd.am, ville
riche et opulente, ou lIon voit chaque jour des voya
geurs arrlver pour en admirer les beautes et la
grandeur, • •• Sans doute, Comenius ne peut slempe
cher de comparer ce pays florissant, foyer dlerudition
et de culture, avec sa malheureuse patrie torturee,
devastee, depeuplee et abandonnee, et qui lui inspire
une si douloureuse nostalgie. Mais son coeur ne con
nait pas l l envie: IDieu, qui mla si merveilleusement
soutenu depuis ma jeunesse et pendant ces trente
annees dlexil, est mon refUge. Je me confie a sa
bont~. II

It was his faith in God, in himself and in humanity that

prevented the old pedagogue from going to ruin. Once more,

girded with this faith he gave himself to the writing of

educational, pansophic and religiouS works. He received

financial assistance from many of his friends who provided

also for the welfare of his exiled Moravians and who fi

nanced the pUblication of educational works representing

his thought and describing the activity of his thirty

years as an educational reformer.

It is during this period that a magnificent work

entitled Opera Didactica Omnia appeared. This volume

consisted of over one thousand folio pages separated into

1
Heyberger. p. 93.

L
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I four sections. Each section included in a chronological I

order the educational works Comenius had previously pub

lished during his sojourns in Poland, England, Sweden,

Hungary and Holland. In addition to these educational works,

Comenius published other volumes worthy of mention. For

instance one may cite ~ Angel sa! Peace, ~ Thing Needful,

! Hymnal. ! Biblical JlIanual.

Of his declining years little is known. Should he

have received attacks upon his character because of his

writings on metaphysical and mystical topics, he must have

borne them with a true Christian spirit. Of his life he

has said:

My whole life has been a pilgrimage: I have
nowhere found an abiding city; but my heavenly home
is open before me, and Christ has led me to its very
threshold.

The One thing needful for myself, therefore, is
this, 'Forgetting the things that are behind. and
reaching towards those that are before. I press
forward. ,I

With these lofty sentiments, Comenlus finished his pil

grimage on November 4. 1670 at the respectable age of

seventy-eight.

This biographical sketch would. be incomplete

without some comments showing how the incomparable Mora

vian Bishop was successful as an educational reformer.

L lComenius, ~ School £! Infancy, pp. 44-45.
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Among the educational thinkers of all ages, there I

is no doubt that Comenius stands out as a very prominent and

very influential pedagogue. In all his educational reform

activities, whether concerned with the writing of textbooks,

the psychology of teaching and learning, or the organization

and management of schools on all levels, there exists "this

universal spirit,lt characteristic particular to Comenius'

theory of education. Briefly stated his plan of education

is centered on the art of teaching everyone everything.

This sounds easy and simple. But as one begins to give it

concrete form, one soon discovers that the plan is difficult

and complex. For Comenius "to teach everyone everything"

meant a universal, free and compulsory education following

the laws of nature. He defended this new idea because he

believed that in every individual there were the seeds of

knowledge. virtue, and piety. In his wisdom he could see

that only a universal education could provide the necessary

opportunities for each individual to develop these "seeds. 11

To this noble end, he never tired of seeking ways and means

of rendering this educational service Possible. Through

his writings, his sojourns in various Countries, and his

teachings he encouraged this universal spirit in education.

As an innovator living at a time when these new

Lsociological and psychological views on education were
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r first making a public appearance, Comenius, this reformer I

who instigated such noble concepts of education, met with

opposition, indifference and even rejection. Should these

ltnenthusiastic responses indicate that as a reformer Come

nius was unsuccessful? Perhaps Comenius did experience

such feelings as he noticed the kind of reception some of

his new concepts of education received. In fact he was

fully aware of his shortcomings since he took the time to

revise and re-edit most of his educational publications.

But should all this classify Comenius an unsuccessful

reformer?

In answer to the question of whether or not Come

nius was a success or a failure, Keatinge writes:

The man whom we unhesitatingly affirm to be the
broadest-minded, the most far-seeing, the most com
prehensive, ••• , Comenius. we say. the prince of
schoolmasters produced practically no effect on the
school organization an~ educational development of
the following century.

And Laurie. who considered Comenius a great educational

figure, after acknOWledging his co-tributions to education.

added:

The voluminousness of his treatises, their prolixity.
their repetitions and their defects o~ style. have all
operated to prevent men studying him.

L
C. w.

lComenius, ~ Great Didactic, Part I, p. 98.

2S• S. Laurie, John Amos Comenius (Syracuse:
Bardeen, 1892). p~4:---
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I The testimony of these two authorities does not directly -,

answer our question. Both statements seem to imply that

Comenius as an educational reformer was both euccessful and

unsuccessful depending on the point of view taken. But the

passing of time has led to a re-evaluation of the substance.

depth and breadth of his educational thinking and certain

educational historians have stressed. that the contrlbutions

have far outweighed the shortcomings mentioned by Keatinge

and others. Comenius, it would seem then, could be right

fully considered as a successful reformer of education.

The twentieth century has witnessed a Comenian revival

where scholars and educators have given recognition to

his splendid works.

His (Comenius) ideas were so universal and inclusive
that the dream of education he envisioned has not yet
been totally fulfilled. Perhaps his influence will
yet continue in a more d.irect channel, due to research,
translation of his works, and study of his ideas in
educational schools of today, so that in the decades
ahead the Comenian dream of universal education, with
all the added progress of the intervening centuries
will be more nearly fulfilled.

Perhaps at long last, a ray of light and hope had pene

trated into Comenius' sorrowful life. It seems that in

this mid-twentieth century after so many years of almost

1
Hay, p. 208.

L ...J
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I complete oblivion this seventeenth-century educational I

realist is being recognized as a successful entrepreneur.

In add.ition to his works that later than sooner

mad.e him successful, there are certain personality traits

that served him well and should be mentioned. For instance,

Comenius revealed himself a lover of mankind with a special

sympathy for children, a practical man which made him "a

thorough realist,ttl and led him "to accept society as he

found it and ••• teach it to reform itself,,,2 a religious

man with a strong and enduring faith in God, in himself,

and in the power of education. This faith gUided him

throughout his life both in helping his eXiled Moravians

and in accepting all the varied vicissitudes of life.

The historian, Palacky, presents a magnificent tribute

to Comenius' personality.

In his intercourse with others Comenius was in an
extraordinary degree friendly, conciliatory and humble;
always ready to serve his neighbor and sacrifice him
self. His writings as well as his talk and conversation
show the depth of his feelings, his goodness, his up
rightness, and fear of God. He never cast back upon
his opponents what they meted. out to him. He never
condemned, no matter how great the injustice which

Butler, The Place of Comenius in the
(Syracuse: "C. W. Baraoeen PUbl'ISher,

...J

lJ. M. Hark, "John A. Comenius:
and Personal Characteristics,1t National
ciation Proceedings (1892), 709.

2Nicholas M.
History of Education

L 1892), p:-17.

His Private Life
Educational ~-
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he was made to suffer. At all times, with fullest I
resignation, whether joy or sorr~w was his portion,
he honored and praised the Lord.

The possession of such character traits is surely an asset

to a person who was engaged in reforms. Without this rich

combination of personal characteristics it would have been

very difficult for Comenius to bear heroically all the mis

fortunes that came his way. This man of vision and action,

"susceptible to foreign influences with an equally strong
2faculty of systematic integration," needed in addition to

his intellectual power, a loving and understanding heart

ever ready to shed light in the world he cherished.

FRANCIS WAYLAND PARKER (1837-1902)

The educational career of Francis Wayland Parker

may be singled out as having been very effective in pro

moting the development of democratic procedures in the

American public schools of the nineteenth century. As a

self-educated man, Parker "prized and cUltivated to the

last ••• a hospitality toward new ideas. h ) He de-

1
Hark, National Educational Association E!2-

ceedipgs, (1892), 711.
2U1ich, p. 188.

3Wilbur S. Jackman, "Francis Wayland Parker,"
Annual Report of the United States Commissioner of Edu-

L cation f.2.r theYear 1902, Part I, 237. - -
...J
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r scribed the world he lived in as one "full of marvelous --,
1changes, full of progress." This intense desire for change

and progress led him to do something about the kind of edu

cation little folks were receiving in the public schools.

From his past school experiences, from his actual contacts

with schoolteachers and children, and from his vision of

the power of education for the betterment of mankind in a

democratic society, he came to the realization that "all

that education {haq/ yet done, with its principles and

methods, its reformers and its organization, ~wa~l but a

crude step toward that which must be.,,2 L1ke his seven-

teenth-century predecessor, Comen1us, Parker was also dis

satisfied with and disturbed by the poor and inadequate

educational policies of his time. He decided in his en

deavors to concentrate primarily on the methods of in

struction and on the professional competency of teachers

for the elementary schools. As a result he injected into

elementary education a regenerating spirit that called for

a child-centered rather than a content-centered school.

L

1
Merle E. CUrti, The Social Ideas of American Educa-

~ (New York: Charles scribner1s Sons, 1935), p. 374.

2Albert C. Lane, "Address Delivered at the Service
Held in Memory of Colonel Parker at the Un1versity of
Chicago, March 6, 1902," The Elementar;r School Teacher
~ Course of Study, (June;-1902), 70).

...J
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I Like the Moravian pedagogue Parker believed "that we learn'

to do by doing" and sought to go a step further by supply

ing "to little children the conditions for the most rational
1and helpful d.oing." Parker, the nineteenth-century Amer-

ican educational reformer, might be looked upon as a cru

sader for the making of responsible little folks and a

builder of better elementary schools wherein individual

"children and youth could grow up more naturally in the

ways of demOcracy.1l2

In order to understand more adequately Parker's

views on school practices, some consideration might be

given to the highlights of his long and fruitful career.

For half a century this indefatigable apostle presented

new educational proposals to American society, proposals

bearing particularly on the improvement of elementary edu

cation and the preparation of teachers. In all the dif

ferent positions he held during these years of service to

education, as a student, as a teacher or as an adminis

trator, Parker always seemed to strive for greater effi-

lWilliam T. Harris, "Letters and Telegrams from
Friends," The Elementary School Teacher and Course of
Study, II (June, 1902), 718. ---

2Jesse H. Newlon, "Education and Social Problems,"
Progressive Education, XIV (December, 1937), 591.

L .J
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r Iciency and for higher standards of accomplishment in the

elementary schools.

For our present purposes it might be well to divide

Parker's educational career into three period.s: in the

first period attention will be given to his early education,

his first attempts as d.istrict teacher and principal, and

his few years of military service in the United States Army;

in the second period the middle-aged American reformer will

be viewed as the dynamic "crusader for individualized in

struction"l as he assumed the varied roles of adJninistrator

in the Dayton School System, of graduate student at the

University of Berlin, of reformer of the schools of Quincy,

Massachusetts and of supervisor of the Boston Schools; and

finally in the last period he will be considered as the fu11

grown schoolmaster still ardently committed to educational

pursuits as director of the Cook County Normal School and

the Chicago Institute, as Chautauqua lecturer, as ardent

supporter of professional organizations and as author of

educational publications.

I Mildred Fenner and Jean soule, "Francis W. Parker,
Liberator of the Schoolroom," National Education Association
Journal, XXXV (October, 1946), 393.

L
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THE FIRST PERIOD 1837-1868

L

Francis Wayland Parker was born in Bedford, a small

town in New Hampshire in the year 1837, the same year that

saw Horace Mann, the American reformer whom Parker greatly

esteemed, appointed Secretary to the ¥~ssachusetts State

Board of Education. Parker's ancestors came from a stock

of strong, religious and well-educated New Englanders. On

his father's side there was a distant relative, the Rev

erend Thomas Parker, a Presbyterian minister and his grand

father, William Parker, who founded the village where Parker

was born. On his mother's side we find his great-grand

father who was once Harvard librarian and a classmate of

John Hancock and his grandfather, Rand, who was the first

schoolteacher in what is now called Manchester, New Hamp

shire. His mother was a schoolteacher before she married

Robert Parker, a cabinet-maker. Following upon such a

background it is not surprising to see Parker interested

in becoming a schoolteacher.

In his early childhood there is very little of

note. His biographers mention that at the age of six

Francis lost his father and. was then placed under the

tutelage of an uncle, a Mr. James Walker. For some reason

not mentioned, this uncle entrusted the young lad to a
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r Mr. Moore, a Goffstown, New Hampshire farmer. According I

to provisions, Francis was bound to him and to the farm

till the age of twenty-one. For the first five years

Francis worked on this farm and attended school in the vi-

cinity about eight weeks during each winter. He was very

much dissatisfied. with the kind of instruction he was re-

ceiving at the district school and decided to take measures

to enter the Academy. In his Autobiography he himself

tells how he was finally admitted into this school at an

early age.

Then they had an academy established there, as the
village school was too full, and. all the boys over
ten years of age were drafted. out of this school and
put in the Academy, and as I thought I knew a great
deal more than some of those boys, and as my uncle
was on the School Committee, I cried. my way into the
Academy. I put my head down on the d.esk and. bawled
until they allowed me to go •. fO I went to the
Academy at seven years of age.

Perhaps this childhood incident can serve to indicate the

strong determination in this future schoolmaster. He was

set on getting a worthy education. Nothing would. deter,

discourage or depress him in his pursuit of this worthy

goal. Naturally as Francis became older and more mature

his manner of responding to opposition also became sophis

ticated. He soon abandoned the childish temper tantrum

1Giffin, p. Ill.
L
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r for the adult logical process of reasoning. This he did I

when he reached the age of thirteen. He had made up his

mind that the farm was not for him and that he was not

going to remain on the farm until the age of twenty-one.

He wanted to attend a good school where he would be exposed

to a more systematized approach to teaching and learning.

With the consent of his guardian. Francis decided to visit

his uncle in order to discuss his educational projects.

After walking five and a half miles he met his uncle at the

gate of his home. Concluding from the following description

of this incident. one can see in this young boy the ear

marks of the reformer: hope. courage and optimism.

I met him at the gate of his domicile and told him my
desires. and then he very earnestly and savagely told
me that I was a lazy brat and did not want to work.
and that that was the reason I wanted to go to school.
and that the one thing for me to do was to walk back
to the farm and go to work. I remember that I made
up my mind then and there that I would have an edu
cation. or die for it. l

Francis would get an education. so he took the means. With

no approval whatsoever from relatives and friends. with no

financial assistance, he took off on his own. The next

three years were characterized by hardships. He struggled

for essentials let alone for his education. Francis was

finally accepted into Nt. Vernon School. He earned his

L 1.E.!2:., p. 118.
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I tuition by doing odd jobs, such as sawing wood, painting I

1
or varnishing boxes. This was quite a responsibility for

a boy who had been accused of being lazy and of choosing

the schoolroom to avoid work.

Now sixteen years of age Francis had another proj

ect in view. He presently wanted to become a schoolteacher.

Forgetting the unfortunate interview with his uncle three

years previously, he returned to him to discuss the issue.

Again the uncle disapproved of his choice:

He (his uncle) said there were too many schoolteachers
already, and that r had better get a job and go to
work on the road at eleven dollars a month if r could.
get it, and advised me to take it, or commanded me to.
r obeyed him by starting off to school. 2

Parker again here reveals his determination to follow an

ideal once he has been convinced of its worth and merit.

Luckily this time Parker was not too long without a job.

His first teaching assignment was in a small elementary

school at Corser Hill, Webster, New Hampshire. Yet, how

prepared was young Parker to teach a class of seventy

pupils, where a large number of them were older and more

experienced than he? As already pointed out, his formal

I
~., p. 119.

2
~., p. 118.
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r
education was scanty and in many respects poor. Parker did

manage to broaden his knowledge of the world about him by

reading such books as the Bible, Pilgrim's Progress, Way

land's~ 2f. Judson, and almanacs; by observing the laws

of nature in the growth of trees, flowers and so forth; and

by being SYmpathetic, sensitive and responsive to the needs

of little folks. These varied actiVities served well his

immediate teaching needs. They prOVided him with a broader

understand.ing of people and. helped him to cope successfully

with the teaching difficulties he met at Corser Hill. Later,

when speaking of his first teaching position he himself

commented that

it was only by the love and sympat£y of my pupils that
I managed to teach out the winter.

It is then safe to conclude that "he had a way of getting

along with the pupils. n2 The two virtues of love and sym-

pathy seem to be the distinctive marks of Parker's person-

ality. He seemed to have been gifted with an instinctive

power for discerning the attitudes and feelings of those

entrusted to his care. Without formal training in child

and educational psychology he could easily sense what his

audience was up against and think of ways and means of

L

I 1£g., p. 119.

2~.
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r
remedying the situation peacefully and prudently.

From 1853 to 1858 this self-styled teacher taught

with obvious success in various places of his native state.

After spending two winters in Corser Hill and Auburn re

spectively, the twenty-four-year-01d. schoolteacher accepted

to teach in the village school of Hinsdale, New Hampshire.

This school was particularly known for turning down any

new professor. Parker was aware of this. To him the

challenge was too great to bypass. Unmindful of the un

pleasant situation and hopeful that he could do something

constructive for these recalcitrant pupils, he resolved to

take the risk of being cast out of the school. He tells

us how he tackled the situation.

As I sat in my chair the first morning I noticed. that
the boys had a very firm and determined look, in fact
there was a tightness of the teeth and a glare in the
eyes that told me there was trouble ahead, and it
pleased. me so much, the more I thought of it, that I
burst out into a loud laugh, and then they all smiled,
and. that was t~e end of the trouble. I never punished
anybody there.

This is an example of the typical response Parker will get

from his pupils during his whole educational career.

Whether one considers him in his earlier years teaching

young folks of New England or in his later years teaching

future teachers coming from different sections of the world,

L
1
~., p. 120.
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r one still detects that Parker's personality plays an I

important role in his influence.

Behind the work of Colonel Parker lay the great back
ground of his personal character. His dominating
passion was his love for little children, and in his
treatment of them he was infinitely tender and for
bearing. He hai a humorous side which always pleased
them immensely.

In the fall of 1859 Parker left the Granite state

to accept the principalship of a graded school at Carroll

ton, Illinois. Here he was given one assistant and a class

of students whose ages ranged from twelve to twenty-five.

Again the new position presented a challenge for the in

experienced schoolteacher who had so very little formal

education behind him. Without hesitation he studied the

situation and immediately tried to find. some remedies.

He noticed that the school was very old and neglected.

The surroundings were in no way conducive to fostering

learning. His first project was to embellish the physical

conditions of the school through the cooperation of all

his students. He says of this:

I told them that my idea of a gOOd school was to have
a first class time, and that in order to have a good
time they must all take hold and work together, and.
then they would be sure of a good time. • •• The

1
Jackman, Annual Report £!~ United states Com-

missioner of Education for ~~ 1902, Part It 236:--

L
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schoolhouse was old, and the yard was not blessed -,
with a single shade tree, the yard was full of gypsum
weed, and was a rooting place for hogs; the fence
around the yard was in a very bad condition. I got
my pupils to pull up the weeds, and I sowed grass seed
in their place. I used to go out and play games with
my pupils at recess time, • •• I giined the good will
of my pupils in the two years there.

Again, Parker reveals his insight in discovering the prob

lems and finding ways to remedy a difficult situation by

making use of the pupils themselves. Parker did leave

Carrollton, not because of teaching difficulties but because

of political reasons. In the meantime the Civil War had

broken out. As he arrived in the East, he joined the

Fourth New Hampshire Regiment just being formed. The same

zeal and industry he had shown in earlier educational en

deavors, he now manifested in his duties as a soldier.

He fought in the war from the beginning until the end. On

August 16, 1864 he was wounded in the throat with a gunshot

at the Battle of Deep Bottom. He was made a prisoner by

the Confederates and released when the war was over. Then

he returned with his regiment to New Hampshire and was dis

charged with the honorable title of brevet-colonel. Inci

dentally this title, Colonel, is very characteristic of

Parker who is perhaps the only outstanding American educa

tor to have received it. To this effect, Winship says:

L
1
Giffin, p. 122.
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As a mere lad, almost, he went into the Civil War
and came out a colonel, and that title was his per
sonal pride, and. professional trade-mark. He is the
one man prominent in education in the North who was
uniformly designated by his military title. No one
ever said "Dr. Parker" nor "Professor Parker" nor
"Jllr. Parker". He was "Colonel Parker," the country
over. It fitted him physically and intellectually.l

When Parker returned from the war, there were many oppor

tunities opened to him for making a name for himself.

Having married Phenie E. Hall of Bennington, New Hampshire,

during his convalescence, he was now ready to assume any

position the military, political and business world. would

offer him. Without being prejudiced in any way, it seems

that he would have been successful in anyone of the po

sitions mentioned above. As Marion Washburne states in

her biography:

It is a marked characteristic of the man that while
he works with the intensity of conviction he never
theless is continually re-examining the grounds on
which his conviction rests. By nature dogmatic, sure
of himself, unhesitating, by principle 2e is open
minded and ready to accept suggestions.

Blessed with such character traits he was to put them to

use in the teaching profession for which he had a great

passion. "He never wavered. for a moment, not even when

his best worldly interests seemed to be at stake,") for

1
Winship, Journal of Education, LXXXII (1915), 2)0.

2Washburne, p. 17.
)Parker, Talks on Teaching, p. 7.
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he preferred teaching to all other positions. He had -,

vouched at sixteen that he was going to pursue this career

till the end of his life. He will remain loyal to his word.

I do not remember the i·ay when I did not believe that
I should be a teacher.

And so he accepted the principalship of a grammar school

in his native state, the last administrative post he was

to hold in New Hampshire. Here as well as in the other

schools where he had taught, he arduously worked toward

better educational practices. Nuber in her study of

Parker's educational views and activities remarked that

after fifteen years of teaching "Colonel Parker had not
2yet developed an exact philosophy of education." De-

spite the fact that some people might consid.er this a

deficiency, Parker did nonetheless have some definite

idea of what he intended the school to be although he

had not pronounced himself in writing. What he had done

so far was to try his methods in the different schools

where he taught. Then. his four years in the army had

also served to enlighten him in many ways. From his con-

tacts with the servicemen he became more and more skeptic

lJackman, Annual Report 2!~ United states Com
missioner £f Education !£r~ Year 1902, Part I, 231:---

2 Nuber, p. 12.
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of the merits of formalism in traditional education. With'
these years of experience behind him, Parker felt that the

time was approaching when he could dare be more concrete in

expressing his new concepts of teaching in the elementary

school. As principal of the North Grammar School in Man

chester he did make some attempts at managing a classroom

along more democratic principles. Curti summarized some

of his school practices as follows:

In the very first school of which he took charge after
the war was over he abandoned the law and gospel of
old-fashioned teaching, which for him was associated
with the martial spirit: battalion drill, regimenta
tion, discipline, and emulation, with its rewards
and its incitements to fear and hatred. l

As time wore on Parker was to be given more recog-

nition, more prestige and he was to expound more and more

his democratic views on school policies. He became more

strong-minded, more explicit and more enterprising in his

educational projects. But in the meantime the growing

schoolteacher was chiefly concerned. with trying out his

own "hunches" about teaching and learning methods. The

success he would earn as he assumed varied teaching posi

tions would encourage him to pursue his ideal further. Due

to the fact that Parker was more or less feeling his way

through with respect to his new views on education as he

L lCurti, pp. 376-377. ..J
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taught in the different schools during these first fifteen'

years of his teaching career, it seems that his principal

ship in Manchester, New Hampshire, can serve to culminate

the educational activities of this period. As will be seen

in the next section, the nature of his pedagogical reforms

will be different. From the "groping stage fl the school re

former will gradually move into the "experimental stage fl

where he will be in key positions to act and to do something

constructive about the improvement of elementary education

and teacher competency.

JUdging from the highlights in this first period of

Parker's educational life, there seems to be evidence that

the young lad from the little village of Bedford did reveal

himself as a dedicated schoolteacher. Born into a family

of teachers and preachers Parker soon showed certain person

ality traits that make him not only a successful but also an

outstanding leader in the teaching profession. Early in

life he was obliged to shift for himself. Living on the

farm he was given many responsibilities which he did not

seem to cherish. However, he did learn "to love work and

to put his brains into work. tll Later in life in speaking

1Francis W. Parker, f1The Farm as the Center of In-
terest," National Educational Association Proceed.ings t

(1897), 527.
L ...J
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,-
of his five years on the farm and of his four years in th~

service he remarked:

The five years on the farm gave me my love for study,
and the work gave me physical strength and the army
gave me some measure of self-control! not very much,
by the way, but enough to steady me •

.Amidst all kind.s of difficulties, particularly those con-

cerned with education, several of which have been described,

he always remained courageous, optimistic and. enthusiastic.

He was utterly dissatisfied with the dull and lifeless

schools of his day and for that reason he attempted even

as a "neophyte" in the profession to improve school prac-

tices along psychological and sociological lines. Although

this school reformer had received. but the rudiments of learn

ing, he saw to it that he did get an education by reading,

communication, observation. During the first three decades

of his life, Parker seemed to have prepared himself to be

come the apostle of education by his adventurous spirit in

undertaking all kinds of challenging endeavors, by his great

sympathy and fondness for children, and by his indefatigable

industry and zeal for making teaching and learning more ef

fective, more pleasant and more democratic.

1
Giffin, p. 117.
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THE SECOND PERIOD 1868-188) ...,

L

Due to the fact that Parker gave more concrete form

to his educational reforms in the years to follow, this sec

ond period of pedagogical endeavors reveals the middle-aged

schoolmaster as a reconstructionist particularly concerned

with the organization of elementary and teacher education.

His spheres of activity are the school systems of Dayton,

Ohio, Quincy and Boston, Massachusetts respectively. In all

three centers, except for his first year in the primary

schools of Dayton, Parker held an administrative position

which necessarily gave him more prestige, more authority

and greater opportunities for experimentation. As leader

in these school systems he saw the need for change and. for

progress. Soon his actions began to make inroad.s into tra

ditional practices and like Comenius and. other educational

reformers he "cast doubt on outworn pedagogy, on its ado-
1

ration of words, on memory and examinations. 1I He was very

much aware that the schools did not offer conditions for

child. growth and that the teachers did. not understand the

need.s of the child and the conditions under which each indi

vidual can grow most effectively. To this end. he d.eparted

1
Meyer, ~ Educational History £f~ American

People, p. 252.
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I I
from the then common belief that education simply meant an

accumulation of facts. He thought that education

LshoulgJ take one direction, and that is the close and
careful study and appreciation of personality, and. the
consequent conditions for individual growth. l

And. with respect to the kind of teacher needed to fulfill

this mandate, he declared that he would put

into every schoolroom an educated, CUltured, trained,
devoted, child-loving teacher, a teacher imbued with
a knowledge of the science of education, ~nd a zealous,
enthusiastic applicant of its principles.

On the subject of striving to improve education he once said

that

It is useless for anyone who attemIts to improve edu
cation to complain; the right way is to recognize the
situation and make the best of it. Human progress is
measured b~ the time it takes for a good idea to get
into life.)

During these fifteen years this American educator will not

spend. his time and effort deploring the weaknesses of edu

cational practices prevalent in the different school systems

but rather, as one imbued with the true spirit of a reformer,

he will study the situations and take action accordingly.

lFrancis W. Parker, ItApplication of Child study in
the School,1t National Educational Association Proceedings,
XXXIV (1895), 425.

2Parker, Talks ~ Pedagogics, p. 451.

JAddress of Colonel FranciS W. Parker in the Old
Stone Temple at Q~ncy, Massachusetts, April 2oth:-th;--

L Twenty-fifth Anniversary sr£ the Quincy Movement, unpu'6- .J
lished Pamphlet, p. 2.
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In the year 1868, Parker received an invitation t6

teach little folks in a district school of Dayton, Ohio.

Little did he realize that this new assignment among young

children was going to be "the beginning of fhi§! great work

of mind development. ,,1 His close contacts with these young

minds made him conclude that the little children were not

happy in school. This got him to wonder if God intended

"that this mournful plan should be the way of developing
2

the embryotic man." From then on he became very much con-

cerned about ways and means of improving instruction in the

primary schools.

Without further d.elay, the progressive schoolmaster

concentrated on methods of teaching to little ones. In

ad.dition to his own initiative and to his intuitive teaching

techniques he had recourse to Dr. Edward S. Sheldon's book,

entitled Object Lessons, which to him seemed "to show how to

overcome the formalism then common in American schools. 1I3

As expected his new ideas in instructing primary school

child.ren appeared rather shocking to a tradition bound.

1Parker, Talks ~ Teaching, p. 8.

2Giffin, p. 127.

3Charles H. JUdd., "Francis W. Parker," Dictiona:r.z
of American Biography, ed. Dumas JvIalone, XIV (New York:
Charles Scribners' Sons, 1934), p. 221.
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public. For psychological reasons he decided to teach -,

reading by using the word method together with some phonetic

plan that he himself devised. With respect to arithmetic

he encouraged what is today called the d.iscovery method

because he d.eplored the fact that children did not under

stand what they were doing. Too much emphasis had. been

given to d.rill and memorization and not enough to under

standing. He did away with the teaching of technical gram

mar and favored self-expression both in oral and written

form. He stressed the teaching of the other subjects along

the same progressive lines. It is not surprising that

The £apers poured out the vials of their wrath against
him.

With such an unappreciative audience one wond.ers how long

any schoolmaster could put up with this kind of reception.

Colonel Parker bravely accepted these criticisms hoping

that some day he might show his critics that his teaching

procedures were after all in accordance with those of

leading educators. By the end of that first year, the

attitude of the public had changed and he was given credit

for his work. 2 For the next two years this New England

1Giffin, p. 128.

2Idem •

....I
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schoolteacher served as Master of the Dayton Normal School'

"having under fhisJ charge about seven hundred fstudents.J" I

As time wore on and Parker was given better oppor

tunities for trying out his theories of education, he was

also becoming more and more articulate in expounding his

philosophy of education. His main tenet was that education

is a science and as a science should embrace the study of

the child. Although he was not the first educational re

former to blaze the path for schools centered around chil-

dren's needs and interests, his contributions are nonethe-

less noteworthy. As all zealous reformers he sought to

elevate schools to an ideal and hence like his educational

predecessors he met with much opposition even from his own

fellow-teachers. Miss Partridge says of Parker's relations

with his teachers at Dayton that

More and more he found himself antagonizing the con
victions of his fellow-teachers, as day by day he grew
away from the time-honored traditions of his vocation.
They would not agree to his views, he could not agree
to theirs; and. one party must be in the wrong--which
was it? Where did the truth lie? It would. seem with
the majority. But he would not give ~p what seemed. to
him so clearly right without reasons.

Amidst these struggles. Parker lost his wife and little girl.

I
Idem.-

2parker. Talks 2E Teaching, p. 8.
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This sorrow plus the accusations received because of his I

bold educational ventures led. to his resigning the princi

pa1ship of the Dayton Normal School. There is no doubt

that the Colonel was disappointed with the unkind and un

enthusiastic reception he had. received from a public so

enmeshed. in the formalism of tradition. But like his seven

teenth-century predecessor, Comenius, he was not discouraged

by opposition. On the contrary, Mayo writes:

••• it is not strange that, in 1872, Colonel Parker
graduated from Dayton, Ohio, the mOit aggressive of
Western American public school men.

The Colonel left the Dayton School System totally resolved

to test the value of his new democratic concepts based on

the needs and interests of child.ren. Like Comenius he

studied the educational ideas of his predecessors as well

as of his contemporaries to find. out in what respect his

o~m concepts of educating American children were in harmony

with their thinking.

In the fall of 1872, "upon inheriting $5000 from

an aunt,,,2 Parker went to Germany seeking admission to King

William's University, a center of learning renowned for its

new teaching theories and practices. When asked by the

1A. D. Mayo, School and College (Boston:
England. Publishing Company, ~31, p. 11.

L 2Curti , p. 379.

The New
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I
authorities of the University the purpose for his coming I

and the degree for which he wished to work, he replied:

Sir, I am working, n~t for a degree, but for the
children of America.

This short reply is pregnant with meaning. The Colonel

was then attending the University for but one purpose-

that of finding better means to help American children

become better citizens. To this end, he took courses in

psychology, philosophy, and history of education. He

familiarized himself with the educational theories and

practices of Pestalozzi, Froebel, and Herbart. He also

came "into contact with the new methods of teaching geog

raphy developed by Ritter and GUyot.,,2 During his free

time he traveled to such countries as Holland, SWitzerland,

Italy, France and Germany always with the intention of

examining school practices in these different systems in

order to find enlightenment and to gain strength in his

views. After two and a half years, the Colonel returned

to America "neither a young Germanized pedant, nor an

international philosopher, but a full-grown American

IMildred Sandison, "Francis Wayland Parker,"
National Education Association d2urnal, XXVI (December.
1937), 309.

2Judd, p. 221.
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I schoolmaster, thirty-five years old, ready for work. III -,

His contacts with European masters in the art of teaching

reassured him that basically his educational views founded

on the nature of the child were in harmony with the think

ing of the past and present educators who had and were ac

tually engaged in developing educational theories and

practices. This renewed his strength and conviction and

aroused in him "a new faith in democratic, universal common

school education, through and by the artist teacher, proud

of his work, and industrious to perfect it for the sake of

the Child...2

Just about this time the School Board Committee of

the Quincy Public Schools was in the process of reorganizing

their school program in order lito secure, if possible, a

thoroughly good common-school education at a not unreason

able cost ... ] The results of certain investigations led the

members of this active school committee to look into the

instructional program. They had culled. enough evidence to

.J
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r
warn the public that some positive action had to be taken I

to improve the life and the school program of the Quincy

Public Schools. Children who had attended the common school

for eight years could "neither speak nor spell their own

language very perfectly, nor read and write it with ease and

elegance. ttl As the members of this committee were not spe

cialists in the field of education they agreed to give this

difficult and gigantic task to a superintend.ent of schools

qualified to do the work effectively. The choice fell on

Francis Wayland Parker who seemed to be "the educational

expert" Quincy needed. Under his direction "the schools of

Quincy [will changEV' from knowled.ge mills into educational

communities. ,,2 And for the next five years, "Quincy LWill

becomw the educational mecca of the United States.")

With no detailed interrogation by the School Board

Committee as to what his educational theories and. practices

might be, Parker assumed the weighty responsibility of

Superintendent. He launched reforms in Quincy not with a

spirit of authority which forces theories of instruction

1
~.. p. 33.

2Edward Dangler, "Consequences of Colonel Parker1s
Educational Philosophy,lt Education, LXII (June, 1942), 611.

3Frank P. Prescott, "A success at Quincy," The
2uincy Patriot (April 21, 1900), p. 4. ---

L
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I
upon its subjects but rather with an openminded. sCien- I

tific spirit which "studies human nature and life under

its new aspects, and. fbuild§1 up a philosophy and practice
1

adapted to the exigencies" of the time. That the American

Common School needed to be re-examined with respect to its

organization and administration was doubtless. Any question

about the characteristic of the nineteenth-century public

schools is dispelled when one reads Meyer's description of

them:

To minister to its vast juvenile horde, (due to the
large increase of immigrants) the emerging public
school put its trust in a uniform and ordered routine.
It arranged its stock of learning as graded and classi~

fied subjects, and taught them by a clocklike schedule,
particular years being reserved for mastering partic
ular assorted facts and operations. Thus, for all the
sapience of the Herren Pestalozzi and Herbart. teaching
was reduced to pumping knowledge into pupils, dosing
them massively with homework and examinations, and,
of course, prodding the loafers and punishing the un
ruly. The learners' accomplishments, such as they
were, were recorded as marks, the best of which went
not necessarily to those who toiled and panted the
most, or even to those who flaunted the rare mark of
genius, but to those who, from the depths of their
remembrance, could produce the biggest array of facts. 2

Concluding from this one finds the schools artificial, Con

ventional, not in keeping with the principles of nature nor

1
Mayo, p. 5.

2Meyer, ~ Educational History £!~ American
People. p. 246.
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r to say the least with the tempo of life of the times I

speeded up by the growing forces of democracy, science and

industrialism. To meet these challenges, the new superin

tendent was given full power to conduct the schools as he

thought fit. l Basically the regenerated spirit of Quincy

stressed more power for both child and teacher, power to

think, to do, to discern, and to express. There was a

revival of faith in human nature and in the power of edu-

cation.

We tried. to teach them, 'not as children or as pupils,
but as human beings.' Each child has his own individ
uality, his stream of thought, his desires, his hopes
and fears, his grief and joy. • • • A child should
have one life, wholesome and. complete, and the home
life a~d the school life should each supplement each
other.

This kind of attitude toward children called for concrete

realities and worthwhile experiences which appealed to

children and tended "to create a healthy individualism

3among the pupils." Lelia Partridge who was very close to

Parker and his work stated that the distinguished mark of

the Quincy Movement

...J

Parker and the Quincy
States Commissioner of
248.

lAdd.ress of Colonel Parker, the Twenty-fifth Anni-
versary it the QuTIicy Movement, p. 2.- -

2
~., p. 3.

)William T. Harris, "Colonel
School," Annual Report of the United

L Education f.2!:~~ 'I9o~Part I,
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was development, not acquisition; growth instead of I
accretion. It was the gaining of strength, mental,
moral, and physical, through self-activity.l

Activity became the keyword in the Parkerian schools. In

novations in the life and program of the school centered

about the needs and interests of the child. To this end,

in add.ition to teaching the three R's, the curriculum now

included. science, geography, art, music and other elemen

tary school subjects. Much emphasis was placed on oral and

written expression.

The pen or pencil continually in hand has made the
Quincy scholars facile and felicitous in expression. 2

Freedom and informality became the pass-words for effective

teaching. Routine was discouraged. Parker "condemned what

ever was considered fixed and finished.,,3 He had little

use for the actual textbooks and copybooks. In his esti

mation they prevented the teachers and pupils from using

their own initiative. Rigid discipline--sitting still

and silent--was not demanded nor expected. It was replaced.

by working "with all the whispering and noise compatible

1Lelia Partridge, Quincy Methods (New York: E. L.
Kellogg and Company, l885), p. xii.

2B. G. Northrop, "The Quincy Method," American
Institute of Instruction (Boston: Alfred MUdge & Sons,
1880), p. IS'.

3Curti, p. 378.
.J
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r with the best results."l These aggressive and rather

radical methods aroused the educational world considerably.

It is claimed that during a period of three years only,

over thirty thousand visitors annually came to inspect the
2

Quincy Public Schools.

A proposal to check the merits of Parker's educa

tional practices was soon made. The members of the School

Board as well as other Massachusetts citizens were very

eager to find out if these democratic school practices

had. been effective in producing better readers, better

writers, and better decipherers. Superintendent Parker

had stated at the beginning of his enterprise:

Let me begin at the found,tion, and I will warrant
the right superstructure.

To that end the educational expert had been given full

freedom. an opportunity he quickly seized.

There was an opportunity, a sensible school board.
a board that conducted its affairs upon sound busi
ness principles, upon a plan that has always, in all
times, brought success. a plan tha4 the entire busi
ness world unqualifiedly indorses.

lFrancis Parker, IIQuincy Method,lI The American
Journal £!. Sociology, VI (July, 1900). 118:--

2 384.Curti, p.

3Northrop, p. 7.
4

~ American Journal of SoCiologZ,Parker, VIL (1900), -237. ...J
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r
He skilfully applied what he thought to be "rational meth]

1
od.s of teaching, tt and boldly enough conducted an educa-

tional revolution, stressing

that unity instead. of uniformity is the one thing
needful to org~nize, elevate, and improve our common
school system.

The test, given to the schools of the Norfolk County, in

dicated that Parker's educational practices did have some

value.

The examination was in read.ing, writing, spelling,
written and mental arithmetic, geography, and history.
The schools of Quincy came out far ahead. of all the
other schools of the ,ounty except in the one stud.y
of mental arithmetic.

This particular success at Quincy, "often referred to as

the first widespread manifestation of Progressive Educa

tion in the United states,,,4 was not attributed, as Parker

himself emphatically declared, to "methods, devices, and

systems, ~tol tricks of the trade, or ~tql particular ways

l"Parker's Work at Quincy, Massachusetts," Educa
tional Review, XIX (¥~y, 1900), 509.

2
Washburne, p. 48.

3Monroe, "The Quincy system," Cyclopedia .2! Educa
~, IV (1913), 100.

4Edward Dangler, "Francis W. Parker: Father of
the Activity Program," School~ Society, LVI (October
24, 1942), 371.
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r of doing things.1I1 In fact to those who insisted that I

there must have been a IIQuincy Method." the Superintendent

replied that "unless we agree to call the Quincy method a

spirit of study and the Quincy system one of everlasting

change,,,2 then and. only then can there be a "Quincy Nethod."

What Parker actually did in the schools of Quincy was

to apply well established principles of teaching,
principles derived directly from the laws of the mind.
The methods springing from them are found in the de
velopment of ever~ child.. They are used everywhere
except in school. J

All his efforts were directed to making school life

functional whereby "the simple comprehensible processes

of nature were to be observed. Children were to learn to

read and write and cipher as they learn to swim, or to

skate, or to play ball.,,4 Teachers were encouraged. to

use their own initiative, their own intuitive powers.

The teacher was continually thrown upon his own
resources; he was untrammeled; he was allowed to do

lAddress of Colonel Parker,~ TwentY-fifth Anni-
versary .!2.!~ QuTncy Movement, p. 5. -

2Parker, ~ American Journal £! Sociol06Y, VI
(1900), 237-242.

3
~., pp. 239-240.

4Nicholas M. Butler, "The Quincy MoveD1ent,"
The Annual Report of the United states Commissioner of
E'dUcation fE.!. the year 1902, Part I, 244. -

L ...J
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r
anything tending to permanent good results, if upon I
correct principles. l

And these principles were based upon nature an~ democratic

living. Later than sooner, these principles made inroad.s

into traditional education and eventually served to trans

form the whole process of teaching and learning in America

making it what it is today.

After serving the Quincy Public Schools so SUccess

fUlly from 1875 to 1880, the forty-three-year-old renowned

superintendent was offered a supervisory position in the

Boston Schools. He accepted this new challenge with as

much enthusiasm and interest as he had at QUincy and at

Dayton. For two years he supervised the primary schools

of the North End of South Boston. At the end of his term,

he was re-elected. In the meantime he received two invi

tations: one offering him the principalship of the Cook

County Normal School and the other the superintendency of

the city schools of Philadelphia. Early in 1883 he left

for Cook County Normal School

in order to come into closer range and contact with
children's minds. The work done in QUinc2 was a
slight beginning of something far better.

-
1Washburne, p. 41.

2parker, Talks 22 Pedagogics, p. iii.
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His resignation from the supervisory position in Boston I

can serve as the closing event in this second period of

Parker's educational career. Upon moving to the middle

West to assume other important responsibilities in the world

of education, Parker will serve as the typical nineteenth

century American educator continuously striving to attune

pedagogical theories and practices to the American demo

cratic way of life.

By way of summarizing the highlights during this

phase of this New England school reconstructionist, one

is led to give a special tribute to Colonel Parker in

heralding the activity movement in elementary education.

An opportunity was at hand and the IIman fitted the place

and the place fitted the man. tll Without hesitation, this

reformer earnestly assumed his responsibilities. His

doctrine was that the common school be lIa temple of free

domtl2 wherein all children were to be educated through self

activity and all teachers to be given the right and the

privilege to use their own initiative in teaching. He

based his theory on child study and forcefully encouraged

1
Winship, Journal £! Education, LXXxII (1915), 231.

2
Harris, Annual Report £!~ United States Com-

missioner 2! Education !2!~~ 1902, Part I, 24~
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teachers to study the needs and interests of children.

The more the teacher knows of children in general and
of a child in particular the better he can move his
pupils in and toward an ideal. Froebel, Comenius,
and Pestalozzi were students of children, hence their
epoch-making reforms. All real reforms of education
in the past have sprung from child study, and future
educational progress will spring from the same source. l

By focusing his democratic plan of education on the needs

of little folks, he re-organized the life in and the pro

gram of the elementary school so as to enhance the total

development of each individual according to his own per

sonal resources. To this end school life was made more free,

more pleasant, and more democratic. The curriculum was

enriched by the study of new disciplines, Such as science,

history, geography and other subjects. Instruction was

geared to understanding and not to drill and memorization.

These new approaches to school practices created doubts

among teachers and citizens alike. But before long the

d.ynamic reformer demonstrated that these new procedures

in teaching had their merit in the education of youth.

His mission having been successfully accomplished, the

indefatigable reconstructionist left the New England

area to accept the Midd.le-West as the center for pro-

moting power within the teaching profession.

L 262.
lWinship, Journal2! Education, LXxxII (1915),

...J
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THE THIRD PERIOD 188)-1902

L

The last period of Parker's life may be charac

terized by his intensive and extensive work in elevating

teaching to the rank of a distinguished profession. For

that reason it might seem convenient to consider the out

standing activities of these remaining nineteen years by

examining the different aspects his leadership took as the

zealous educator assumed the following responsibilities:

director of the Cook County Normal School, lecturer and

speaker at teachers' institutes and associations, and

finally author of educational treatises.

The principalship of the Cook County Normal School

appealed. to Parker as an excellent opportunity to spread

more widely his new concepts of educating American children.

It had always been his dream to improve teaching. Even as

a youngster he had sacrificed everything to have good.

teachers. Now that he was a schoolmaster wlth rich and

varied experiences behind him, he envisioned great results

from this new position. Before leaving for Illinois,

Parker married the first assistant in the Boston School of

Oratory. Mrs. Frances Stuart. who became his faithful com

panion and. devoted co-worker. An excellent and brilliant

teacher she was there when Parker needed assistance.
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I ,
support and encouragement in his educational endeavors.

Together they left for the Normal School in 1883.1

There was one thought foremost in Parker's mind

when he walked into this Normal School--that of making Cook

County Normal School ttthe finest teacher-training center in
2the country." The undertaking was qUite a challenge even

for this forty-six-year-old veteran at school reforms. The

conditions in which Parker found the school and its envi-

ronment were in no way promising. The school had been

founded by Dr. D. S. Wenworth fifteen years prior to Parker's

coming and had had to struggle ever since for its existence.

Moreover since the death of its founder conditions had not

improved. 3 In fact the school was just about to close its

doors when Parker decided to assume its leadership. To

best describe what Parker was up against in taking this

new position, Orville Bright comments:

There was an ill-arranged. and delapidated school
building, a dormitory in like cond.ition; there was no
library to speak of, no science laboratories, kinder
garten, manual training, or gymnasium; very little
apparatus of any kind; and a faculty with about an
equal mixture of competence and politics. The press

L

1Washburne, p. 21.
2

Edward Dangler, "From Quincy to Chicago-the Ameri-
can Comenius," Harvard Educational Review, XIII (January,
1943), 22.

3Giffin, p. 133.
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of Chicago was hostile, not only to the school but tol

the training of teachers in any way. The city teachers
and principals were very conservative with their friend
ship or openly hostile, and thelschool was ignored by
the Chicago board of education.

If this description is correct, one can conjecture that the

stresses and storms at Englewood would prove to be many and.

varied. It seems that opposition came from all sides--poli

ticians, members of school boards, and even the citizens

themselves. All these setbacks in no way restrained

Parker's endeavors to make Cook County School a famous

normal school. There were many battles to be fought and

he fought them valiantly. He studied the situations care

fully and handled them as best he could.. He won in ac

cepting only those students who had completed their high

school and showed a certain aptitude for teaching, in se

lecting and rejecting his own teachers, in opening a prac

tice school, in developing methods of teaching and learning

based on the child and his needs, in introducing manual

training in the elementary school, and even in forming one

of the first parent-teacher associations. In spite of all

these victories, opposition was still great and difficult.

lorville T. Bright, "Addresses Delivered at the
Memorial Exercises Given by the Public School Teachers of
Chicago at Cook County Auditorium, April 19. 1902." Annual
Report 2!~ United States Commissioner £! Education f2!
~~ 1902, Part I, 273.
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I I
Finally after sixteen years of hard work he resigned the

principalship of the Cook County Normal School to take con

trol of the richly endowed Chicago Institute of Pedagogy

which Mrs. Emmans Blaine placed at his disposal. One year

before his death, this institution had become the School of
1

Education of the University of Chicago.

A noteworthy point to be mentioned here is the fact

that amid all these hardships Colonel Parker was successful

in realizing his one great aim--making the normal school

"an educational experiment station, whose influence fwoul<!1

penetrate, permeate, and improve all education and educa

tional thinking.,,2 As his students testified his work was

not in vain.

Nearly every graduate of his school commenced teaching
with high ideals of the teacher's mission and a quick
ened power to arouse in children a keen, natural in
terest in any work which was undertaken. His graduates
became observers and students of child nature. They
sought to lead the unfolding powers of childhood into
channels of activity that would ~ke them observant of
things, their relations and uses.

lWinship, Journal2f Education, LXXxII (1915), 233.
2
Parker, Annual Report 2f~ United. States f2!!!-

;;;;m.i.s.s.i,;;,o=.;n,;;,e-.r.2! Ed.ucation f..£! 2 ~ 1902, Part I, 248.

3Albert C. Lane, "Add.ress Delivered at the Service
Held in Memory of Colonel Parker at the University of Chicago,
I-1arch 6, 1902, ff Annual Report of the United States Commis
sioner .2! Education !2!~ Year 1902, Part I, 265-266.
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I" The consensus of opinion seems to be that Colonel Parker, I

as an administrator of training schools for teachers, pro

vided the kind of leadership necessary for great teaching

to thrive. It seems that under his direction teachers found

the courage, the protection, and the inspiration necessary

to shoulder their responsibilities effectively.

It was also during this period. that Colonel Parker

became a national figure in American education. As lecturer

he was

always magnetic, courageous, incisive: dropping admi
rable hints, opening broad vistas, dumping illogical
wisdom allover the field., and leaving everybody with
greater reverence for childhood and a nobler outlook
upon the teacher's work. l

He constantly made it a point to attend county and state

teachers' conferences. At all these gatherings Parker

stirred the minds of his listeners. On the lecture plat-

form he was popular. He accepted to conduct teachers' in

stitutes at Martha's Vineyard in order to expound his

theories and practices to larger aud.iences. No matter

where Parker went he found a group of ardent professional

and personal admirers. He soon became t1the one great

leader whom teachers in elementary schools recognized

1 ¥1B.yo, p. 13.

L .J
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ras their apostle. "1

Another medium Parker used to disseminate his edu-

cational views was publishing. Through his writings he was

able to reach a much greater audience. An active member of

teacher organizations he was influential in introducing new

id.eas. Many of his minor works are essays in such educa

tional periodicals as ~ Practical Teacher, The School

Journal, National Education Association Proceedings, and

~ Educational Review. While he was director of the

Chicago Institute, he founded a review, 1h! Course 2!

Study, known today as ~ Elementarl School Journal.

In add.ition to these articles, he wrote a series of geog

raphy books known as Uncle Robert's Geographies. These

books were preceded by a professional text entitled,

n2! 12 Teach Geography. His two major works are: Talks

~ Teaching and Talks 2n Pedagogics. The first consists

of brief abstracts of twenty-five familiar discourses

given by Parker at Martha's Vineyard. Summer Institute in

1882 and. reported by Lelia E. Partrid.ge. The second is

considered "a gold mine of materials concerning the new

IF. A. Fitzpatrick, "Francis Wayland Parker,"
Annual Report of the United States Commissioner of Edu-
cation~ theYear 1902, Part I, 284. - -

L ..J
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r view of the child."l Originally the contents of the

fifteen chapters were talks given by Parker at different

teachers' meetings and re-arranged in textbook form~ This

work presents a detailed analysis of Parker's doctrine of

concentration. It was pUblished in 1894 when Parker was

director of the Cook County Normal School. Of all these

works there is not one textbook of methods that represents

hi! method, h1! principles or even h!! brand of psychology.

As Mayo once remarked:

It is impossible for him (Parker) to tell an aUdience,
by voice or pen, how he 'keeps school' as for the
champion old lady breadmaker of New England. to give
her recipe for a cook-book. 2 My mother, all the time,
keeps stirring in jUdgment.

What Colonel Parker intend.ed to do through his writings

and lectures was to regenerate in each one of his listeners

this spirit of continuous growth and progress by which they

could. be led to see how every method. of teaching, every

course of study, and every exposition of principles is

capable of infinite improvement.

The life of this dYnamic Crusader for children

and teachers came to an end too quickly. Just as he had

accepted his new position at the Chicago Institute,

L

lButts and Cremin,
Culture, p. 383.

2Mayo, p. 12.

A Historz £! Education !a ~-
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r his wife who had been his constant counselor, passed away. '

To somewhat relieve himself from this grief and loneliness

he und.ertook his last assignment with as much enthusiasm

and. interest as he had some forty years earlier. For three

years more he continued. to educate future educators.

March 2, 1902 marked the end of the educational career

of this great American schoolmaster. Of the time in which

he lived he once remarked:

I love to think of the progress of the
years, in which I have been a teacher.
for living now. I would not have been
anything in the world..

last forty-one
I thank God.

born later for

Few educators have been fortunate enough to see the real-

ization of their dreams. Colonel Francis Wayland. Parker

was one of those few.

After presenting separate biographical sketches of

Comenius and Parker, it would seem fitting, interesting and

pertinent to draw certain parallels in the career of these

two educators. Though the attempt might seem foolhardy and

presumptuous, it does present tne writer with a challenge.

Admitting that the reformers under stUdy lived two hund.red

years apart and. pursued their educational ideals in differ

ent countries, there still do appear in the unfoldment of

lparker, National Education Association Proceedings,
XXXIV (1895), 191-192.

L
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r the events of their career certain traits worthy of com- I

parison. There were grand and. numerous opportunities for

reform. There were also two great reformers capable of

seizing these opportunities. However, as one pauses to

consider all they did offer to their respective societies

one wonders why, under such well-planned directions, the

sound, psychological approaches to teaching and learning

first spelled out by Comenius and then pursued further by

Parker have been so slow in making their entrance into the

schools. However, this parallel analysis 1s not intended

to relieve one's bewilderment. But it seems that if this

comparative study of the educational career of Comenius

and Parker has no other value than of pointing out that

the introduction of new concepts of education is a slow

process and that only persistent and renewed attempts are

the keys to progress, it will have proved its purpose. By

taking a telescopic view of the outstanding features in

their educational policies, their media of dissemination,

and their personality traits, one notes numerous points

of similarity in these two builders of modern education.

Their biographical sketches reveal these two re

formers as "architects" of modern education. In the first

place Comenius and Parker were crusaders for child-centered

L schools. In fact their whole theory of education is based~
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on the needs and interests of children. To this end. they

were both concerned with the organization and administration

of school practices. Comenius organized a complete program

of studies beginning with the early training of the child

and finishing with university education. His plan was not

specifically intended for his Moravian Brethren. On the

contrary it possessed such universality that it could be

used as a guide in designing a school program in all nations.

Parker's theory. as pointed out in his biography, was not

as broad in scope as that of Comenius. Though many of his

suggestions could be adopted in school systems ad.vocating

democratic procedures, his theory was meant specifically

for American child.ren and for American teachers. His chief

concern was the improvement of American education. It is

perhaps for this reason that Comenius is referred as the

"Teacher of Nations" whereas Parker is not.

Despite this difference in scope of their educa

tional endeavors, both were schoolmasters highly interested

with curriculum and methodology--perennial problems for all

eminent educators. Comenius and Parker both asked who

should be taught, what should be taught, and how it should

be taught. As to who should be taught both agreed that all

children should be given an education. By the time Parker

Lappears on the educational scene, great strides have been ~
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I made to establish a universal, free and compulsory educatidn.

What Comenius had. theorized two centuries before, Parker

was seeing in the American common school. But with respect

to the course of study and methods of teaching the situation

was different. Both deplored. the fact that the present cur

riculum was outdated, artificial, and unconventional. Both

made attempts to modernize it by add.ing such disciplines

as the natural sciences, geography, history, the arts and

even manual training. In this respect Parker was apparently

more successfUl than Comenius because he actually saw these

sUbjects introduced in the schools. But one must not forget

that Comenius had blazed a trail for the American educator.

As for methodology, one word stands foremost-

activity. Both teachers and students were to be active.

The stud.ents must be given opportunities to think, to do,

to express themselves, to become more responsible for their

total development--physical, social, intellectual and spir

itual. Teachers should be looked upon as counselors ever

ready to help each individual child discover for himself

the true, the beautiful, and the good. Learning, then,

becomes more personal, more pleasant and. more gratifying.

On the whole a new spirit had been injected into the

schools.

L .J
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Another interesting comparison can be drawn from I

the way each d.isseminated his views on education. Comenius

and Parker assumed many and varied teaching and. adminis

trative positions. Though Comenius was primarily a minister

of the Moravian Church and secondarily a teacher, he did

gain popularity as an educator through the different re

sponsibilities he accepted. He made his debut in the

teaching profession at the village school of his home town.

This was interrupted by the Thirty Years' War resulting in

the Moravian teacher's lifetime exile. From then on we

see the Moravian evangelist as teacher in Poland, adviser

in England, textbook writer in Sweden, and superintendent

of schools in Hungary. No matter what task he fulfilled,

he defended education grounded on the needs and interests

of children. The same can be said of Parker who by his

travels won some of his popularity as an educator. Though

he was not as well prepared scholastically as Comenius to

enter the teaching profession, he did. begin teaching in

his own village, in a small district school. His success

here and in other schools of the vicinity won him admin

istrative positions. After fighting in the Civil War he

went to Ohio as director of the Normal School, then to

Quincy as the inspiring leader of the QUincy Movement, and.

L then to Boston as superintendent of schools. These varied~
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, experiences served him so well that he spent the remainingi

years of his life as a teacher of teachers at the Cook

County Normal School and the Chicago Institute of Pedagogy.

Though both dynamic leaders accepted similar administrative

positions to propagate their theory and practice, it seems

that Parker was more fortunate than Comenius in the real

ization of his dream. Parker had always hoped to found a

center for the training of teachers. This was realized

during his lifetime. Comenius had also had a great dream-

that of establishing a pansophic academy or what we might

term today an international research center. Unfortu

nately he never lived to see this project materialize nor

has it even been realized up to our own time. It is hoped

that the Comenian dream of universal education will some

day become a reality. Whether or not these two reformers

found success, they worked with an unflagging zeal to

break the formalism of traditional education.

As apostles of a more realistic and utilitarian

type of education Comenius and Parker used writing to dis

seminate their views. Although it can be affirmed that

both revealed in their works the depth of their feelings

and their sincerity, there is in each a sharp contrast in

quantity and quality. Comenius wrote voluminously and

L eruditely not only on educational issues but also on
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religious and political topics as well. Parker's writingsl

are limited to the field of education. His total output

consists of a few textbooks and a larger number of articles

and essays that appeared in the lead.ing educational peri

od.icals of his day. In general, one would say that Parker

was more successful in spreading his philosophy of educa

tion as a lecturer than as a writer. Even his two prin

cipal tomes were originally talks or lectures given at

Summer Institutes or at meetings of professional organi

zations. In contrast to Comenius he was a greater "doer"

than a "thinker."

Finally the personality traits of these two great

educators can be compared. At the outset of this study

it was mentioned that success in educational reforms is

due not only to great and numerous opportunities for prog

ress but also to a certain combination of personal char

acter traits that seem essential to a reformer's coping

with all the misfortunes that come his way. Both Comenius

and Parker seem to have shared certain traits. As men of

vision, thought and action, they manifested a strong faith

in their Creator, in themselves, and in the power of edu

cation. They understood the conditions of their respective

societies and accepted them as such. As schoolmasters they

L were susceptible to foreign influences and integrated int~
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I Itheir own educational framework only those school prac-

tices which they thought commendable. In other words they

were not followers or disciples of other eminent educators.

The courage and the strength which both possessed in pro

moting their views of education against opposition and in

the midst of all kinds of difficulties distinguishes them

from other prophets of education. This applies all the

more to the incomparable Moravian Bishop whose life can

be described as a travesty of sorrowful and heroic activ

ities. Concerning their relations with others, it would

seem that although these two educators had a great respect

for the opinions of others and. were ever ready to serve

them, Comenius was more the conciliatory and humble type

while Parker was wore aggressive, dominating and at times

sarcastic. A combination of these personal character

istics--a dynamic personality, keen intellectual insight,

an emotional stability, operating within a favorable en

vironment--served to bring a new life, a new outlook, and

a new spirit in the educational world.

Each one's career marked by similar features in

educational endeavors, media of communications, and. per

sonality traits, was fruitful. Promoters of democracy and

lovers of children both Comenius and Parker generated a

L spirit of growth and progress in the schools. Work, in- ~
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and others made for a rich and abundant career. In the

following chapters more consideration will be given to a

detailed analysis of their educational activities in the

hope of providing evidence that Parker can rightfully be

called liThe American Comenius. 1I

L
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CHAPTER IV

EDUCATIONAL THEORY: COMENIUS AND PARKER

...,

Education is a process necessarily always under

going changes. As it is meant to serve man who is himself

a creature of time, education must take into account every

possible kind of progress so as to better serve humanity.

Hence comes the constant need for renewal and adaptation

in learning and in teaching. Those educators most sensi

tive to the needs of the people at anyone time will seek

to probe existing educational theories and practices in

order to discover if and how these square with that era,

that historical period. As was brought out earlier, the

seventeenth and the nineteenth centuries were marked. by

the appearances of sundry movements, and by the advent of

noticeable changes in such fields as science and industry.

These two periods also witnessed educators, like Comenius

and Parker respectively, who not only saw the opportu

nities at hand but also seized them. As men of fore-

sight they envisioned an education better suited to indi

vidual needs and capable of contributing to the improvement

of society, of their own nation, and even of the world.
L ~
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r Being of an adventurous nature both school reformers pro- I

posed a new approach to learning and teaching that would

eventually revolutionize the whole of educational practice.

Before attempting an analysis of their educational practices,

however, some consideration must be given to their theory

of education which obviously precedes any change in school

practices. Now, as an innovator's notions on the nature

of the learner and the aims of the educative process play

an essential role in his formulation of theory, it be-

comes necessary at this point to present the thinking of

Comenius and of Parker on these two questions.

THE CONCEPT OF THE CHILD

Since the all-embracing endeavors of Comenius and

Parker converged on the development of the infinite poten

tial latent in every human being, an analysis of their edu

cational propositions presupposes some knowledge of their

views on the nature of the child. Without forcing any

issue, it would seem plausible to expect a general core of

thought in the two educators on this topic. In the devel

opment of his educational thought, each theorist has of

fered some idea of the nature of the child which in some

instances was more or less true and complete and which,

Lperhaps, was expressed in more or less philosophical terms~
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been, the nature of the educand was treated. It is the

basis upon which the educational theory rests. Because the

concept of the child is so fundamental in education, it then

becomes the primary task of any theorist to present the most

correct and most complete concept of human nature possible.

Such a concept can best be developed. by consulting such

sources as Scripture, philosophy, psychology, the behavioral

sciences, and the observation of natural phenomena. The

use that the theorist will make of these sources can con

tribute to a more complete knowledge of man's true nature.

A thorough study of a theorist's concept of the child, then,

becomes a fundamental requirement for understanding more

adequately the recommendations and suggestions he makes

in his theory of education with respect to the child's

total development. As both Comenius and Parker expressed

ideas on the nature of the educand, the question is to

study these ideas more closely in order to discover if

there is an intellectual correspondence in their concept

of the child with respect to his origin, his culture, and

his destiny.

Who is this child. to be educated? Whence does his

life come? This is the fund.amental question all educators

Lask themselves. Comenius and Parker were no different.
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r Like other theorists they prefaced their educational scheme

with their notions on the nature of the educand. In the

very first chapters of their chief works, both educators

treat the origin of this little being, the child. Comenius
1sees in these "celestial gems" creatures made to the image

of God. He speaks of the child as "a creature which is the

image and joy of its Creator.,,2 Parker expresses the same

religious sentiment when he says that

He (God) made man in His Qwn image. He has crowned
him with glory and honor. J

Not only do Comenius and Parker believe the child to come

from God, but they also honor him in a special way by

making him the most excellent being in God's creation.

In reference to this Comenius opens his Great Didactic by

extolling man as "the highest, the most absolute and most

excellent of things created. 1I4 Parker also sees the child

as "the climax and culmination of all God's creations.,,5

If Comenius and Parker looked up to the child by acknowl

edging that first he is created to God's image and secondly

L

1 Comenius, ~ School £f Infancy, p. 63.
2Comenius, The Great Didactic, Part II, p. 36.

3parker, Talks ~ Pedagogics, p. 26.

4comenius, The Great Didactic, Part II, p. 25.

5parker, Talks ~ Pedagogics, p. 3.
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r he is "the Lord of all creatures, "I it seems fair to expect'

from these two educational theorists a great esteem and

respect for the child.. The little child., "God's most pre

cious gift,n2 must be endowed with certain powers, certain

potential that need to be developed if he is to achieve his

task in the Creator's plan. Such godly and religious sen

timents concerning the source of the child's life can only

serve to engender dignity, sympathy, and reverence for the

child.

Another aspect of the child's life closely related

to his origin was the one concerned with his essence. Both

the seventeenth-century realist and the nineteenth-century

idealist saw him as a composite of a material body and an

immortal soul, thus stressing the twofold nature in the

child. Because of this duality both educators were highly

concerned about making provisions for the harmonious devel

opment of the child's body and. rational soul. On this ac

count Comenius held that

He (God) d.id not simply command man to exist, as He
did the rest of His creatures; but, after solemn
consideration, He formed a body for him with His own
fingers and breathed the soul into it from Himself.

I
Comenius, The Great Didactic, Part II, p. 37.

2Comenius, The School of Infancy, p. 59.

L
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Our nature shows that this life is not sufficient
for us. • • • All our actions and affections in this
life show that we do not attain our ultimate end here,
but that everything connected with us ••• has another
destination.

And again the need for man's total unfolding was expressed

when Comenius commented on man's natural craving for knowl-

edge. To this he added:

Indeed, man is nothing but a harmony, both in respect
of his body and of his mind. 2

This same idea concerning the child's harmonious

d.evelopment recurred time and again in Parker's works.

When referring to the true end of education the American

educator was definite and clear in advocating the education

of the whole child. It was his belief that "the harmonious

development of the human being, body, mind and soul llJ is

the chief purpose of education. In speaking about moral

training, he forcefully engaged his teachers to find Ilone

comprehensive method of developing harmoniously the powers

of body, mind and soul.,,4

lComenius, ~ Great Didactic, Part II,

2Comenius, The Great Didactic, Part II,

Jparker, Talks on Teaching, p. 18.

4 181.~., p.

pp. 27-28.

p. 47.

L --'
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That the two educators, Comenius and Parker, be- I

lieved in the child's twofold character and advocated. the

harmonious development of the whole child, there is no

doubt. How to effect this harmonious development seems to

be the crux of the problem. Naturally this calls for a

method or a procedure whereby this total unfolding can best

be guaranteed. To devise such a method, the designer must

have certain basic principles to direct his thinking. It

is generally from these basic ideas that a certain course

of action will follow. As Comenius and Parker were involved

in a method or procedure for bringing about this total de

velopment of the child, it is highly probable that they

also had fundamental ideas upon which to rely for guidance.

In fact, after reading their works carefully, it seems that

one can almost state categoricallY that their whole theory

of education revolved about or centered upon two basic con

cepts: God. and the world of natural phenomena. God and.

Nature seemed to have been the two vital and fundamental

forces in their educational schema. The emphasis and the

place that these forces--God and Nature--received in each

one's educational propositions leads one to believe that

if there is some degree of difference as to the kind of

education that resulted from them, this difference can be

L greatly attributed to the extent of the role that either ~
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educational thought. In order to best understand the kind

of education promoted by these two educators who believed

in the harmonious development of the whole child, let us

examine more closely just how Comenius and Parker saw these

two basic forces as operative in their central core of thought.

The child Comenius planned to educate was a ration-

al and responsible being, capable of aChieving truth and

of directing his own life whose final goal was not merely

social usefulness and temporal happiness but rather a

supernatural and eternal union with God. To realize the

purposes for which the child was created, Comenius recom

mended a knOWledge of one's self and of God along with

fundamental principles derived from the study of Nature.

Know thyself, 0 man, and know Me. Me, the source of
eternity, of wisdom and ~f grace; thyself, My creation,
My likeness, My delight.

With respect to the universal principles of instruction,

Comenius suggested that we "follow the method of nature. n2

Thus God and Nature in the sense of natural phenomena be

come the pivotal ideas upon which his theory of education

lcomenius, The Great Didactic, Part II, p. 25._ ..................
2Ibid., p. 112.-

L
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I is ~ounded. A It h C i th t~ s a resu , w en omen us says a

the seeds of knowledge, virtue. and piety are naturally
implanted in each child., but the a£tual knowledge.
virtue, and piety are not so given

it is possible to infer that according to the laws of na

ture, the child can acquire not only secular knowledge, the

social virtues, and natural piety but also religious knowl

edge, moral virtues and filial piety. Comenius' is a God

centered concept of education where God and Nature are seen

in their proper perspective, that is, each of these two

fundamental forces is given the place and the emphasis due

it. Heyberger aptly summarizes the kind or education Come

nius had in mind:
\ \Des lors Comenius propose un homme nouveau a toutes

les nations, l'ideal du "surhomme" chretien. l'homme
chez qui toutes les forces intellectuelles. physiques,
morales. et religieuses sont en harmonie. qui est lui
m~me en plein accord avec les lois de la nat~re. ins
trument de Dieu et avec tous ses semblables.

The thought behind this statement would seem to denote that

Comenius did consider God and Nature as two important fac

tors in the education of the child. By referring to the

principle of hierarchy he placed God above Nature, thus

viewing these two forces in their true and proper perspec

tive. This 1s most understandable when one knows how deeply

L

l~., p. 52.
2Heyberger, p. 237.
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religious Comenius was. God for him was more than just a ..,

transcendent Being who sustained man in existence. God in

Comenius' view was a living. divine person. the source of

all things and the One in whom all things were to find eter

nal rest and happiness. In his approach to knowledge of

God. he did not limit himself to reason and observation

alone. Bather he made use of such sources as Revelation,

Scripture. philosophy. religion and science. Nature. in

his opinion. was just another means. a striking one at

that, to get to know, love and serve the Creator and noth

ing more. He did not make a "god" of Nature. but simply

saw it as a reflection of God. And so in speaking about

the harmonious development of the body and soul of the

child, the Moravian Bishop did make use of knowledge of

God and of Nature as two important factors in determin1ng

the k1nd of educat10n he would advocate. In so doing,

Comen1us presented a rather Christian approach to the

development of the whole and entire child.

Parker seems to be in complete agreement with

Comenius in seeing the child as a composite of body and

soul. "What is this little lump of flesh. breathing life
1and singing the song of immortality?" He also seems to

Iparker. Talks ~ Pedagogics, p. 3.
L
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share with the seventeenth-century thinker the same idea

with respect to the child's need for knowledge and truth.

There is but one study in this world of ours, • • •
the study of law and the study of God.

And furthermore, as Curti remarked, Parker did propose a

philosophy of education that "should be devoted, not to tem

poral matters alone, but ••• fthatJ it should minister

to the spiritual life of the individual. n2 For the sake

of emphasis one could insert how one of Parker's desires

was to bring the child closer to his Creator. Did he not

recognize in each individual "divine potentialities Lthat

early manifes~ a desire to search for understanding.

knowledge. and truth?,,3 And did he not earnestly urge his

teachers to behold "the child's divine power and divine

possibilities and ••• to present conditions for their.

complete outworkingn4 according to the laws of nature?

Surely no one would dare doubt Parker's concern with God

and Nature as two rundamental forces in determining the

process of educating the child. Since both Comenius and

1JE.!g., p. 46.
2

CUrt1, p. 375.

3Edward Dangler. "The Philosophy of a Great Amer
ican Educator," Education, LXIX (June, 1949), 616.

4parker, Talks ~ Pedagogics, p. 24.
L
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I Parker believed in the twofold nature or the child and mad~

use of knowledge of God and of Nature as basic to deter

mining the method of achieving the total development or the

child, are there then any differences in their views?

Perhaps a word concerning Parker's religious beliefs

might throw some light upon this issue. That Parker was

highly sensitive to the fact of God's existence there 1s

no doubt. His works are there to testify that Parker pos

sesses a concept of God. But his views on God seem quite

different from those of Comenius. FOr one thing Parker

spoke of God as a personal God, a rewarder, one capable

of sustaining man and of differentiating His energy in

matter. He never mentioned a word on such orthodox Chris

tian beliefs as the Trinity, the Redemption, Grace, hell

and others. In fact he had little use for all theological

doctrine. On these points Comenius differed greatly.

Since he had a great respect for theological doctrine,

his concept of God was more in keeping with the Christian

concept. His works are permeated with statements on such

~damental Christian truths as the Trinity, the Redemption,

Grace.

Moreover, with respect to the approach toward a

knowledge of God, Parker differs from Comenius in that the

Lformer limits himself to reason and observation and some
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Scriptural passages. In his estimation the key to all

wisdom and even to a realization of God is the study of

Nature. An Emersonian transcendentalist at heart he writes

Where shall we look for the highest source of the good,
the true, and the beautiful? To the thoughts of God
in nature. • •• The study of the thoughts of God in
nature, filling the mind, as it does, with things of
beauty, prepares the imagination for clear ani strong
conceptions of the higher and spiritual life.

Nature, then, is the touchstone in his educational theory.

The provisions he will make for the development of the two

fold nature of the child will be primarily Nature-centered

not God-centered and based primarily on observation and

perception rather than on Revelation and Scripture. As

a consequence, the child's opportunities to know his Crea

tor as a real and loving Father will be somewhat limited.

In doing this, Parker had no intention of omitting God in

the spiritual formation of the child. On the contrary,

as Grant so aptly stated:

God still remained a burning ideal but an ideal which
was at the same time deprived of vit~l, personal,
meaningful contact with the educand.

Thus, it is evident from the foregoing that it is

precisely this personal and meaningful encounter with God

lparker, Talks .2!! Teaching, p. 175.'

2Grant, p. 122.

L ..J
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that Comenius sought in formulating his theory of education

and that Parker did not even seem to have grasped for him

self, let alone stress in his educational theory. What

could one then expect from an educator who placed Nature

as the prime factor in his educational scheme? If Nature

occupies the foreground and God remains in the background

in an educational theory, there 1s bound to result a dif

ferent kind of education even though the two educators

began with the same premise that the child is composed of

body and soul and created by God and in His image. Al

though Parker was a religious man who Ittime and again

lyricized the immanence of God in all things" he did be

come Itall unwillingly a link in the trend of education as

it {moveq/ away from God and /began! to confine its aims
I

more and more to the here and now. 1t Comenius, on the

other hand, at a crucial moment in history when the Sciences

were causing radical changes 1n man's thinking, tried to

uphold the idea or view that both God and Nature or Reli

gion and Science were in no way incompatible but rather

complementary in the education of the child. The Moravian

Bishop says in speaking of these two factors that

When bodies are being formed, nature omits nothing
that is necessary for their production. • •• In the

1
L ~•• p. 59.
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Isame way schools, when they educate men, must educate
them in every way, and suit them not only for the oc
cupations of this life, but for eternity as well. In
deed it is with a view to the fUture lite that all
strenuous human effort should be undertaken.

Not the sciences alone, therefore, should be 1
taught in schools, but morality and piety as well.

Therefore, although both educators, Comenius and

Parker, believed the child to be composed of a material body

and an immortal soul and endowed with certain 'divine'

powers, they do not agree as to the kind of education that

was best suited for the harmonious development of the child

'whole and entire.' A difference on such ~damental

issues, as the concept of God and the emphasis placed on

God and Nature in the educational scheme is sufficient to

determine a different type of education. And this is what

really happened. Comenius continued to provide the child

with a supernatural and religious education while Parker

introduced the child to a natural and secular education.

Another interesting and pertinent aspect of the

child's origin, in addition to the two already discussed,

namely, the child as a creature of God and as a composite

of body and soul, is the one dealing with the fallen nature

of man. As both Comenius and Parker expressed views on

this issue, it might be well to note what each one thought

lcomenius, The Great Didactic, Part II, pp. 144-145.
~
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on this matter. Briefly speaking one could claim that bot~

Comenius and Parker looked upon man and hence upon the

child as one "deprived" rather than Ildepraved", imperfect

but capable of becoming perfect. Unlike most Protestant

and Catholic leaders of their day who regarded human nature

as having more evil tendencies than good, these two educa

tors sought the good in human nature and emphasized man's

good tendencies without however seeking to minimize his

evil tendencies. Each conceived human nature as rich in

possibilities for growth and improvement. To see the child

as "a copy of God's simple individuality II1 led them to hold

his nature in high esteem and entertain an earnest hope of

helping him realize and fulfill the purpose for which he

was created. A few statements culled from their works

could serve to substantiate what has been advanced.

Comenius, as a pioneer of the realistic approach to

learning, did develop a new mode of acquiring knowledge,

whereby he abandoned the traditional concept of learning

based on memory to endorse the modern concept of learning

heavily based on the use of the senses. This particular

emphasis on sensory experience served to foster an edu

cation more in accordance with the natural mode of learning.

1Spinka, p. 109.
..J
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:- As a result the total nature of man began to assume greater

importance in the development of educational thought. Edu

cational theorists came to the realization that man is not

all evil, nor is he all good. Comenius whose theory of

learning was chiefly founded on the laws of nature could

in no way remain aloof to the doctrine of mants total de

pravity. Though he "entertained the conventional Christian

conviction as to the fallen nature of man"l he did not

forget by any means to bring out the fact that there are

good tendencies in human nature. He so considered the good

in human nature, that one can say with Needham that his

whole philosophy of education is centered upon mants good

tendencies. 2 Acknowledging that man is born with original

sin, he hastens to say that "no matter how disorganized

man is by his fall into sin, he can, through the grace of

God and by certain methods, be restored again to harmony.")

As Brubacher aptly pointed out, Comenius in no way "/held
4hu.rn.a.ll1 nature in low esteem." It was his contention that

IJohn S. Brubacher, A History of the Problems of
Education (New York: McGraw=Hl11 BOok--eoiiipany, 1966) ;15. 116.

2Joseph Needham (ed.), The Teacher of Nations
(Cambridge: The University PreSS: 1942), p:-l).

)comenius, ~ Great Didactic, Part II, p. 48.
4Brubacher, AHistory £!~ Problems £! Education,

L 1966, p. 116. ...J
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r weakened humanity could be restored "by means of the care--'

ful education of the young."l Throughout his Great Didactic

he constantly pleads for the training and guidance of·· the

child, hoping to reshape him to the image of His Creator.

In one instance, commenting upon the seeds that are natu

rally implanted in each human being, he emphatically de

clared that

Man is not good but becomes so, as, mindful ~f his
origin, he strives toward equality with God.

And elsewhere, when speaking about man's conception of God,

he added:

It must be confessed that the natural desire for God,
as the highest good, has been corrupted by the Fall,
and has gone astray, so that no man, ~f his strength
alone, could return to the right way.

Another statement shows that Comenius felt strongly about

man's potential strength due to the grace or Redemption:

It is base, wicked, and an evident sign of ingratitude,
that we continually complain of our corrupt state, but
make no effort to reform it; that we bring forward
what the old Adam can work in us, ~ut never experience
what the new Adam, Christ, can do.

There is then no doubt of Comenius' position with

respect to the fallen nature of man. He acknowledged man's

L

lComenius, ~ Great Didactic, Part II, p. 15.
2Ibid., p. 40.-
J Ibid., p. 49.
4-
~., p. 50.
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i nature as corrupted by Adam's sin but he also upheld that I

man's corrupted nature could be perfected through education

and raised to the image of its Creator. When he spoke of
I

the schools as "the forging places of humanity," he had

in mind institutions of learning where man's wounded nature

could be restored "S0 as to be such as fi~7 ought to be
2

throughout t:man'§J whole life." To this end he forcefUlly

recommended that true virtue and piety be fostered in each

child. This he claimed to be the true work of the school.

It is that study of wisdom which elevates us and makes
us steadfast and noble-minded--the study to which we
have given the name of morality and piety, and by means
of which we are exalted above all other creatures, and
draw nigh to God Himself.)

These aforementioned statements seem to indicate that Come-

nius' views on man's fallen nature were the views of a

loving, humble and well-educated clergyman whose greatest

desire was "to re-educate the heart of man, so that in the

coming Golden Age the spirit would assert its domain over
4the body and order would triumph over chaos." His un-

1
~., p. 211.

2
Comenius, ~ School £! InfanCl, p. 69.

3
Comenius, ~ Great Didactic, Part II, p. 211.

4
Comenius, ~ Analytical Didactic, p. 18.

L J
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r I
bounded faith in human nature led him to emphasize the good

tendencies that are in every man and to provide through edu

cation the training necessary for man's total fUlfillment.

With respect to Parker's views on man's fallen na

ture notions similar to Comenius' can be pointed out. As

Parker lived in a period when American intellectual life

was undergoing great strides, it is not surprising that h1s

th1nk1ng on the nature of the ch1ld was 1nfluenced by the

advent of ideas dur1ng th1s t1me. As 1n the Comen1an

Per1od, the sciences contributed many new concepts relat1ve

to man's growth and development. Of the several factors--

the philosophy of idealism, the ideas presented and methods

propounded by European educators, and the advent of child

study--that obv1ously served to fashion Parker's concept

of the ch1ld, the philosophy of 1dea11sm is perhaps the

most str1k1ng.

Rapid material growth and progress in American

society during the latter part of the nineteenth century

provoked by way of reaction a return to the philosophy of

idealism with its emphasis upon the spiritual rather than

the material aspects of man and of the universe. The

close-to-overnight changes wrought by discoveries in the

various sciences caused such a st1r on the quest10n of

Lman's place 1n God's universe that some courSe of act10n ~
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~~'s origin and destiny as well as his'

L

material and spiritual needs were questioned and. analyzed

in view of establishing his rightful place in the cosmos.

As a result the proponents of idealism held "that the es

sence of the universe was spiritual and not material lll and

that man was essentially a spiritual being. In addition,

some of the idealists. among whom was Parker. included in

their system the evolutionary concept as the means of ex

plaining the growth and development of the universe and

of man under proper conditions. The theory of evolution

served to emphasize all the more that both the universe

and man experienced a process of growth With respect to

the end for which each was created. One can easily surmise

how such a system of thought can have a marked effect upon

the formulation of one's concept of the child and upon the

development of an educational theory and practice. Since

the child is believed to be simply a finite spiritual ex

pression of the infinite spirit. the good rather than the

evil tendencies in the child will receive maximum attention;

the personality of the child and the proper conditions for

its complete unfoldment. for its evolution. will become

the chief business of the educator. It would seem that

lButts and Cremin. p. 329.
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r these two fundamental propositions are reflected in Parker~s

views concerning the nature of the child.

As an idealist and a follower of Emerson, Parker

never tired of stressing the good tendencies found in the

heart and mind of each child.

God never puts a tendency in the human heart but He
wants it developed. • •• The child loves to do 1
good ••• and it is our duty to foster that tendency.

In his view of human nature he ceaselessly speaks of the

good tendencies in the child. As soon as the child comes

from the hands of His Creator he is endowed

with a rund of God-given potentialities, which if not
perverted or crippled, would develop. according to
'natural' laws in such a way as to serve the best in
terest~ both of the individual and the larger social
group.

At birth the child possesses all the "seeds" needed to

bring him to his full development if these "God-given poten

tialities" are "not perverted or crippled. 1I Elsewhere, in

speaking about the study of Nature as the means for devel

oping the child's spiritual life, Parker expressed similar

views. Children who filled their minds with that which is

good and pure about them should have "no room for wicked-

IFrancis W. Parker. "The Child." National Educa
tional Association Proceedings. (1889). 480. 482.

2Tostberg. p. 56.

L ~
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I 1ness and. sin." His optimistic belief in the tendencies

for good in the child is also reflected in the following

remark relative to good school government.

Spend no time in presenting the wrong; always present
the right and the true. • •• Good is always pre
dominant, good is always beautifUl. and the nature of
the child where the training has in any deg2ee been
normal, inevitably gravitates towards good.

At this point, Parker may be too "naive in his faith in the

goodness of human nature.") One gets the impression that

maintaining the good in the child will depend exclusively

upon placing him in favorable external circumstances. En

vironment, the proper conditions for growth and progress.

all seem to be of prime importance for the total real

ization of the child's potential. "The child is good if

he has a chance, an environment of goodness. ,,4 Is the

providing of a favorable environment and proper conditions

for growth the only factors necessary for the child's total

unfoldment? Parker seems to think so. He attached tre-

lparker, Talks 2E Teaching. p. 175.

2parker, Talks ~ Pedagogics, p. 354.

) CUrti, p. 375.
4Francis W. Parker,

Report of the United States
!h! Year1902. Part I, 240.

L
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r mendous importance to creating a suitable environment as I

chiefly responsible for assuring the child's progress. No

matter what phase of growth he is discussing, Parker stresses

the need for "proper conditions." Though he may use various

terms, like "the exact adaptation of the subject taught,,,l

or "the means of growth must be exactly adapted at every

step to the varying conditions of the Child,"2 and even the

"method is the special adoption of educative conditions to

individual needs,"3 setting up the proper environment seems

imperative to fostering child goodness, growth and progress.

Although Parker invariably stresses the good and

the good tendencies in the child, he does concede that there

might be evil tendencies. However to spend time presenting

the evil so that the child might know and avoid it, he con-
4sidered "pernicious to the last degree." When the child

is unable to distinguish between good and eVil, he suggests

that the positive and the good be presented to him so

strongly that he would make his own choice which should

be the choice of the gOOd. 5 He does mention "that we are

Iparker, Talks on Teachipg, p. 168.
2Ibid., p. 156•...........

L

3Parker, Talks ~ Pedagogics, p. 251.
4~., p. 353.
5
~., p. 354.
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r all somewhat defective l11 which is only a new way of stati~

the old doctrine of original sin, but puts very little em

phasis upon it. Parker rebelled against the calvinistic

principle of mants total depravity. In his opinion those

who subscribed to such a doctrine did so only as an

excuse for Lthei~l ignorance of the divine nature of
the child. The fundamental reason why children do not
act right i~ because they do not have right conditions
for action.

There could never be a bad child as far as Parker was con-

cerned, unless, of course, environment made him so. This

is substantiated by Miss Cooke who once said:

With much force, Colonel Parker emphasized that every
child should be given a chance to grow to his fullest
educational stature so that h~ might become an asset
to himself and his community.)

Again here one can detect Parker's insistance upon the good

in the child, the unlimited possibilities for the good in

him, and the proper conditions necessary to his development.

As an admirer of the child, Parker so championed

"the good of the child's soul"4 that he perhaps minimized,

lFrancis W. Parker, "Work of the Illinois Society
for Child study," National Educational Association Pro-
ceedings,(1896), 843. ---

2Parker, Talks 2a Pedag05iCS , p. 372.

3p• J. Cooke, "Colonel Francis W. Parker,"
Teacher, (June, 1936), 326.

L 4parker, Talks 2a Pedagogics, p. 168.
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r ir not ignored to some extent, the errects or original sin'

and hence omitted to make provisions in his theory or edu

cation ror the spiritual restoration of the wounded nature

in the child. On this account he dirfers from Comenius who

never tired of saying "that if the corruption of the human

raoe is to be remedied, this must be done by means of the

"1careful eduoation of the ~ung.

To SQmmarize what has so far been presented on the

origin of the ohild we can say that in general Comenius and

Parker had similar views on this issue as each believed that

the ohild oame from God and was created to His image. Also

both oonceived the child to be a composite of body and soul.

However, with respect to the procedure for a harmonious

development of the child's body and soul, they differed.

The place that God and Nature occupied in each one's theory

and practice of education was different. As Comen1us placed

God in the foreground of his educational schema so did he

emphasize the supernatural and religious training of the

child. However, as Parker placed God in the background or

his educational theory so did he stress the natural and

secular training of the child. On the question of the

fallen nature of man, both Comenius and Parker subscribed

1 Comenius, ~ Great Didactic, Part II, p. 15.
L
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r to the "doctrine of natural goodness" both for different -,

reasons and with certain distinctions. On one hand Come

nius seems to welcome this doctrine of natural goodness as

a means of counteracting the "doctrine of total d.epravity"

introduced by the Protestant reformers. Yet he entertained

the idea that the nature of man was wounded by original sin.

He therefore defended his point by insisting that man's

corrupted nature can be restored both by God's grace and

through personal effort according to the laws of nature.

On the other hand. Parker advocates the "doctrine of natu

ral goodness" as the weapon against the then rampant mate

rialism which denied anything spiritual in the nature of

man. He saw man as predominantly good and supplied with

a "fUnd of God-given potentialities" capable of being

realized if and only if proper environmental conditions

are present. By their respective standards. one can con

clude that Comenius and Parker saw the child as a living

image of God. capable of shaping. misshaping and reshaping

himself according to the laws of nature but with this im

portant distinction that Comenius gave more consideration

and recognition to man's corrupted nature by original sin

than did Parker.

Having up to this point described Comenius' and

L Parker's views on the nature of the child. we will now
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I consider another important aspect in the development of I

one's concept of the child, namely, the place held by cUl

ture. The abstract term "culture" has come to be used in

various ways and to possess shades of meaning. What is

important is to discover what Comenius and Parker thought

as they used the term "culture" while setting forth their

views on the child.

In a more restricted sense we sometimes hear in

education the phrase, "literary culture." By this we mean

that attention is focused specifically upon one aspect of

the child's development, namely, his intellectual grasp of

literature and of writers. In a more comprehensive sense,

however, the word 11culture" embraces all that has to do

with the development of the whole individual, his social,

physical, aesthetic, emotional, intellectual and spiritual

growth. This can be briefly described as "the symmetrical

development and the perfect control of all the powers and

faculties of the individual."l

As to the diverse meanings attributed to the word

culture, one finds it to mean a philosophy of life which

is developed from certain common practices, beliefs and

1 Thomas Edward Shields, PhilosophY 2! Education
(Washington, D. C.: The Catholic Education Press, 1917),
p. 253.

L ~
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I
attitudes, and which is assured to promote individual and I

societal growth, progress and happiness. l Maritain offers

another possible meaning of "culture" which seems in this

writer's opinion to have some affinity with that held by

Comenius and Parker as they made provisions for the educa

tion of the child in their respective cultures.

Culture itself consists in knowing how and !hl to use
these things (wealth, material resources, industrial,
technological and scientific equipment) for the good
of the human being and the securing of his liberty.
Culture is essentially the inner forming of man. • • •
fIt;l implies the pursuit of human happiness. • • •
The richest and most beautiful of cUltures is nothing
1f moral development does not keep pace with the scien
tific and artistic development, if man is not conscious
of the reasons2he has for living, and the reasons he
has for dying.

In these few definitions of the term "culture," there seems

to be one dominating element, one recurring thought--the

perfection of the human being for a richer and more abundant

living but In ~ given society. It is precisely for this--to

help each child realize his infinite possibilities but with

in the framework of a certain society, of a certain cu1ture--

that Comenius and Parker seemed to have strongly defended

universal education. In analyzing their writings with

1Butts, p. 2.

2Jacques Maritain, The Education of Man (New York:
DoUbleday and Company, Inc.719b2), pp. 154-155.

L
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I
respect to their concept of the child one can readily dis- I

cern recurring claims for this natural unfolding of all the

child's potential which are nothing else than "the designed

development of the child."l As Maritain saw culture as

being "essentially the inner forming of man" which can be

achieved "by the development of those inner powers,,2 so also

did Parker look upon culture as being the agent for "the

realization of i'man'~ possibilities for good and growth"3

while Comenius stated that culture can be achieved by de

veloping those "seeds of knowledge, virtue, and piety,,4,'as

gently and pleasantly as possible, and in the most natural

manner.,,5 Let us examine more attentively the cultural,

the societal aspect of the child's nature to indicate some

of the guidelines that led Comenius and Parker to stress

education as the effective cultural agent capable of fash

ioning the child, of helping him become the perfect crea

ture of his Creator but within his own culture group, his

own society.

L

1Parker, Talks £n Pedagogics, p. 348.
2
Maritain, p. 154.

3parker, Talks £n Pedagogics, p. 348.
4

Comenius, ~ Great Didactic, Part II, p. 23.

5
~., p. 81. ...J
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Under the guidance of Comenius and Parker, pedagog-

ical institutions of the seventeenth and the nineteenth cen

turies developed a new spirit of enthusiasm for the education

of the child. Both educators entertained great expectations

in the child's possibilities for the betterment of himself

and hence of his society. It was Comenius' contention that

the school be looked upon as "a true forging place of men •

where all men are taught all things thoroughly.111 In de-

fending his position that all the young go to school he

argued:

If this universal instruction of youth be brought about
by the proper means, none of these will lack the mate
rial f02 thinking, choosing, following, and doing good
things.

This universal education can best be realized through pro

viding common schools for all youth. In advocating the

"common schools" Comenius remarked:

We wish all men to be trained in all the virtues,
especially in modesty, sociability, and politeness, and
it is therefore undesirable to create class distinc
tions at such an early age, or to give some children
the opportunity of considering their own 10; with
satisfaction and that of others with scorn.

1 76.Ibid. , p.-
2 69.1!?!..!!. , p.

JIbid. , p. 266.-
L .J
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In the same vein, Parker saw the "common sChools" -,
1as "the camp and training ground for citizenship" above

whose entrance he would inscribe the motto: "Everything to
2

help and nothing to hinder." Just what did Parker mean by

this statement? In one of his addresses delivered to future

teachers, he did spell out in more definite terms just what

he thought schools should do. Perhaps the argument might

be presented here to give more precision to the meaning of

this statement and conversely indicate that Parker's dream

for education was similar to Comenius'.

You may dig your treasures from the earth; you may
fill your storehouses full to overflowing with ripe
fruits ,--everything in the way of material welfare may
bless you; but without the development of the human
soul, without the evolution of human character, with
out training into devotion to the good of all in the
common school, there is nothing, neither can there be. 3

Education for the purpose of realizing the child.'s poten

tial seemed to be a main concern for Comenius and Parker

as both saw the schools as an indispensable medium capable

Parker in the Old----April 20th, the
Moveme~Unpub-

lAdd.ress of Colonel Francis W.
stone Temple at QUincy, Massachusetts,
Twenty-fIfth Anniversary of the Quincy
1ished Pamphlet, p. 2. -- ---

2
Parker, Talks ~ Pedagogics, p. 338.

3FranCiS W. Parker, "Training of Teachers,"
National Educational Association prOceedingS, XXXIV
972.

(1895) ,

L ...J
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of providing the child with what he should know in order t~

be what he should be both for and in himself and for and in

his society, his culture. This seems to imply that the child

has the ability to think, to choose, to do good things, in

a word, to develop all the powers and faculties of his human

soul. Since these aspects of the human soul are part and

parcel of the child's nature, then effort must be made to

provide for their development. Schools worthy of the name

could then become a fine cultural agency for the education

of the child and for the transmitting of culture from one

generation to the next.

Another guideline that led Comenius and Parker to

encourage this new spirit in the education of the child

was their desire to cultivate the mind of every human being.

Both conceived the mind of the child as having great possi

bilities. Comenius' remarks on the mind of the child are

very enlightening. They can serve to point out in concrete

form all that the mind of the child can do by its very

nature. In short, Comenius sees the mind capable of all

knowled.ge.

for our mind not only seizes on things that are close
at hand, but also on things that are far off, whether
in space or in time; it masters difficulties, hunts
out what is concealed, uncovers what is veiled, and
wears itself out in examining what is inscrutable;

...J
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infinite and so unbounded is its 1 "lso power.

Parker also agrees with Comenius that llthe facul-

ties of the mind are capable of infinite 2development ...

This he readily explains by observing the actions and the

tendencies of the child. In the first chapter of Talks 2ll

Pedagogics, entitled "The Child,1t the American educator

presents a detailed analysis of the child's natural Itactions

and tendencies" toward the world about him. He successfully

leads one to become acutely aware of the child's llquiet,

persistent, powerful tendencies") as he learns to live in

his environment. "These spontaneous activities of the

child," claims Parker, "spring from the depths of its being,

spring from all the past, and the seed of all the future ...4

To be rather more precise as to the meaning attributed to

Itspontaneous activities" of the child, let us quote Parker

himself as he summarized his views on this topic.

To sum up, the subjects of the child's spontaneous
study and persistent interest include all the central
subjects of study--geography, geology, mineralogy,
botany, zoology, anthropology, etc. In fact, the
child begins every subject spontaneously and uncon-

lComenius, The Great Didactic, Part II, p. 41.

2parker, Talks 2n Pedagogics, p. )62.

)lli£., p. 2).

4Idem•
..J
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sciously. He must begin these sUbjects, because he I
lives, and because his environment acts upon him and
educates him. Of course, the difference in environ
ment makes a great d.ifference in the child's mental
action, the child's individual concepts; still, in all
children there are the same spontaneous tendencies.
The boy, for instance, on the farm may have a large
range of vegetation to study, and the poor little
child in the dark city may worship with his whole soul
some potted plant and from it draw lessons of inspi
ration and love. The child studies the clouds, the
sky, the stars, the earth, vegefation, animal life,
history, every hour of the day.

Such thoughts on the child's natural reactions to his en

vironment can only serve to stir one's thinking concerning

the great potential in the child and provoke him into find

ing means that will enhance this development of the child's

spontaneous tendencies waiting to be cultivated "with the

greatest care. 1I2 This calls for educators who are able and

willing to "understand these tend.encies and continue them

in all these directions.,,3 Parker was a schoolteacher ca-

pable of understanding the child's needs and interests and

of making the proper provisions for their realization.

Hence, the title, "lover of little folks" came to be his.

A new spirit of optimism for the child's development

L

came to be the trademark of both Comenius and Parker.

1 16.~., p.

2 23.~., p.

3.!!!!!!!.

In

.J
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:
their concept of the child, they never tired or speaking ,

of the child's possibilities and tendencies for the good,

the true, and the beautiful. It is precisely this--their

unbounded faith and trust in the infinite God-given gifts

placed in the child at birth--that led them to study the

child as a child and to design a theory of education cen

tered upon his needs and interests.

By way of concluding this diSCussion on Comenius'

and Parker's views on the cultural aspect of the nature of

the child, we can say that education, in their eyes, was

basically a cultural service to the child as the child,

according to his own nature, is not created to live alone

but in a society. Education was a means of helping each

child fashion himself to a perfect man, for teaching each

child how to love and to prize all that is good, true and

beautiful, and for showing each child how to respect in

himself and in others human nature and conscience. Schools,

then, which are designed to encourage such an education can

only serve to transmit as well as to create culture from one

generation to the next. Indirectly all this information

seems to throw some light on each one's concept of the

child. Both conceived him as a creature of God capable of

great progress and d.estined to live in a society marked by

L a certain culture.
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In the preceding pages two of the major aspects of'

the child's nature, namely his origin and his culture, have

been dealt with specifically and at length. To complete

this discussion with respect to Comenius' and Parker's con

cept of the child, a third and last aspect of the child's

nature will be treated, namely, his destiny. Obviously,

in theorizing on education. an individual will be concerned

not only with the origin of the child. and his place in a

culture group but also with the end or destiny of that child.

With reference to the sublime destiny of man. we can

conclude, with minor distinctions perhaps. that both Come

nius and Parker believed the ultimate end of man to be the

union of his soul with God. his Creator. As both men con

ceived the child to come from God and to be created. in His

image, they were basically interested in bringing each soul

closer to its Maker. and hence to its perfection and hap

piness. Comenius was greatly concerned with finding the

surest way of leading man to "understand the art of making

the very best use of Lhi~ life."l Parker claimed that a

study of God's laws was indispensable "to approach that

image. ,,2 Since these two educators were intent upon making

1Comenius. 1h! Great Didactic, Part II, p. 110.
2Parker, Talks ~ Pedagogics, p. 46.

...J
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r
the child. more God-like through bringing him to make the

best use of his life, the slight divergences in their views

might be seen more clearly if we ask ourselves the following

pertinent questions: Did both Comenius and Parker see this

temporal life as a preparation for the life hereafter? Did

both Comenius and Parker believe that this union of the soul

to its Creator was possibly begun in this life?

Comenius considered this temporal life as a pure

gift from God. In his estimation life is

nothing but a preparation for eternity, and exists in
order that the soul, through the agency of the body,
may prepare for itself fhose things which will be of
use in the future life. .

Because he believed life in this world to be "short" and

future life to be "everlasting without end,lt2 he constantly

stresses that the education of each ind.ividual tend toward

leading him

to see, to praise, and to recognize God everywhere,
and, in this way • • • go through this life of care
with enjoyment, and ••• look sor the life to come
with increased desire and hope.

He reiterated this same view when he remarked:

This will be achieved if men learn to make use of this
life, and not only enjoy it; in this way our present

L

1 Comenius, The Great Didactic, Part II, p. 32.

2comenius. Selections, p. 126.

3Comenius, ~ Great Didactic, Part II, p. 69.
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transitory life will be not only the precursor bUr
also the preparation for the future eternal life.

Accord.ing to Comenius l thought, then, this life serves as a

preparation for the life hereafter. Man 1s destined. to live

eternally and happily with his Creator if and only if he

prepares himself during this temporal life which is freely

given to him by his Maker.

Meanwhile Parker looked upon temporal life with an

apparently greater optimism and enthusiasm. To him life

was considered a God-sent gift to the human soul for the

purpose of realizing the development of "its divine poten

tialities." Self-activity, indiVidual freedom and personal

responsibility became the guiding principles permitting the

human soul to become what it ought to be--the perfect image

of its Creator. To best facilitate this "approximating

unity of the human being to his creatorn2 Parker endlessly

recommended that all human beings receive

a d.evelopment of intellectual, moral, and spiritual
power that will enable them to fight life's battles,
to be thoughtful, conscientious citizens, and prepare
them for all that may come thereafter. J

He was more emphatic when he declared

1Comenius, Selections, p. 125.
2Parker, Talks on PedagogiCS, p. 26.

Jparker, Talks ~ Teaching, p. 181.
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that the end of all education should be to promote
man's happiness, not only during his present transitory
existenre, but throughout the eternity which is to
follow.

Basically the ideas behind the above statements do not seem

to be different from Comenius'. Like Comenius, Parker did

consider life as something "passing" and eternity as "lasting."

Both conceived. the human soul to be blessed with a temporal

and an eternal existence, and. with certain powers and fac-

ulties to fulfill the end for which it was created.

However, to have a clearer insight into Parker's

views on man's destiny, it might be wise to bring forward

another of Parker's ideas. Such an idea might enhance our

ability to detect Parker's Emersonlan spirit. In one par

ticular instance, when the American educator was strongly

d.efending the sacred call of teaching, he did make a remark

which in this writer's opinion is basic to his theory on

the destiny of man. He once ended a discussion with the

following words:

The dignity of life is the feeling of eternity 2ehind
and before; that the soul is one with eternity.

Though the statement is rather short, it seems to point out

more accurately just what Parker believed man's destiny to

1
Curti, p. )80.

2Parker, Talks on Pedagogics, p. )88.
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I
be. L1fe, whether temporal or eternal, 1s seen as a lIun1t,1.

as "one." There 1s no d1chotomy between the soul's "tran

s1tory ex1stence and etern1ty." "All 11fe for one 11fe"1

d.eclared Parker. Temporal 11fe 1s a shar1ng 1n or a par

tak1ng of etern1ty s1nce the "soul 1s one w1th etern1ty."

Hence, 11fe 1s not seen, as 1n the case of Comen1us,

so much as a preparat10n for etern1ty but rather as a beg1n-

n1ng of etern1ty. The very subtle d1fference m1ght s1mply

mean that 1n educat10nal pract1ce Comenius w1l1 place greater

emphasis upon the 1nd1vidual's adherence to d1v1ne laws to

assure later eternal happiness whereas Parker w1l1 lay

stress on ind1v1dual 1nit1at1ve, individual expans10n. 1ndi

v1dual freedom which will grow to perfect10n 1n the pursu1t

of eternity.

By way of summar1z1ng all that has been d1scussed

on th1s top1c, one can conclude that, 1n general, Comen1us

and Parker shared a core of common thought w1th respect to

the child's nature, his culture, and his dest1ny. The few

d1fferences 1n belief or 1n stress that were p01nted out

were to bear some impact upon the "k1nd" of education each

was to advocate. But by and. large both Comen1us and Parker

struggled. for the good of the ch1ld. because each had great

1
~., p. v.

L
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r faith in the good inherent in the child's nature. As lovers

of little folks, both educators cherished one great dream-

to see each child arrive at the highest possible degree of

the good, the true and the beautifUl. This, in their belief,

meant to lead the child toward becoming a more perfect image

of His Creator.

THE OBJECTIVES OF EDUCATION

As objectives are fundamentally essential in giving

direction to and assuring the success of any enterprise, it

then follows that objectives in the educative process will

be indispensable to successful operation and. worthwhile

achievement. Objectives, on the one hand, present a long

range perspective and offer a general sense of direction,

which at times perhaps make one feel that they are extra

neous in the immediate task of educating the child. But on

the other hand., whether one speaks of ultimate or of imme

diate objectives, the objective rightfully serves to deter

mine where to start studying any problem and. what steps to

follow in order to arrive at a sound solution. And, this

is particularly striking in the field of education. Here

objectives are of inestimable value to the theorist as well

as to the simple educator as he plans for the quality and

L the quantity of education he intends for the educand.
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I
Objectives serve as guidelines in directing him to a pre- I

determined end. The success of one's educational endeavors

will depend in large measure upon his objectives both ulti

mate and immediate. Hence objectives must be consciously

planned, clearly stated. and rather strictly followed.

Since both Comenius and Parker considered their times as

ripe for a more practical and realistic system of education.

both must have had in mind certain ultimate and immediate

objectives toward which they sought to d.irect their endeav

ors. Without categorically affirming that they possessed

common objectives in their educational theory. we can none

theless note certain similarities in the ends each proposed

in educating the young.

Since educational objectives are countless and

various, it would seem expedient at the very outset to set

some norm or standard for judging of their value and posi

tion. Otherwise such a study could become endless and con

fusing. But, what is of greatest importance is that amid

all the possible objectives there must exist a final or

ultimate one toward or around which all other objectives

converge. This ultimate or final objective will then be

come in some respect the decisive one from which all minor

or subordinate objectives will get their validity, their

L raison d'~tre. and which to a certain extent will contri~
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r ute to a certain type of education. l For this important I

reason we will attempt to determine the final or ultimate

objective set by Comenius and by Parker as each attempted

to design a more practical and realistic approach to edu

cation.

All that Comenius ever undertook was concerned first

with the establishment of the kingdom of God. and then with

the salvation of mankind. God and man were the two focal

points in his life's work. As Eller so aptly remarked:

His teaching. his reforms. his revolutionary works on
education. his encyclopedic activities. his efforts
for Christian unity--all these were designed to pro
mote th~ end of his chosen calling: the salvation
of man.

In all of Comenius' works then and particularly in his ti

tanic achievements in the field of education. there is this

persistent and recurring plea "not so much to make men

learned as to make them wise. to give them understanding

of their own ends and of the end of all things.".3 Unlike

such Church reformers as Luther. Calvin and Knox. who had

espoused the more democratic aim of preparing youth to take

The School of Infancy. p. 9.- -
Rusk. The Doctrines of the Great Edu
St. Martin's Press, 19541: p. 90.---

L

1w. Kane. S. J •• Some Principles of Education
(Chicago: Loyola Univers~Press. 19.38):-p. 69.

2
Comenius.

.3Robert R.
cators (New York:

...J
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r his place in a religious society,l Comenius stressed fore- I

most the needs of the individual himself and stated that he

"was concerned with education for life and not merely for
2Church." Hence this seventeenth-century reformer d.irected

all his efforts toward an educational program whose final

or ultimate objective was principally to prepare each indi

vidual to live a rich and abundant personal life here on

earth and. that this should somehow lead him to live happily

and eternally in heaven. This ultimate objective of edu

cation was best expressed when Comenius defended the need

for a universal education.

Our first wish is that all men should be educated
fully to full humanity; ••• in all things that per
fect human nature • • • in all ways • • • that is to
say, in order to make men as like as possible to the
image of God, in which they were created; truly ra
tional and wise, truly active and spirited, truly
moral and honourable, truly pious and holy; and there
by truly happy and blessed, both here and in eter
nity. • •• In a word: to be wise for eternity, but
not to be unwise here. • • • For if all men were to
learn all things in all ways, all men would be wis5 and
the world would be full of order, light and peace.

An even more pregnant statement on the ultimate aim

of education is the one taken from ~ School 2! Infancy

wherein the seventeenth-century educator highlights the

L

1Butts, p. 257.

2pedram, p. 28.

JComenius, Selections, pp. 97-100.
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r privilege teachers and parents have in contributing to the'

education of very young ones. Here he strongly exhorts

them to carefully train children.

Do you wonder why God did not at once produce these
celestial gems in the full number he purposed to have
for eternity. as he did angels? He has no other reason
than that in doing so he honors us by making us his
associates in multiplying creatures: Not only that
from this source we may draw pleasure. but that we may
exercise zeal in rightly educating and training chil
dren for eternity.l

These statements then serve to point out that Come

nius was led by strong religious motives in planning his

educational system. It stands to reason that the ultimate

objective in his new approach to education would be strongly

tinged with religious sentiments and that his whole educa

tional scheme would revolve around those things which best

prepare man to eventually live eternally With His Creator.

"There is a life beyond this life and • • • existence on
2earth is therefore merely preparatory." Ulich has ex-

pressed. Comenius' ultimate objective of education by saying

that for the Moravian Bishop

Life iSJin a continual state of development toward the
divine.

1
Comenius. ~ School 2! Infancl. p. 65.

2
Power. ~ CUrrents In~ Historl 2! Education.

L

p. J4l.
JUliCh. p. 191.
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I IIn other words. what Comenius really intended was to make

it possible for every individual to perfect his human nature

in this world so that he might arrive at the next.

All our actions and affections in this life show that
we do not attain our ultimate end here, but that every
thing connected Wit~USt as well as we ourselves, had
another destination.

One can easily conclude that for Comenius the ultimate ob

jective in education is the same as what he had conceived

the ultimate objective of life to be, namely, the establish-

ment of a union between the human soul and its Creator.

Since he believed the child to be a composite of body and

soul, coming from the hands of God and destined to live with

Him eternally, he outlined a program of education that would

have as its ultimate objective the transformation of each

creature into a child of God united with Him forever. The

method he suggested is simple.

We advance towards our ultimate end in proportion aS
2we pursue Learning, Virtue, and Piety in this World.

In summary one can say that the ultimate objective

of education for Comenius offered no complication. With

his gaze fixed upon the happy fUture life of each human

being, he directed his educational efforts toward the ul-

I
Comenius, ~ Great Didactic, Part II, p. 28.

2
~., p. 39.

L ~
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r timate end of man--the union of his soul to that of his I

Creator. According to his theory of education, this union

is best arrived at through the pursuit of "learning, virtue,

and piety." Hence, the ultimate objective of education is

the pursuit of "learning, virtue, and piety" which will lead

the individual to union with God.

Now Francis W. Parker also held to an ultimate aim

in the educative process. But unlike Comenius "L'wh~ be

came an educational reformer more by accident than by pri
1mary design," Parker had early manifested an intense desire

to commit himself to teaching. As a great lover of children,

he embraced the teaching profession with an indefatigable

zeal determined "to know the child and to supply the con

ditions for his highest growth and development into char

acter.,,2 As Bishop John L. Spalding once remarked con

cerning Parker's theory of education:

He was not a man of rich and varied learning, not an
original thinker, not a logical reasoner, not a master
of style, but he was one whose faith in~the power and
value of education was deep and living.J

1
Spinka, p. 32.

2Parker, National Educational Association Proceed-
~, XXXIV (1895), 425.

3BishOp John L. Spalding, "Add.ress Delivered. at the
Memorial Exercises Given by the Public School Teachers of
Chicago at Cook County AUditorium, April 19, 1902, ".Annual

LReport of the United States Commissioner of Education for the
~ 1902,Part I, 278. - - -
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r If then Parker placed so much faith in the power and valuer

of education, what ultimate objective could he have had in

mind in his pursuits? Like Comenius, the American educator

sought to fortify and to ennoble human life by making it

possible for each individual to realize whatever plan God

had designed for him. Like the seventeenth-century realist

Parker adhered to the belief that each individual is in a

continual state of development toward the divine and that

each individual should live in close union with his ¥~er

even here on earth. But how did this nineteenth-century

American school reformer express what he considered the

ultimate end or objective of education?

Before presenting an answer to this question, some

consideration of the aims of education in general during

the nineteenth century should be offered. The educational

aims in American schools during this particular century can

be stated in many ways. But as Butts claims lithe ideal of
I

character development through religion" probably remained

the dominant objective toward which most school reformers

worked. Even with the secular movement gaining momentum

in the schools, most educational theorists still continued

to incorporate "character formation" as the essential aim

1Butts, p. 498.
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r in their theory of education. Despite the fact that format

religion courses were not scheduled as such in the pUblic

school curriculum, the ideals of Christian character still

remained in the foreground in all educational systems.

Following the thinking of most educators during his time,

Parker also stressed character formation along Christian

lines as the ultimate objective in his educational program.

Like his contemporaries among schoolmasters he examined edu

cation under its different aspects and defined it accordingly.

An examination of a few of his definitions of education

reveals that "character formation" did play an integral

function in his theory of education. Time and again the

American schoolmaster cites the development of character

as ~ end of education.

Parker in his pedagogical creed saw education as

the surest means of discovering and appreciating the

tldivine" pattern in all of God's creation, especially in

the human being. Since tlthere is a design in each indi

vidual beingtl Parker argued, then education is the means

for the "working out of the design of a human being into
1character." The development of this I1human being into

character" takes place according to the laws of nature,

I Parker, Talks 2B Pedagogics, p. 25.
L
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r the most important being, according to him, that o~ sel~- I

activity. Parker reiterated the same idea when he presented

his views on human growth. On this account he defined edu-

cation as

the fulfilling of God's design of changing being into
character. The human being is latent energy organized
and und.er laws. raws are translated into ictions;
actions change latent energies into power.

For the nineteenth-century American school reformer, the

formation of character has no other meaning than the real

ization of God's design in each individual and this is ac

complished primarily through self-activity. The task for

both teacher and student is to uncover this "divine pat

tern" designed by the Creator. In short, Parker 1s ulti

mately aiming at the formation of a good moral citizen who

will act according to sound Christian principles. But one

must admit that his concept of a good moral citizen is based

more upon the natural moral virtues than Upon religious

truths as is the case with Comenius. Yet he does minister

to the spiritual life of the individual and shows that an

intensive spiritual communion with the Creator can be

achieved here on earth by leading a rich, natural and

abundant life.

1 Francis W. Parker, "Human Activit~," National
Educational Association Proceedings, (1887), 381.

L
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Secondly, in discussing methods of teaching, the I

nineteenth-century school reformer still sought the forma-

tion of character as the end of education. As a teacher of

teachers he highly encouraged both cadet and in-service

teachers to use their initiative and creative ability in

devising means to teach the child effectively. He deeply

respected these different approaches in teaching provided

these methods of communicating knowledge to the child would

ultimately be d.irected. to the making of a good man. This

thought was particularly brought out in one of his talks

to teachers where he clearly expressed his one and. only

motive for dedicating himself to teaching.

I have had but one motive in my heart, and that is
that the dear children of our common country may
receive at our hands a development of intellectual,
moral, and spiritual power that will enable them to
fight life's battle, to be thoughtful, conscientious
citizens, a£d prepare them for all that may come
thereafter.

To lead every child to become the best of what he can was

his most cherished objective. Methods of teaching were

one of the means to bring forth growth within the indi

vidual and give power to both the mind and the heart of

the child. Hence nothing should be spared to actuate what

ever creative ability prospective teachers might have to

1
Parker, Talks 2B Teaching, p. 181.
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r develop newer and better approaches to teaching. Methods.

should not be stereotyped. They should vary with the

teacher, the learner and the subject taught. But in making

use of these newer methods of teaching one should. not forget

that the most worthwhile are those which are ultimately

directed to "the development of character."l

Another instance where Parker spoke of character

formation as ~ end of education is when he described the

ideal school in the ideal community. Such a school can be

"ideal," he said, if "character is the end of education.,,2

That Parker saw the ideal of character formation

as the foremost aim in his educational program, there seems

no doubt. Had. Comenius so stressed "the ideal of charaoter

formation" as the main objective of education? It seems

fair to say that the seventeenth-century school reformer

had supported a similar idea when he stated that "all men

should be educated fully to full humanity_"3 But, his

emphasis on character formation was certainly not as great

as Parker's. One does note upon close scrutiny that Come

nius' education is more God-centered whereas Parker's is

1
~., p. 168.

2Parker, Annual Report 2.f~ United. States .2.2.!=.
missioner of Ed.ucation !2!~~ 1902, Part I, 253.

3comenius, Selections, p. 97.
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r Imore virtue-centered. Comenius places more emphasis on

the preparation for eternity, Parker stresses more the

natural, moral life of man in the here and now. And. yet

in giving parents direction on how they should educate

their children Comenius had also included in the total

development of the child what nineteenth-century educational

theorists termed "character formation. 1I

Hence parents must see that their child.ren are
exercised not only in faith and godliness but also
in the moral sciences, the liberal arts, and in other
necessary things. Thereby, when grown up, children
may become truly men wisely managing their own affairs
in the various functions of life, religious or polit
ical, civil or social, that God wills them to ful
fill. Thus having wisely and righteously passed
through this life they may with greater joy migrate
to heaven.

But with Comenius the religious, the supernatural element

in the development of the child was dominant. In fact all

of Comenius' undertakings--civil or social, religious or

secular, political or educational--were permeated with a

supernatural spirit. With Parker the case is different.

When the nineteenth-century educator speaks of character

formation as the "end of education for American children ll ,2

he seems to limit it to the IIsecular," to the natural aspect.

lComenius, ~ School 2! Infancy, pp. 64-66.

2Francis W. Parker, "The Plan and Purpose of the
Chicago Institute," The Course ~ StUdy (July, 1900), 10.

L ~
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He describes it in these words:

All knowledge and skill of an individual, all he
thinks, knows, and does, is manifested in his char
acter. Character is the summation of all these mani
festations. Character is the expression of all thai
is in the mind, and it may be analyzed into habits.

He recognized the fundamentals of character formation as

being "love of truth, justice, and mercy, benevolence,
2humility, energy, patience, and self-control." And fur-

thermore, he explicitly stated that these elements of the

ideal character should be manifested "in terms of citizen

ship, of community life, of society in its best sense, in

short, [Of.] complete living • • • ,.3 At this point one

might conclude that Parker is interested primarily in

preparing the child either with or without religious

training to be a good. citizen. But in his conclusion

to the doctrine of concentration Parker did. admit that

Character, whose essence is love for God and man,
alone can save us, and lead us to the time when
obedien~e to diVine law shall be the one rule of
action.

If then the essence of character formation is "love for

God" as well as for man, some religious training must

L

1Parker, Talks ~ Teaching, p. 164.

2Idem•

3parker, ~ Course of study (July, 1900), 10.

4parker, Talks on Pedagogics, p. 399.
..J
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have been envisioned. On this particular issue, Parker is I

certainly not as explicit nor as emphatic as Comenius. His

approach to religion was not as orthodox nor does it seem to

have been as convincing as that of Comenius. But as Mayo

pointed out in his essay on "The New Education and Colonel

Parker," Parker d.id include in his ultimate educational aim

of character training "the Christian method of love in the
1

noblest Christian meaning of that mighty word." Like Come-

nius, the American teacher did direct his educational efforts

toward the unfolding of the "divine" in each child, in order

that the child might live eternally and happily with his

Creator but the stress on specifically religious training

was decidedly less in both extent and importance.

With respect to the ultimate objective of education

in relation to these two school reformers, one can conclude

that generally speaking both directed their "new" education

somewhat toward the same ultimate end--the union of the soul

with its Maker. Influenced by the atmosphere of their re

spective centuries--the seventeenth century more religious,

the nineteenth more secular--both Comenius and Parker suc-

ceeded in maintaining that teaching and learning should

1
A. D. Mayo, "The New Education and Colonel Parker,"

Journal ~ Education, XVIII (August 9, 1883), 84.
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lead to God. For the Moravian Bishop the task was easier. I

He could explicitly state the ultimate objective of educa

tion as that of bringing each human being closer to God and

thus to his own perfection and happiness. For the American

schoolteacher the situation was somewhat different. Con-

forming to his own principles and to the world in which he

lived, Parker rather stressed the ideal of character for-

mation as the ultimate end of education. By this he meant

that each child would become through education "an efficient

citizen of his little community"l knowing God's truth and

being able to apply it in the world of which he is a part.

Without question these ultimate aims so essential

in planning and in directing a system of education can only

be realized through concrete, practical, everyday experi

ences. At this point any specific theorist's views on edu-

cation will take on newer, more detailed, more complicated,

more individual characteristics. His chief concern will be

to spell out those immediate objectives of actual learning

situations that will best and most successfully tend toward

the realization of the ultimate objective he has set forth.

Theorizing on a new realistic approach to education, Come-

10 • H. Lang, Educational Creeds of the Nineteenth
Century (New York: E. L. Kellogg and Company: 1898), p. 54.
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nius and Parker both having proposed somewhat similar ulti-r

mate objectives to education proceeded to draw largely par

allel immediate objectives for the education of youth.

Of course the question of immediate objectives is

no simple one. If, as already pointed above, educational

theorists have listed many and varied ultimate objectives

for the quality and quantity of education they intended for

the educand, it then follows that with respect to immediate

objectives educational theorists will offer an even greater

number and variety of them. For clarity's sake then one

might advantageously group the immediate aims of education

under two broad headings: those concerned with knowledge

and skills, and those dealing with right conduct. In turn,

these two classifications can lead one to formulate three

questions which will permit a more systematic and d.efinite

method of analyzing Comenius' and Parker's immediate aims

of education. The first question could be: to the acqui

sition of what kind of knowledge did. Comenius and. Parker

immediately aim at in seeking to help the educand make a

success of his life? The second: what were some of the

conditions that these two schoolmasters insisted upon for

the successful development of the fundamental skills of

learning? And finally, what were some of the habits that

L these two educators highly recommended for the betterment
~
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of the educand? The answers to these queries should right-i

fully serve to point out whether or not there are certain

similarities in their thinking with respect to the immediate

objectives in a realistic approach to the education of youth.

As a basis for the kind of knowledge Comenius thought

should be immed.iately aimed. at in education he advanced his

belief that man by his very nature is capable of being pre

pared. to live a rich and abundant life. Convinced that the

ideal human being is not born but made, he believed that the

surest way to help man perfect himself is through education.

His immediate concern was to teach him that knowledge he

needed to live a richer and fuller life here on earth so

that he could eventually enjoy eternal blessedness with his

Creator. To acquaint man with a wealth of both secular and

religious knowledge then became one of his immediate ob

jectives.

Let all the arts and sciences be taught in their ele
ments in all schools, and more fully at each successive
stage of the pupillf progress. It is by knowledge that
we are what we are.

And with respect to the need for knowledge of God., the Mora

vian Bishop argued thus: if man is a partaker of God.ls

divine image and an inheritor of the same eternity, then

lLaurie,~~ Comenius, Bishop 2f~ ~
vians, p. 211.
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man, and every man at that, should be given some knowledge l

1of his Maker.

But then what specifically did Comenius mean by

"all knowledge"? No doubt the seventeenth-century .school

master was aware that a knowledge of all the arts and

sciences "would be neither useful of itself, nor, on account

of the shortness of life, ~coul~ it be attained by any

man. n2 From his own experiences he knew that individuals

have d.ifferent abilities and powers. And for that reason

they certainly cannot all profit from the same quantity

of knowledge.

For there is as great a d.ifference between the minds
of men as exists between the various kinds of plants,
of trees, or of animals; one must be treated in one
way, and another in another, and the same method can
not be applied to all alike. It is true that there
are men of great mental power who can compass every
sUbject; but there are also many who find the greatest
difficulty in mastering the rudiments of some things.
Some display great ability for abstract science, but
have as little aptitude for practical studies as an
ass has for playing on the lyre. Others can learn
everything but music, while others again are unable
to master mathematics, ~oetry, or logic. What should
be done in these cases?J

This experienced teacher answers his own question in a very

simple but forceful manner. Speaking to the teacher he

L

lComenius, ~ Great Didactic, Part II, pp. 36-39.
2
~., p. 70.

3Ibid., p. 181.
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advises him never "to force a scholar to stUdy any sUbject~

if he sees that it is uncongenial to his natural disposition

for in so doing only "disgust is produced and the intelli

gence is blunted."l This type of reaction is in no way con

ducive to the promotion of knowledge so essential for good

living. Let each man "develop in the directions of his

natural inclinations (in accordance with the Divine will).

and LheJ will serve God and man. in his station in life.
2whatever that may be." To best serve God and man. Come-

nius calls for the basic knowledge of the "principles. the

causes. and the uses of all the important things in exist

ence.;3 so that man

shall go forth energetic. read.y for everything, apt,
industrious, and worth~ of being entrusted with any
of the duties of life.

Comenius then intends to give man that particular

kind. of knowledge which will help him be not only a keen

observer of what is going on around him but also an active

participator in all the affairs of man and. of his world.

1
~.

2
~ •• pp. 181-182.

3Ibid•• p. 70.

43 • S. Laurie. John Amos Comenius (Syracuse: C. w.
Bord.een. 1892). p. 200.--

L
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r-He so wants to equip man that he will never be at a loss iw

making his life a worthwhile one.

For we must take strong and vigorous measures that no
man, in his journey through life, may encounter anything
so unknown to him that he cannot pass sound judgment
upon if and turn it to its proper use without serious
error.

All this leads one to conclude that the knowledge that Come-

nius wishes for all men is none other than the practical and

useful knowledge essential to the making of everyday choices.

Whatever is taught should be taught as being of prac
tical application in everyday life and of some defi
nite use. 2

And elsewhere, when referring to the conciseness and. ra-

pidity in teaching, the educator repeated the same idea:

Nothing, therefore, should be learned sol~ly for its
value at school, but for its use in life.)

Or again,

In all activities the school should be made practica~
for life and pertinent to an upright religious life.

Therefore, knowledge for its own sake is not what Comenius

has in mind when he speaks of a scheme for a universal edu

cation. From the few passages cited above, it becomes eVi-

1Comenius, ~ Great Didactic, Part II, p. 70.
2 189.~.. p.

:3 181.~., p.

4Butts , p. 279.
L
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r dent that the kind. of knowledge he is. advocating is none ...,

other than this useful, practical knowledge. Whether secu

lar or religious this knowledge had to teach man the art of

living a rich, full and "divine" life. Through his study

of arts and sciences then, and more specifically of those

arts and sciences his mind could. absorb, man would be ren

dered capable of cultivating and developing all his latent

GOd.-given talents. There is never a doubt in Comenius'

mind that human nature can be made more perfect by using

useful and practical knowledge. In fact throughout his

educational writings, there appears this persistent plea

for teaching man all the arts and the sciences so necessary

to d.eveloping and putting to use all of man's latent powers

and energies. Then and only then can man's life be a suc

cessful one. And he will then be in a better position to

make the world in which he lives a better one.

So then Comenius sought to direct teaching toward

providing the educand with that practical knowledge--reli

gious and secular--essential to actuating each man's poten

tial to living a fruitful life. This he saw as the imme

diate aim of education. Parker also formulated immediate

objectives in his theory of a realistic type of education.

Like the seventeenth-century schoolmaster he considered

L leading the child to a richer and. fuller life through
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r exposing him to a well-selected body of knowledge as the I

immediate aim of education. But it is essential to return

to the first question asked in studying his immediate aims

of education, namely, what kind. of knowledge should be taught.

In answer to this query one must remember that in

and out of season the indefatigable American schoolteacher

never tired in promoting the best for the children. "There
I

is absolutely nothing too good for the children," he often

repeated in his formal and informal gatherings with teachers

and administrators. He had noticed that young children

were fascinated. with the world about them. The marvels of

nature intrigued them and sooner than later they would. seek

to know more and more about the wonders of their surroundings.

These spontaneous reactions to man and nature Parker saw as

natural in every child.. Hence he believed that nothing

should be spared. in developing this quest for knowledge.

And to this end Parker sought to dedicate his entire life.

His most cherished dream was "to see growth and improvement

in human beings_"Z And to realize this he wanted the

school to be organized as a "model home, a complete com-

lDewey, ~ Elementary School Teacher~ Course
2! Study, II (June, 190Z), 704.

2Giffin, p. 133.

L
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r Imunity, an embryonic democracy.t1 The immediate aim here --,

was to create better living cond.i tions for self-development,

to make instruction more meaningful and more efficient and

to stress the quality of knowledge. All this with the in

tention of giving the child the proper means for achieving

self-fulfillment and for living correctly. At one time he

d.id make the following comment which further indicates that

he was highly concerned. with perfecting the child's nature.

The child.ren are not in school to get ~owled.ge; they
are there to live and to learn to live.

By this statement Parker in no way intended to depreciate

the value of knowledge. On the contrary by consulting the

first two chapters of Talks .2!! Pedagogics one can see that

the schoolmaster places no limits to the sUbjects he out

lines for the child.

The subjects of the child's spontaneous study and per
sistent interest include all the central subjects of
study--geography, geology, mineralogy, botany, zoology,
anthropology, etc. In fact, the child b3g ins every
subject spontaneously and unconsciously.

Parker never intended to deny the child. any knowledge.

Rather what he seems to stress is that t1to live and to learn

to live" is more important than the mere acquisition of

lparker, Talks ~ Pedagogics, p. 450.

2parker, National Educational Association Proceed
~•. XXXIV (1895), 428.

L Jparker, Talks 2Q Pedagogics, p. 16.
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r Iknowledge for its own sake. For Parker, knowledge is only

a means to an end., which end. as was stated. earlier is the

formation of character. Knowledge not having any immediate

use will sooner than later wither and. d.ie.

The value of knowledge can be apprehend.ed. only through
its immed.iate use, ind its appreciation is the highest
stimulus to action.

And again speaking in favor of the acquisition of practical

knowled.ge as an immediate aim of ed.ucation he offered. the

following statement:

That the knowledge acquired through an understanding of
its immediate value and use in society is incomparably
better than that gained. by making the knowledge an end
in itself. 2

Hence, once again as in the case of Comenius, the kind. of

knowled.ge this American educator recommend.s is none other

than practical knowledge for good. citizenship. Or as he

himself called it in one instance, "that knowled.ge and.

skill which make the social life of each /lndividuaJj' as

full and. as rich as possible. n 3 In his opinion complete

1 .
Parker, Annual Report 2!~ United states f2!-

missioner of Education f2! ~~ 1902, Part I, 253.
2Parker, ~ Course 2f study, (July, 1900), 10.

3Francls W. Parker, "An Early Account of Progres
sive Education," ~ Historz 2! American Education through
Readings, eds. Carl H. Gross and Charles C. Chandler
(Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1964), p. 266.

L
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r living calls for "that knowledge which best nourishes the "I

1
activities of the child at every stage." Here, Parker's

thoughts are much similar to Comenius'. Both educators

glorify knowledge by the fUnction it serves. Enough time,

energy and. talent have been wasted with the kind of knowl

edge that the child never uses for his personal betterment

and the improvement of the world. Their whole concern

seems to revolve around one main idea: Is the child. made

better through the use of this or that knowledge? Both

educators hoped that their efforts made in this direction

would only serve to help each ind.ividual to live more fUlly,

richly, and divinely. This, in short, is the kind. of knowl

edge that both Comenius and Parker sought as the immediate

aim in the education of the child.•

However, though both are immediately concerned. with

this useful and practical knowledge for the improvement of

man and of his world, there is a' slight distinction to be

made with respect to each one's approach to a knowledge of

God.. The American transcendentalist limited. the study of

God to "the manifestation of His thought in the universe and
2man." Being a man of deep religious convictions the Mora-

1
Parker, ~ Course £! study, (July, 1900 ), 11.

2Parker, Talks on Pedagogics, pp. 26-27.
L
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vian Bishop did not hesitate to incorporate within the

scope of his educational system several methods of arriving

at a knowled.ge of God.. In addition to the study of man and

of nature, he encouraged the study of Scripture, of religion,
1

of Christ. By including knowledge of such subjects Come-

nius' concept of a rich, full and divine life seems to have

differed somewhat from Parker's. Comenius' concept would be

more in accordance with the orthodox concept of Christian

living. Still both did see life on earth as related to the

life in heaven and did aim at giving the educand all the

knowledge needed for leading the good life right "to the

hilt." Yet, with Comenius the specifically religious, the

supernatural aspect of life seems to have dominated, where

as with Parker the stress was on the secular, the natural

aspect of life. Notwithstanding this difference the two

reformers were essentially concerned with the perfection

of man's nature and with the improvement of the world of

which he is a leading figure. They aspired through edu-

cation to remake man to God's image.

Having first discussed as an immediate aim the type

of knowledge that Comenius and. Parker envisioned as neces

sary for the success of one's life and the improvement of

L

1Comenius, The Great Didactic, Part II, pp. 218-2JO.
-l
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the world, the present writer w1ll now go on to examine

the second question of immediate objectives of education

with respect to the development of skills.

That skills must be practiced and acquired is an

obvious fact, and that they should. be developed and improved

in the most economical and effective manner seems also clear.

However obvious and clear this might be, a survey of edu

cational theories down through the centuries does point

out that outstanding schoolteachers did not always present

the same views on this matter. Some maintained that skills

should be taught by rigid and unrelenting drill. Others

totally neglected the systematic practice of fundamental

skills. Still others chose the midd.le course by insisting

that the development of skills needs drill but drill stem

ming from meaningful activities. It would seem that the

latter group would be more successful in promoting the

development of skills since they advocated a more pleasant

and a more natural way of learning. Whatever method adopted

skills still have to be taught and learned, and this must

be done in the most economical and effective manner possible.

As schoolteachers both Comenius and Parker were aware of

this problem and took measures to solve it.

One of Comenius' and Parker's immediate aims in the

Lteaching of any skill whether physical, mental, social or ~
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spiritual was to ascertain that the child recognize the I

meaningfulness of that skill to happy living. On this mat-

ter Comenius advances that tlwhenever instruction is given

the pupil should be taught to apply his know1ed.ge practi-

cally, as in the case of a language by speaking, and not

merely to assimilate it mentally.nl Elsewhere he phrased

it in more general terms but still insisted upon the need

for real life situations in the development of skills.

Education cannot attain to thoroughness without frequent
and suitable ~epetitions of and exercises on the sub
jects taught.

For Parker the possibility of developing skills was

immeasurably enhanced when tithe entire time and power of the

pupils in school ~wa~ concentrated upon intrinsic thought,

the thought embodied in the central SUbjects.") The me

chanical and technical difficulties in the learning of any

skill could be overcome when tithe necessity and desire to
4

manifest thought tl directs the hand, the heart and the

mind. of the child. "We learn to d.o by d.oing, to hear by

L

1
Ibid., p. 154.-

2.ill.£., p. 156.

)parker, Talks ~

4.reg., p. 290.

Pedagogics, pp. 289-290.

..J
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r hearing, and to think by thinking, ,,1 claimed Parker. He -,

was here repeating almost verbatim what the seventeenth

century educator had said two hundred years before him:

Let practice always bring practice to perfection.
Doing cannot be learned except by doing. Hence the
saying, IWe create by creating.' One becomes a writer
by writing, a painter by painting, a singer by singing,
a spe~ker by speaking; and so it is with all external
acts.

The more the child practices what he learns in school, the

more he will tend to use it in his daily experiences out

side the school. What these two educators are then basic

ally advocating is the need for the practice of skills in

activities that the child can see as meaningful to life.

This can be pointed out more specifically by considering

some of the passages taken from their writings.

Neither Comenius nor Parker ever thought of im

posing or forcing a skill upon any child.. On the contrary

both made it a point to study the needs of the child before

teaching him any new skill. They also made sure that the

skill could easily be implemented in the child's life.

Theirs was a very realistic approach to the teaching of

skills. Today this question of providing natural and

1Parker, Talks 2E Teaching, p. 115.
2Comenius, ~ Analytical Didactic, p. 155.

L
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r meaningfUl situations for the development of skills seems I

to be less of a problem. But for Parker, and more especially

for Comenius, conditions were quite different. These two

educational innovators were not always received favorably

by their contemporaries. However they did succeed in making

a d.ent in that traditional way of teaching skills by showing

through their own experiences that the child can learn much

and retain better if whatever he is taught is immediately

used in actual life activities. For this reason Comenius

proposes that even the very young learn the rudimentary

skills of grammar, first by "learning to speak the mother

tongue correctly, that is to say, in pronouncing with dis

tinctness the letters, syllables, and words."l Later when

the child became older, he would learn the rules for writing

accurately, more speedily and confidently but always on the

condition that "these rules ••• be written in a popular
2

form, and the boys ••• be exercised in them."

The same notion held true for the teaching of basic

skills in arithmetic. Here again, the seventeenth-century

schoolmaster insisted upon real situations.

1Comenius, ~ Great Didactic, Part II, p. 261.
2
Ibid., p. 268.-

L
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The seeds of arithmetic will be planted if the child.
'understand.s what is meant by "much" and. "little," can

count up to ten, can see that three arelmore than two,
and that one added to three makes four.

He advocated that the child "count with ciphers and. with
2counters, as far as is necessary for practical purposes."

To profit from the exercise or practice of a particular

skill the child had to be placed in a meaningful setting.

Otherwise, he could see no reason for going through the

drudgery of learning skills that offered him no meaning.

The immediate aim and object in teaching the child. any

skill is to see that he "will thus find !himselV all the

fitter to use Ihi~ understanding, Lni~ powers of action,

and !hi§! judgment,,3 in real life situations. Or as Come

nius so aptly remarked in defending the practical appli

cation of what the child was taught:

The task of the pupil will be made easier, if the
master, when he teaches him anything, show him at the
same time its practical application in every-day life.
This rule must be carefully observed in teaching
languages, dialect, arithmetic, ••• ,etc. If it be
neglected, the things that you are explaining will
seem to be monsters from the new world., and the atti
tude of the pupil, who is indifferent whether they
exist or not, will be one of belief rather than of
knowledge. When things are brought under his notice
and their use is explained to him, they should be put

1 260.1121,g. , p.

2 268.Ibid.., p.-
L 3~. .J
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into his hand.s that he may assure himself of his
knowled~e and may derive enjoyment from its appli
cation.

Parker seems to endorse a similar belief in the

development of skills. Like Comenius he advocates "the

practice of skills with understanding tl as the most exped.ient

and effective way of developing them. He phrased his guid

ing principle mostly on this matter thus:

Constant effort in the direction of adequate thought
expression is the ~ne way and means by which ad.equate
skill is acquired.

What does the American school reformer really mean by the

phrase "constant effort in the direction of adequate thought

expression"? Perhaps the best way to explain this is to

use two of his illustrations, one dealing with the teaching

of grammatical skills, the other with the teaching of arith

metical skills. According to the traditional teaching of

grammar, Parker points out, the power to understand and use

language was acquired "by the isolated and formal study of
3grammar." The teaching of language was basically directed

to the formation of a skill. The learner became skillful

in recognizing endings, in placing word.s in correct position,

I
~., p. 140.

2Parker, Talks ~ Pedagogics, Pp. 301-302.

3~., p. 288.
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r in constructing sentences. But there was little or no em- I

phasis on the understanding of' the thought the author wished

to convey. Without completely d.oing away with the teaching

of grammatical skills, Parker rather advocated. what is today

commonly known as the functional approach to the study of'

language. He believed that

technical grammar, with its modifications of etymology,
syntax, and prosod.y, may take enduring form and shape'l
when welded under the white heat of' absorbing thought.

Hence, the learner would. more easily acquire grammatical

skills if' he saw how thought and syntax were related within

a sentence.

With respect to the teaching of number skills, the

American school reformer in no way encouraged meaningless

drill. Drill without understand.ing he never tolerated in

his educational theory. He abhorred any mechanical training

that in no way served to probe "the immediate impulses of
2intrinsic thought." He believed that

Ef'ficient arithmetical power and skill may be acquired
by the continual exercise of judgment and reason in
the necessary application of numbe§s essential to a
knowledge of the central subjects.

1 290.~., p.

2 288.~., p.

J 290.~., p.

L
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r Whatever he advanced as necessary for the correct deve1op_i

ment of language and number skills, he also advocated for

the development and improvement of all other learning skills.

For him skills are most expediently and more effectively

developed in meaningful settings related to actual life

experiences.

From the above discussion one can conclude that both

Comenius and Parker shared similar views on the second point

in this discussion of immediate aims, namely the develop

ment of the basic skills of learning. Fundamentally the

two school reformers supported a program of teaching skills

well adapted to the varying needs, abilities and interests

of the learner. In addition they both maintained that

understanding and meaningful settings are essential to the

practice and perfection of skills. Improvement in these

skills would generally result from the stimulation of

thought in the learner. However, in order to be stimulated

to think, the learner had to be properly motivated and urged

to effort. As true educators who wanted the best for each

child, both Comenius and Parker insisted upon fostering the

right motivation and setting up conditions proper to the

full development of learning skills.

So far consideration has been given to answering a

L first question pertinent to what type of knowledge Comeniu~
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r and Parker thought should be taught and a second relative I

to the conditions these two educators deemed necessary to

the successful development of fundamental learning skills.

Answers to these two queries served to reveal what these two

men considered as immediate aims of education. To complete

this stud.y of immediate aims, some thought must now be given

to the third question that pertaining to these two educators'

views on the formation and development of the good habits

so essential to constructive and abundant living.

It is an accepted fact that a certain amount of

basic knowledge and a number of skills are needed for the

management of one's affairs in life. It is likewise recog

nized that the acquisition of good habits and proper modes

of behavior are indispensable to sound living. Human beings,

as is well known, have a natural tendency of developing

fixed ways of reacting to particular situations. The fixed

ways of reacting are called habits. Habits are good for

they can facilitate learning and promote fine modes of

behavior. Since habits are linked with growth and develop

ment and. are formed by doing, then certain principles of

action are undoubtedly necessary to enhance their forma

tion. On the question of the formation of habits Comenius

and Parker placed strong stress on two leading principles

L of living, namely, that of self-activity and that of
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responsibility.

Repeating a point made early in this work and

often reiterated, the present writer returns to Comenius'

and Parker's shared belief in the divine nature of the child.

Consequent to this both school reformers held the greatest

respect for the activities and the ideas of, the expressions

of individuality in even the youngest children. They sought

to encourage whatever they thought would best shape the

tender minds, hearts, and hands of these little folks.

"Children do not train themselves up spontaneously," to

nobility and wisdom, remarked Comenius, but are shaped

"only by t1'reless labor. "1 To this the American tran

scendentalist subscribed wholeheartedly:

God made the child, and. put His sweetness and light
and love in its heart, and it is our duty, the most
important O2 all duties, to discover, direct, and
d.evelop it.

And for emphasis, the schoolmaster added lithe little child

loves to do good at the beginning and it is our duty to

foster that tendency.")

According to both educators one of the guiding

1 Comenius, ~ School £! Infancy, p. 67.
2
Parker, National Educational Association l!2-

ceedings, (1889), 480.
3
~., p. 482.
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principles that would most expediently and effectively I

serve to mould the "divine" in the child was that of self-

activity. Through self-activity sound habits would be d.e

veloped. "Give the child the power to act forever"! cried

the American schoolmaster. The Moravian educator wrote:

For who is there that d.oes not always desire to see,
hear, or handle something new? To whom is it not a
pleasure to go to some new place daily, to converse
with some one, to narrate something, or have some
fresh experience. 2

Hence human growth and. development would come only through

human activity. Applying Comenius' famous principle that

IIthings that have to be done should be learned by doing

them") Parker chose the school as the proper agency for

teaching the child to form habits of good behavior that he

would. be called upon to exercise in his everyd.ay activities.

In the school we find all the primary elements of
society, but lacking the conventionalities of the
grown-up world; and here the child acts out his nature
freely. • •• The order, the writing, the read.ing, the
number lessons, the play-ground., all furnish countless
occasions where the child maY4be led. to act in the
right way from right motives.

1
Parker, National Educational Association Proceed-

ings, (1887), )82.
2

Comenius. ~ Great Didactic, Part II, p. 4).

)parker, Talks ~ Teaching, p. 165.
4Ibid., p. 168.-

..J
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The school could also provide many opportunities for the

practice of the social virtues where

Selfishness may be turned to benevolence, cruelty to
love, deceit to honesty, sullenness to cheerfulness,
conceit to humility, and obstinacy to compliance by
the carerul leading of the child's heart to the right
emotion.

Perhaps Dangler was right in calling Parker's schools "edu

cational communities n2 where the chief concern was the

"personality-building of the young. fa
Whatever was attempted in Parker's schools was to

lead and. train "the child. to work, to work systematically,

to love work and to put his brains and heart into work.,,4

It was his contention that if the task is adapted to the

child's capacity, the child will then engage into it whole

heartedly and thereby form sound habits.

God has so created the mind that healthy moral, mental,
and physical exerCise produces pleasure; this truth I
believe cannot be gainsaid. If the work be not adapted.
to the grasp of the pupil, this pleasurable stimula3t
is lacking, and artificial stimulants must be used.

L

370.

1 Idem•

2
Dangler, Harvard Educational Review, XIII (1943), 20.

Jnangler, School ~ Society, LVI (October 24, 1942),

4Parker, Talks ~ Teaching. p. 161.

5.!E.!£., p. 170.
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To this end he ceaselessly sought to use concrete and worthl

while experiences that appealed to children and for which

they were ready. "Childhood is full of activities of every

kind, stimulated by external energies and shaped by internal

power. "I It is then left to the educator to capitalize upon

these natural and spontaneous activities in order to foster

self-activity so important in cultivating proper habits of

living.

Likewise the Comenian schools can be looked. upon as

centers of great activity. Under organized and. systematized

teaching, the child. was d.irected toward. the acquisition of

knowledge, virtue and. piety. The schools after the homes

offered the best opportunities for fashioning the child to

adulthood. Here were the centers of true living

where the minds of those who learn are illuminated by
the light of wisdom, so as to penetrate with ease all
that is manifest and all that is secret, where emotions
and the desires are brought into harmony with virtue,
and where the heart is filled with and permeated by
divine love, so that all who are handed over to Chris
tian schools to be imbued with true wisdom may be
taught to live a heavenly life on earth; in a w~rd,

where all men are taught all things thoroughly.

Little more could be added as a function of the school.

Everything seems included herein. It amounts to saying

1
Parker, Talks ~ Pedagogics, p. 21.

2Comenius, ~ Great Didactic, Part II, p. 76.
L
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r that the aim or the school--if it is a real school--is to I

develop the whole man, his body, his mind and his soul.

Whether or not the children fUlly understand the total Conse-

quences of all this development is not ror the seventeenth

century educator a main issue. What he seems to stress is

that the child's exposure to knowledge, virtue, and piety

should serve to help them develop good habits.

At first the children will not understand the true na
ture of what they are doing, since their intelligence
is still weak; but what is of importance is that they
learn to do that which subsequent experience will teach
them to be right. For, when they have got into the
habit of acting as they should, it will be easier to
explain to them why such conduct is good, and. how it
is best carried out. l

Therefore the immediate aim of this principle of self-activ

ity is to lead the child. to a "good life" which to some

extent is more a matter of acquiring gOod habits of conduct

than of imparting knowledge, stimulating virtue or fostering

piety.

These few considerations rightfUlly serve to in

dicate that Comenius and Parker highly esteemed the prin

ciple of self-activity as essential to the development of

habits, one of the immediate aims of education. However,

one might single out this difference. In stUdying the

corpus of their works and in particular those sections

L
1lli£., p. 221.
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rspecifically concerned with the principle of self-activity~

one can ad~ance that Parker was more realistic than was

Comenius in reducing the activities needed for the develop

ment of good. habits to concrete and workable forms in the

classroom. Perhaps this is to be expected from the nine

teenth-century educator who actually experienced in a democ

racy better living conditions than did Comenius. At any

rate, Parker who was destined to be called the "Father of

the Activity Movement"l did recognize that he was indebted

to the Moravian schoolmaster who had in his time encouraged

the use of self-activity in the fostering of good habits,

one of the immediate aims of education.

Another principle that seems to have been signif

icant in the development of good habits of life is the

commonly known one of "self-responsibility." According

to the dictionary of education, self-responsibility is

defined as

the trait that grows with the opportunities to share
in a democracy mutual tasks for the orderliness and
welfare o~ the group as well as for personal ind.e
pendence.

I Dangler, School ~ Society, LVI (October 24,
1942). 370.

2C• Good, Dictionary of Education (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1959), p. 494. --

L
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From this definition it does not seem strange to consider I

"self-responsibility" instrumental in the formation of habits

envisaged. by Comenius and Parker. One can easily see how

"self-responsibility" can have an important function in the

development of habits. Both Comenius and Parker incorporated

this principle of self-responsibility into their educational

theory and. practice. But, the manner in which they employed

it as an effective means in d.eveloping good living habits

was d.ifferent.

Though there are several ways of showing the differ

ences, the present writer has chosen to do so by distin

guishing between the conditions f2! and the functions £!

self-responsibility as this serves in the formation of good

habits, an immediate aim of education. By conditions is

meant those stimuli--external and internal--which enhance

the acquisition of good habits; by functions is meant those

conscious acts or activities of the individual geared to

the acquisition of good habits of living. Though the

condition for and the function~ self-responsibility are

mutually inclusive in the formation of a responsible being,

it is this writer's contention that if ~--conditions for

instance--is stressed more than the other--functions--a

different type of responsible being will result. A study

Lof the thinking of Comenius and Parker on this sUbject
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should throw further light on the distinction presently I

being made.

No one would ever question that Comenius intended

to form responsible human beings. His dream was "to educate

and unify mankind., to bring it closer to God, and thus to
1its own perfection and happiness." Such a religious man

so deeply committed to the education of everyone must have

had. in mind the "shaping of responsible beings" as one of

the ways of achieving human perfection and happiness.

But before anyone can be confident that certain

actions rather than others will be more conducive to the

development of good living habits or that this life situation

rather than that one will enhance self-responsibility, one

might pause to consider if the establishing of environ

mental conditions favorable to good living habits would

be essential. An examination of Comenius t work seems to

reveal that he placed. great stress on the setting up of

conditions favorable to the development of self-respon

sibility. He sought those principles of education which

would provide the best conditions for leading man to live

more abundantly. In concluding on the conditions to be

established the schoolmaster "borrowed from no other

I Broudy and Palmer, p. 102.
..J
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r source but the operations of nature. ttl In this perspective'

he advanced the following principles:

Following in the footsteps of nature we find that the
process of education will be easy if it begin early,
before the mind is corrupted, if the mind be duly pre
pared to receive it, if it proceed from the general to
the particular and from what is easy to what is more
difficult, • •• , if progress be slow in every case,
if the intellect be forced. to nothing to which its
natural bent does not incline it, in accordance with
its age and with the right method, if everything be
taught through the medium of the senses, and if the
use of everything taught be continually kept in view,
• •• These, I say, are the principles ~o be adopted
if education is to be easy and pleasant.

Should the se conditions be fUlfilled., then it seems, accord-

ing to Comenius, that the man so educated would in some way

become a "responsible being." lie does not use the term,

"self-responsibility,tt--a term not in vogue in his time-

but he does want each man to be given the opportunities

conducive to forming the best that is in him and this for

his own sake as well as for that of society of which he is

a member. ttNothing tt says Comenius "may be borne toward.s its
Jends unwillingly and reluctantly." Thus by setting the

proper conditions, man can earnestly and pleasantly be set

to the task of d.eveloping those seeds of knowledge, of

1
Comenius, ~ Great Didactic, Part II, p. 100.

p. 127.

L

2
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J Ibid., p.- 41.
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r virtue, of piety that are naturally implanted in him by hi~

Maker. Soon it is hoped man will recognize "what a marvel
l

lous instrument of wisdom [hw is." If Comenian schools
2aimed "to educate fmaw in every way," then surely Come-

nius intended to foster self-responsibility in each one of

his students. Though someone might claim that the princi

ple of self-responsibility is not found in Comenius' edu

cational theory and practice, the present writer believes

that it is there implicitly but that it can easily be by

passed because so much attention is given to the conditions

necessary to develop good habits of living.

But Parker, the educational missionary laboring for

democracy in American education, in no way neglected. those

conditions essential to the d.eve10pment of good living

habits, an immediate aim of ed.ucation. Perhaps more than

any other single American educator he searched for those

principles of education that tend to blend intelligently

material and spiritual needs. In his endeavors towards

this end he constantly reiterated that "the cond.itions of

know1ed.ge and. action must be adapted to the development

1
~.

2.!Ell., p. 144.

L
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of the whole being." Like his trail-blazing predecessor,l

Comenius, Parker was to continue the work already begun by

improving the conditions of learning and by supplying better,

more concrete school situations where the child could de-

velop a sense of responsibility for his own development.

Parker advanced that unless the child be given the proper

conditions and the proper opportunities to act, he would

never attain true adulthood. Like Comenius, Parker singled

out certain conditions for the easier acquisition of knowl

edge and its implementation in action. In his opinion

this could best be realized

if the work be adapted to the state of mental and
physical power and ability, if every onward movement
brings success, and if the work be real (that is, upon
real things, and not drudgery), then let the child.
learn to do by doing, for the pleasure of doing and its
resultant successes best fits a man to control himself,
and. master ~ll the difficulties and obstacles that lie
before him.

Though not stated in Comenian language, one can sense here

the Comenian spirit. Like the seventeenth-century realist,
)

Parker chose Nature as the great teacher. The best place

to discover these natural laws and to make provisions for

lparker, Talks £n Pedagogics, p. 435.

2Parker, Talks 2n Teaching, p. 161.

3Northrop, ~ Lectures~ Before ~ American
Institute of Instruction, p. 14.

L
.J
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their exercise is the school. "The school is the best ...,

place for d.oing, not preaching, "I declared the American pro

ponent of the activity movement. And moving from this key

notion, "he supplied the little children LWitl:!! the con

ditions for the most rational and helpful doing.,,2 He

deemed it advantageous from all points that the child be

trained early to act according to the dictates of his own

reason that tells him that such and such an act is right

and another wrong. As a promoter of democratic school

practices he advocated an informal atmosphere for learning

where both teacher and. pupil could share interests more

freely. This, in his thought, would greatly assist the

child in becoming the free, independent being capable of

making choices and assuming responsibility for them.

Unless the child be afforded opportunities for being

himself and. acting according to his own Views, it is

doubtful that he could ever become a responsible citizen

in a democratic society. "A fUndamental principle of

democracy," declared Parker, "is the responsibility of

each for all, and. all for each.") If then responsibility,

L

lparker, Talks ~ Pedagogics, p. 445.

2JOhn W. Cook, "A Note at the Death of Colonel
Parker," Annual Report or ~unItedstatesCOmmissioner
2f Education !2r~ Year 1902, Part I, 272.

)Parker, Talks 2n Pedagogics, p. 419. ..J
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rand espec1ally self-respons1b111ty, is fund.amental in a de"2

mocrat1c society, then it becomes the immediate concern of

educators to create opportunities for practicing this ac

tivity, so compelling in its demands for individual initia

tive, judgment, self-control, and correct choice of conduct,

and so in harmony with the natural laws of child development

that hold that every child will respond to influence and

act from good motives and from good habits of thought and
1

action. Within this perspective, Parker did not hesitate

to transform the cold, formal, and strictly disciplined

school into one that is warm, informal and more liberal

and. where children were allowed to assume responsibility

for what was done as well as for their own conduct. This

idea seems to be very well illustrated by Jackman as he

aptly describes one of Parker's daily activities with

the little folks.

No one who witnessed it can ever forget the scene as
he (Parker) used to rise at the close of the 'morning
exercise', just before dismissing the pupils for the
day's work, and say, 'What is the great word?' in
stantly the answer would come back from the whole school
in a happy shout, 'ResponsibIlity. t Bend.ing forward
in a listening attitUde, he would say, 'I scarcely
heard it; say it again.' Twice and thrice would the

IF. J. Cook, "Colonel Parker as Interpreted. Through
the Work of the Francis W. Parker School," Elementary
School Teacher, XII (May, 1912), 399.

L
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word be repeated with deafening vehemence. Then he I
would. add, 'Yes, that is it; this little boy here
before me, this little girl, each one is responsible
for the whole school today,' and with anlanswering
smile they appeared to assume the trust.

Whatever benefit Parker's audience might have derived from

this activity, it rightfully serves to prove that Parker

did possess a deep concern for and an interest in the im

mediate aim of helping each individual lead a better and

happier life through self-responsibility. To take time to

greet little folks daily and to remind them of their re

sponsibility for what goes on in the school each day can-

not but stimulate them to become more conscious human

beings. According to Parker this idea of becoming a re

sponsible being in a democratic society calls not only for

conditions proper to leading a good life and. being a re

sponsible citizen but also, if not more to the creating

of functions or activities that will assist the child. in

performing his work with more awareness and more conscious-

ness. The child will then be led to see that there are

more parallels between those activities performed at

school and those practiced in the home and the community.

For instance, Parker claimed that a school truly fulfills

1
Jackman, Annual Report 2!~ United states Q2!-

missioner 2f Education !2!~~ 1902, Part I, 232.
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its function if

it made fthe childre~ more polite, more anxious to
take cheerfully their share of the ~schoo~ and family
tasks, and generally more sensitive to all the d.emand.s
that community, ~school, and hom~ life places upon
the individual. l

However rudimentary this might seem today, the nineteenth

century schoolmaster was simply seeking concrete situations

and worthwhile experiences for the child permitting him to

exercise whatever principle he was taught in school. And

with respect to the principle of self-responsibility, he

emphasized activities or functions more than the conditions

essential to promoting good behavioral life patterns although

he did not neglect the latter.

From the foregoing analysis one might venture to

draw the following comparison. The Comenian child may be

looked upon as Ita responsible being" who has been exposed

to and has profited from the establishment of conditions

proper to good living but has not had. sufficient actual

life situations to implement this knowledge. The Parkerian

child, on the other hand, may also be considered "a re

sponsible being" who has been exposed to and profited

from the establishment of conditions proper to good liVing

with this difference that he has been favored with real

1l.2!.9.., p. 234.
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, life situations permitting him the practice of good living~

Hence the child. trained in a Parkerian school should have

less d.ifficulty transferring the principles of good living

taught in school to a new home and community living than

would the child taught in a Comenian school. And this can

be attributed mainly to the fact that the Parkerian child

was given not only the proper conditions for developing

self-responsibility but also the activities or functions

Whereby he could through repeated and meaningful acts

acquire this habit of self-responsibility.

Although this study on the Objectives was limited

to a brief d.iscussion of the ultimate aim and of a few of

the immediate aims of education, like that of the immediate

aim of the kind. of knowledge to be taught, of the skills to

be developed and of the good habits of living to be fos

tered, the few reflections presented should serve to a

further understanding and an appreciation of the indefat

igable work d.one by Comenius and by Parker in the pursuit

of their ideal of a modern approach to education. As was

mentioned at the outset objectives are the gUidelines

needed to direct the theorist as well as the teacher in

deciding upon the quantity and the quality of education

intended for the educand. As objectives can be so count-

L less and. varied, the selection necessarily made was in
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terms of those aims which best represented the kind of

education these two educators had in mind.

On the question of the ultimate objective of edu

cation, both Comenius and Parker believed that education

should ultimately aim at uniting the soul of each created

being with its Creator and thereby assist the soul in

achieving its own perfection and happiness. But there is

this slight difference in the two educators which may be

expressed thus: Comenius prepared the child to be a good,

religious-minded citizen in this world thereby preparing

him for the next, whereas Parker ~ the child. actually

experience living as a good, secular citizen of this world

doubtlessly thereby preparing him for the next.

An attempt was then made to consider the immediate

aims of ed.ucation under three aspects--knowledge, skills

and habits. Keeping in mind. that Comenius as well as

Parker placed the child at the center of their education

plan, what they earnestly labored for was to provide that

child with the essentials for living a rich, fruitful and.

abundant life. And so both advocated. a realistic kind of

education and moreover a practical one. In and out of

season they emphasized the need for useful, practical

knowledge with this slight difference that Comenius incor-

L. porated the need for religious, dogmatic teaching, wherea~
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r Parker felt less than more the need for this. Yet both I

were highly concerned with providing that knowledge essential

to the promotion of manls perfection and the improvement of

the world. With respect to the immediate aims on skills it

was found that both schoolteachers endorsed the same atti

tud.e toward the development of skills. They supported a

program of teaching skills well adapted to the needs, abil-

i ties and interests of the child.. In ad.d.i tion both stressed

the need for understanding and for meaningful settings as

prerequisites for the practice and the perfection of

skills.

The study on the immed.iate aims of education was

further examined by a short discussion on the formation of

habits. This was carried on by analyzing the views Come

nius and Parker expressed on two important principles of

living, namely, the principle of self-activity and the

principle of self-responsibility. Both educators consid

ered the principle of self-activity as the most economical

and the most effective means in developing the good habits

of living as well as good habits for acquiring knowledge

and skills. Although both consid.ered the school as an

id.eal place where man can learn the art of right living,

it seems that Parker was more realistic, more creative,

Lbut perhaps because he was freer than Comenius to use
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classroom situations to implement this principle of self-

activity. As was pointed out earlier, the educational

climate of the nineteenth· century lent itself to self

activity, and Parker was wise enough to capitalize on this

opportunity. By so d~ing he improved what the seventeenth

century schoolmaster had dared to start.

It was also found that the principle of self

responsibility as a means of d.eveloping good habits did

hold an important place in the educational theory of Come

nius and Parker. As a pioneer in democratic practices,

Comenius presented a rather complete outline of those

conditions essential for the normal growth and the total

development of each individual. With this work alread.y

done, Parker carried things a step further by advocating

activities or functions for the immediate practice of the

principle of self-responsibility in the regular classroom,

thereby establishing parallels between the home, the

school and the community.

In conclusion one can say that in general Comenius'

immediate aims of education were rather idealistic, definite

ly more sectarian, and certainly more definite than Parker's.

Yet, they both used objectives as guides and incentives in

directing their efforts and urged human being to be just as

L active in seeking a direction in their own lives. -l
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CHAPTER V

EDUCATIONAL PRACTICES: COMENIUS AND PARKER

In the formulation of any system of education first

of necessity must come the educator's theory of education

followed by his suggested. recommendations for the tmple

mentation of this theory via concrete and specific school

practices. So far this comparative stUdy has tried to

present the theoretical aspects of Comenius' and Parker's

system of education. An analysis of their notions on the

nature of the educand and the aims of education was pre

sented in order to determine whether or not enough parallels

could be seen in the theory of education of these two men

to warrant calling Parker, the American-Comenius. Gener

ally speaking Comenius and Parker did. share common views

on the nature of the child and the aims of ed.ucation.

There were, however, differences that were singled out.

Obviously a study of theory without mention of its

concomitant practice would be incomplete. So that this

investigation might be SUfficiently ad.equate some consid

eration must be given to such practical aspects of the

educational system as the curriculum, the methods of
L
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teaching, and the role of the teacher. The information I

culled from a study of Comenius' and Parker's pronouncements

on these three factors should. serve to show how strongly

parallel were the educational practices ad.vocated by these

two educators.

THE CURRICULUM PATTERN AS DESIGNED

BY COMENIUS AND PARKER

Dewey once remarked that "experience" is a "weasel

word." Perhaps one could say the same thing about the word

"curriculum." To some educators curriculum means content,

subject matter or courses of study schematically arranged

for leading a person to broad. understanding and to sound

practical judgment. Such a concept leads to the use of

such expressions as academic curriculum, general curriculum

and vocational curriculum. others use the word. curriculum

in a more restricted sense. For them it denotes a specific

structured discipline and is used in such expressions as

mathematics curriculum, scientific curriculum and humanities

curriculum. Within this latter concept there is very little

or no consideration given to extracurricular activities.

In this case the word curriculum is strictly confined to a

given field of knowledge with emphasis placed upon the

L und.erstanding of principles rather than upon the acqui-
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ference from the concept of curriculum held above. Again

to still other educators, particularly the advocates of

child.-centered schools, the word curriculum has been consid

ered in terms of "activities." Possessing such a concept

the word curriculum will be put in such contexts as "the

learning activities of the child.," "the persistent life

situations"l that take place under the direction of the

school, tithe problems of the child's life." With such dif

ferent meanings given to the word curriculum, it would seem

essential to spell out the meaning that any educator has

in mind when he uses it in his theory of education.

But upon further examination of these different

broader or more narrow meanings of the word curriculum

one idea seems to persist: curriculum whether meaning the

content, the subject matter, the course of study, the

structured discipline or the activity, is basically con

cerned with knowledge and truth that will best serve the

individual in the society of which he is an important

figure. Accordingly then three basic ideas form what may

be referred to as the sources of the curriculum pattern,

1Florence Stratemeyer, ~!!. Developing ~ ~-

riculum fS21: Mod.ern Livine; (New York: Bureau of Publica
tions, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1957),

L p. 115. .J
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namely, the individual with his particular needs, interests,

abilities and goals, the society with its institutional and

social demands, and finally whatever subject might be called

part of the cultural heritage and values a society cherishes

and. wants to perpetuate. Briefly stated any curriculum

maker's neceBsary instruments are the individual, the socie

ty, and the subject matter. If top priority is given to

any one of these three sources, then different curriculum

patterns will result. Hence, one commonly encounters such

expressions as subject-centered curricUlum, the child

centered curriculum, the learning activities program and

so forth.

With these general notions on curriculum in mind,

an attempt can be made at examining more closely the

rationale behind the curriculum pattern of Comenius and

Parker. Due to the fact that a welter of forces like poli

tics, economy, science, religion and nationalism, did create

changes in the respective societies of Our two educators,

it is not surprising to find the two school reformers

questioning the worth and value of the "old curriculum

pattern" which had had its merits at some time or other

but which no longer seemed to be fitting for the making

of the good citizen living in the seventeenth and in the

L nineteenth centuries. If the schools were to live up to ~
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each person become more human, then some action had to be

taken to provide a curriculum that would best meet this

requirement. A study of Comenius' and Parker's views on

the development of the curriculum pattern will touch upon

three topics, namely, the nature of the curriculum, its

organization and some of the innovations it introduced.

It is hoped that these few considerations will help to

determine whether or not one can rightfully call Parker.

the ItAmerican Comenius. 1t

With respect to the nature of the curriculum, one

can assume that Comenius and Parker did share similar views.

In keeping with their fundamental belief that all persons

must be educated because they are human beings created to

God's image and destined to be with Him forever, both edu

cators necessarily advocated a rather broad, liberal and

practical curriculum. Convinced that the child can learn

anything and everything provided the right method was used,

they set no limits to the quantity of subjects that should

be included in the plan of studY- But What the two school

reformers did insist upon most was the incorporation into

the curriculum of only those subjects or activities that

would best serve the individual in his becoming a full-

L fledged Christian citizen. Quality rather than quantity
.J
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seems to have been their foremost concern.

To this end, the seventeenth-century realist pro

posed a curriculum that embraced "all those subjects which
1

are able to make a man wise, virtuous, and pious." These

subjects remain the same throughout the entire schooling of

the student. Although Comenius did provide for four dif

ferent kinds of schools, he maintained that

these different schools are not to deal with different
subjects, but ~that the teacherJ should treat the same
subjects in different ways, giving instruction in all
that can produce true men, true Christians, and true
scholars: throughout graduating the instruction to the
age of the pupil and the knowledge that he already pos
sesses. For according to the laws of this natural
method, the various branc~es of study should not be 2
separated, but should be taught simultaneously • • •

Fully aware of the new knowledge coming to the fore during

his time, Comenius pleaded for schools where the arts and

the sciences in add.ition to the study of languages, morals

and religion would be given due attention. 3 He argues that

If the scene of the world is to be changed, it is essen
tial that all man's education should be changed••••
whatever men are taught and learn should be: (I) Not
piecemeal or partial, but whole and. complete; (2) Not
superficial and apparent, but real and solid; (3) Not
bitter and forced, but mild and pleasant, and therefore
durable.

L

1 Comenius, ~ Great Didactic, Part II, p. 81.
2lJ2!.9:., p. 256.
3Ibid., p. 71.
4Comenius, Selections, pp. 135-136. .J
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Gone are the days when the curriculum "consisted of reading,

writing, the Catechism badly taught and Latin--nothing but

Latin, with here and there, but chiefly in the universities,

Greek and scholastic logic--even reading and writing being

for the few, and further education only for the select among

those few."l What the educational reformer proposed was a

curriculum that is broad, realistic, practical, and as

thorough as possible. He did insist upon those sUbjects

that would contribute to the betterment of each individual.

But what d.o we mean by education in all ways? Not edu
cation for appearance's sake, but in truth, to the real
profit of this life and the next. So that every man
trained to wisdom, eloquence, science, manners, civi
lity and piety should become not curious, but informed;
not talkative, but eloquent; not a boastful beginner
of tasks, but an efficient man at carrying them out;
not a mask of virtue, but virtue itself, and finally
not a hypocrite affecting piety, but a pious a~d holy
worshipper of God in the spirit and the truth.

His greatest grievance against the then existing

curriculum seems to center around the teaching of the Latin

language. He was disturbed by the way this sUbject in par

ticular was being taught and he forcefully let his audience

know his thinking on this question. For instance, the fOllow

ing is a typical passage where he clearly spells out his

views on this issue.

lLaurie, Studies 1e~ Historz 2! Educational
Opinion !!2m~ Renaissance, p. 150.

L 2
Comenius, Selections, p. 135.
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The study of the Latin language alone (to take this
subject as an example), good heavensl how intricate,
how complicated, and how prolix it wasl Camp followers
and military attendants, engaged in the kitchen and in
other menial occupations, learn a tongue that d.iffers
from their own, sometimes two or three, quicker than
the children in schools learn Latin only, though chil
dren have abundance of time, and devote all their
energies to it. And with what unequal progressl The
former gabble their languages after a few months, while
the latter, after fifteen or twenty years, can only put
a few sentences into Latin with the aid of grammars
and dictionaries, and cannot do even this without mis
takes and hesitation. Such a disgraceful waste of time
and of iabour must assuredly arise from a faulty
method.

Comenius then sought to remove from the curriculum subjects

he no longer deemed essential while inserting others he

thought of great value for children of his day. It was

very d.ifficult for him to break entirely from the old

traditional curriculum. Yet, as a school reformer of the

seventeenth-century living "in the twilight between the old

and the new1l2 he duly acknowledged the efforts of his prede

cessors in revising the curriculum to meet their needs and

in turn forcefully recommended a new curriculum pattern in

harmony with the demands of his own day and age. The content

of his new program of studies was strongly oriented toward

religion--a residue of the curriculum of the Middle Ages--

1Comenius, ~ Great Didactic, Part II, p. 79.

ZUliCh, Education in Western CUlture, p. 66.
- ~.:::.;;..-:.= _ .......-----

.J
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but it gave an honorable place to all the secular sciences~-

the subject matter to gain tremendous prestige in later

education. Furthermore one readily notes that Comenius'

curriculum is designed to fit the individual rather than

the individual having to fit the curriculum. One oan then

rightfully affirm that though this eduoator's ourrioulum

was both child and content centered more emphasis was

placed upon the child.

Like the predeoessors who had oommitted themselves

to educational advancement, Parker also saw the need to up

date the school ourriculum in his day. Recognizing that

the child wants to learn and "is spontaneously interested
1in all subjects of thought" the Amerioan schoolmaster made

the following reply to the question of what the ohild

should study.

The ohild should have that whioh he oan apprehend,
assimilate and use. The school which he enters should
be a broader and deeper life. Stimulated by oompanion
ship and by social demands, directed by his teaoher,
his soul longs for ~hat knowledge which he oan use for
the good of others.

The spirit that animated Parker was very muoh like that of

Comenius. Like the seventeenth-oentury schoolmaster Parker

L

1Parker, Talks ~ Peda5ogics, p. 16.

2parker, The Course of study (July, 1900),- - 12.

..J
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labored for a school curriculum that would contribute to I

the total development of the individual, thus helping

foste~ better and richer living. The curriculum of his day

had become too limited, too restricted and too rigid.

There was no nature study, no science, little 'learning
through doing', and no explicit attempt to correlate
the various studies that were taught. l

Dissatisfied with these conditions, Parker sought "to vi

talize these schools whose ourriculums were confined chiefly

to the three R's, and whose classrooms were completely auto

cratic."2 He set up centers of learning where all children

under the guidance of a competent teacher were introduced

to the study of everything around them. "I have urged,"

said the American school reformer, "that all subjects

taught in any university shall be begun in an elementary

way, with the little child of six years of age, and that

exercises in all the modes of expression shall be continued

or initiated. 1I3 Elsewhere he is more specific on what he

means by "all subjects."

There are two main subjects of study--man and nature
• • •• There are no dividing lines across this domain,
except those drawn by man. • •• The child begins no
new subjeot, for subjeots are always new; nor does he

.JL
XXVI

1Tostberg, p. 12.
2Sandison, National Education Association Journal,

(December, 1937), 309.

3parker, Talks ~ Pedagogics, p. 388.
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ever drop a subject because it is old. l

This passage and those previously quoted reveal much of

Comenius' views on a curriculum pattern designed especially

to introduce subject matter of real significance to the

child. To make the educative process more of an adventure

and less of a drudgery both sought to keep the child, his

nature and needs, before them as they planned a course of

study. Through deductive reasoning, observation and per

sonal experimentation Comenius and Parker were able to

present a curriculum pattern different from those already

eXisting in their time but definitely directed toward

satisfying the needs of their day.

In general, one can say that Comenius and Parker

shared similar views on the nature of the curriculum. If

there is a difference, it is one of stress. The two edu

cators sought to incorporate all the sUbjects into their

curriculum pattern, but the two educators did not treat

them in the same fashion. Comenius centered his entire

course of study predominantly around God and the cultural

sUbjects whereas Parker centered his curriculum pattern
2"mainly around the natural and social sciences." In the

.J
L (New

Iparker, The Course of studY, (July, 1900), 12.- -
2JOY C. Knode, An American Philosophy of Education

YorK: D. Van Nostrand Company, 1942), p.244.
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curriculum patterns of both men an effort is made to placel

the child rather than the subject matter, as focal.

Having studied the nature of the curriculum pattern

the present writer will now examine the manner in which all

these liberal arts and sciences were organized for school

presentation. Perhaps on this particular issue one will

find that Comenius and Parker are more greatly at odds and

hence that no attempt should be made to see parallels.

However, a survey of the organization of their elementary

curriculum pattern seems imperative and moreover should

shed more light on the difficulties that both Comenius and

Parker faced as each dared offer a curriculum pattern dif

ferent from his predecessors and his contemporaries. One

possible way of studying the organization of the curriculum

is to examine the curriculum patterns with respect first to

their vertical arrangement in order to note points of con

trast, secondly to their horizontal arrangement on the

elementary level in order to note points of comparison.

As an entrepreneur on a grand scale Comenius

launched a far-flung program of studies for developing the

intellectual life of the individual. Examining the cur

riculum vertically one notices that his scheme for a

perfect educational course was to "begin in infancy and • • •
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end he organized. graded. and integrated the content of his

curriculum according to the age. the ability. and the apti

tude of the child. According to the vertical arrangement

of his curriculum pattern then the Moravian school reformer

presented a complete. continuous school program. He di

vided the ladder of education into four sections. each

offering six years of training in all the arts and sciences.

The whole period. therefore. must be divided into four
distinct grades: infancy. childhOOd, boyhood. and. youth.
and to each grade six years and a special school should
be assigned. • • • A Mother School should. exist in
every house. a Vernacular School in every hamlet and
village. a Gymnasium in every city, an~ a University
in every kingdom or in every prOVince.

On the first rung of the educational ladder was the Mother

or nursery school for children up to the age of six. Here

with the mother as the first and foremost of teachers. the

child was to be exposed to all the sUbjects "in a general

and undefined manner."J Aware that parents are not always

capable of providing a systematic study of these areas of

knowledge, Comenius wrote ~ school 2! Infancy in which

he gave valuable hints in gUiding parents towards contrib-

L

1Comenius. ~ Great Didactic, Part II, p. 255.
2
~•• p. 256.

J1d.em.
.J
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uting in the shaping of the child's body, mind and soul. I

The chief aim of the Mother's Knee School is to direct the
I

child lito learn by association of things with words."

Comenius writes:

In the Mother-School the external senses should be
exercised and ~aught to distinguish the objects that
surround them.

Without going into detail on how Comenius reasoned

out this type of learning, let us nonetheless bring out a

few of his suggestions taken from his Sketch of the Mother

School. For instance, in the realm of physics he remarked

that

a boy, during the first six years of his life, can be
brought to know what are water, earth, air, fire, rain,
snow, frost, stone, iron, trees, grass, birds, fishes,
oxen, etc. He may also learn the names and uses of
the members of his body, or at any rate of the external
ones. At this age these things are e~sily learned,
and pave the way for natural science. J

With respect to the study of geography and history, Come

nius declared:

We know the elements of geography when we learn the
nature of mountains, valleys, plains, rivers, villages,
citadels, or states, according to the situation of the
place in which we are brought up.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
The commencement of history consists in recollecting

-

.J
L

p. 343.
1Power, ~ Currents l!!~ History 2f. Education,

2Comenius, ~ Great Didactic, Part II, p. 256.

3Ibid.., p. 259.
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and reporting what has recently happened, or how thisl

or that person has carried out this or that matter;
though this exercise shouid only relate to some inci
dent in the child's life.

He said about the same thing on such other subjects as

metaphysics, astronomy, chronology, mathematics, rhetoric,

the social sciences of economics and politics, morals, and

finally religion and piety. The child can learn much about

his world through firsthand experiences provided his first

tutor--in this case his mother--is willing to make him

aware of what he sees, hears, touches and so on. What

Comenius particularly stresses about this first rung of his

educational ladder is that "at this age instruction shoUld

mainly be carried on through the medium of the senses,,2

and that parents who are the child's first teachers shoUld

"through example, instruction, practice and discipline,,3

encourage him to associate things with words in his daily

life experiences.

On the second rung of the educational ladder Come-

nlus places the Vernacular School where all children between

the ages of six and twelve were to gather to receive their

first normal instruction. The distinctive mark of this

L

I .ill.!!., p. 260.

2Ib1d., p. 264.-
3Comenius, ~ School £! Infancy, p. 21. ...J
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school was the training given to the "internal senses, thel

imagination and the memory, in combination with their cognate

organs, ••• , and this by reading, writing, painting, sing

ing, counting, measuring, weighing, and committing various

things to memory_"l In addition the principles of morality

were to be taught and implemented. Children were also to

be given the basic notions of economics and politics in

order "to understand what they see daily at home and in the

state. ,,2 They were also to be presented the important facts

of general world history along with geography and topography.

And finally, Comenius introduced the principles of the me

chanical arts so that "rthe childreW may not be too igno

rant of what goes on in the world around them, and that any

special inclination towards things of this kind may assert

itself with greater ease later on.'.3 For many the Vernac

ular School would bring to an end their formal schooling.

So that all children might be prepared to carryon in the

world of work and even in the pursuit of higher studies

Comenius saw to it that all would be fit lito use their

understanding, their powers of action, and their jUdsment ll4

lComenius, ~ Great Didactic, Part II, pp. 256-257.
2lli,9;., p. 268.

3Ibid., p. 269.-
4Idem• ...J
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r to any way of life they would choose. In reality the aim I

of the Vernacular School was "to teach to all the young

such things as will be of use to them throughout their

whole lives."l What is important to note here is what

Power has pointed out, namely, that "at this point in Come

nius' educational plans we note the emergence of a 'theory

of education for life,.,,2

Furthermore, Comenius prepared a neat schedule for

the proper operation of these Vernacular Schools. He di

vided the program of studies to fit six classes, assigning

a specific tas~ to each class but always with a strong

emphasis placed on the teaching of the vernacular. Then

he even made available a daily schedule which consisted of

four teaching hours--two in the morning "devoted to the

exercise of the intellect and memory" and two in the after

noon "to that of the hand and the voice.")

Similarly to what curriculum makers do today

Comenius completed the organization of his curriculum

pattern for the Vernacular school by offering recommendations

on the kind and use of textbooks for children.

1
~., p. 268.

2Power, Main CUrrents .1!! .2 Historz 2! Ed.ucation,
p. )44.

L )comenius, _The Great Didactic, Part II, p. 272. .J
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Specifically prepared books should be supplied to each
class, and these should contain the whole subject
matter of the literary, moral, and religious instruc
tion prescribed for the class. • •• These class-books
should be six in number, corresponding to the number
of the classes. • •• Care must be taken to suit all
these books to the children. • •• The titles of these
books should be of such a kind as to please and attract
the young, and should at ihe same time express the
nature of their contents.

These two-hundred-year-old suggestions for choosing text

books could be of assistance to modern day curriculum

makers provided certain modifications were made.

Hence, Comenius' curriculum pattern for the Vernac

ular School was organized in an orderly, systematic and

functional manner.

On the third rung of the educational ladder in

this vertical arrangement of curricular patterns, Comenius

proposes the Latin School today called the secondary school

and this for "those who aspire higher than the workshop • .,2

At this stage the curriCUlum pattern becomes more compli

cated, more complex, more sophisticated. Extending beyond

what the traditional seven liberal arts program had offered,

Comenius here sought to prepare youth not only for such

professions as that of grammarians, dialecticians, rheto

ricians, mathematicians, musicians, and astronomers, but

lIbid., pp. 269-270.

2
~., p. 258.
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I also that of physicists. geographers. chronologers. histo~

rians, moralists and finally theologians. Thus he offers

a six-year curriculum for the six classes that the boy

will attend. Placing the grammar class first, "since it

is the key of all knOWledge,,,l he proceeds to enumerate

the others as follows: "the Natural Philosophy class,

the Mathematical class, the Ethics class. the Dialectic
2

class and the Rhetoric class." Through this organized

and formal training, he hoped to give these boys "a solid

foundation for any more advanced instruction that they

may receive in the future.")

Comenius completed his sketch of the Latin School

by again making a few remarks concerning textbooks and

time schedule. With respect to books, he recommend.s "that

each class should have its own hand-book, dealing with
4

some special branch of study." And on the subject of

the school's horarium, he made the following remark:

The four hours of daily class instruction should be
arranged as follows: the two morning hours should
be devoted (as soon as morning prayer has been held)
to the science or the art that forms the special

1 p. 276.~.,

2Ibid. , pp. 275-276.-
J 275.1J2!.g. , p.

L 4 280.Ibid. , p.-
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subject of the class. Of the afternoon hours the f
first should be given to history, and, in the second,
the pupils should be made to exercise style, decla
mation, and the use of their hands, in accordance with
the requirements of the class. 1

These are some of the highlights found in the organization

of the curriculum of the Latin School.

To complete his curriculum pattern, Comenius pro

posed for the last rung of the educational ladd.er the Uni

versity School, or what might be termed today, a Research

Center. This school was exclusively opened. to the brightest

boys who had passed the public examination upon finishing

their Latin School course, and who had proved themselves
2

"diligent and of good moral character. 1t The chief aim of

this institution of higher learning was to prepare candi

dates for the ministry, medicine, law, state government

and teaching. On this level "the curriculum should be

really universal, and provision should be made for the

study of every branch of human knowledge.") Comenius

recognized the importance of research for the advancement

of the arts and sciences and highly Urged the faculty

members of this "Universal College"

I
~.

2 282.Ibid., p.
) 281 •.illS. , p.
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to thoroughly establish the foundations of the scienc1s,
to spread the light of wisdom throughout the human race
with greater success than has hitherto been attained,
and to benefit humanity by new and useful inventions;
for, unless we wish to remain stationary or to lose
ground, we must take care that our successful begin
nings lead to further advances. For this no single man
and no single generation is SUfficient, and it is there
fore essential that the work be carried on by many,
working together and employing the researches of their
predecessors as a starting point.~

In add.ition to this stress on research as an integral part

of university training, Comenius, patterning himself on

his predecessors, encouraged traveling as an effective means

of obtaining direct information concerning human nature and

its institutions.

In the light of the above description of the organ

ization of Comenius' curriculum. it is evident that this

thorough-going and practical seventeenth-century educator

did. present a rather distinctive and. complete plan for the

education of youth. For each age group he offered a neat

arrangement of subjects to be taught along with the many

specific details on how these subjects could. best be

handled. Therefore from the point of View of the vertical

aspect of the organization of his curriculum, one can con

clude that Comenius designed a well-defined, continuous

and comprehensive curriculum pattern.

1
Ibid., p. 285•...........
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With the many and varied changes wrought and the

movements introduced within the two hundred years that sep-

arated Parker from Comenius, again there recurred need to

reconsider both the vertical and horizontal aspects of the

school curriculum. In America where the public school sys

tem had come of age, the problem was even greater. To ac

commodate the large influx of children attend.ing elemen

tary schools most school administrators had. pinned their

hopes on a neatly packaged course of study.

Its offerings it arranged as graded sUbjects, teaching
them by a rigorous timetable, and assigning certain
years for coming to terms with certain facts and op
erations. The effect was that, for all the massed
wisdom of the world's foremost pedagogical minds,
teaching in the public school was reduced to drumming
knowledge into pupils, belaboring them stiffly with
homework and examinations, goading the slow and
exacting penalty from the loafers and skylarkers. l

But soon innovators arose who challenged this neat scheme

of organization and attempted to introduce a new curriculum

patt er-n d.irected primarily toward making learning more

meaningful and more appealing to all children. Parker was

one of those pioneers who sought to plan a curriculum along

more democratic principles. Because his plan of study was

so new, the American teacher and administrator began cau-

1
Meyer, ~ Educational History 2!~ western

World, p. 468.
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r tiously and offered a curriculum that was designed simply ,

for the elementary school with most emphasis upon the pri

mary grades and then, in accordance to this, he devised a

curriculum for the normal school that was to prepare qual

ified teachers for these elementary sChools. Unlike Come

nius, Parker did not present a comprehensive, pansophic,

continuous course of study. But what he did offer was a

rather intensive and extensive elementary school curriculum

that would adequately prepare the student for higher studies.

It would seem pertinent at this point to briefly analyze

the vertical aspect of the organization of Parker's cur

riculum.

Parker officially became involved in curriculum

making in the year 1873 when he assumed the position of

superintendent of the Quincy school System. Prior to this,

he had spent two years visiting the European schools of the

renowned schoolmasters. He returned to America with many

new ideas concerning school organization. Although he did

not adhere strictly to the rules of the Continental peda

gogues, he did adopt some of their ideas, combined them

with his own and produced a functional program of studies

for American grade schools.

Fundamentally Parker's aim was to re-organize the

Leight-year elementary school curriculum so that it would ~
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I
more effectively foster the growth and development of grad~-

school children. Like Comenius, Parker set no limit to the

number and kinds of subjects to be taught, provided that

each subject had lIits relations to other subjects; its

place as a means of mental development; and its utility

in the affairs of life."l

Parker considered it the duty and responsiblity of

each and every individual lito contribute all in his power

to the best good of all. 11
2 Thus reading, writing and

arithmetic were to be included in the Curriculum not as

isolated subjects but rather as important parts of the

other activities in the school program. The following

remark about reading affirms Parker's Views that the

school subjects are not separate subjects:

Reading in itself may be made; next to observation,
the greatest factor in education. Reading opens all
the historical records of the past, all the discus
sions and

3
discoveries that have been made throughout

the ages.

Parker sees the subject of writing as "the second great
4means of expression. 1I In his opinion writing is instru-

1
Talks Teaching, p. 92.Parker, .2!!

2
Talks Pedagogics, p. 337.Parker, .2!!

3parker, Talks on Teaching, p. 189.-4 71•
L

.ill.!!. , p.
.J
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r mental in helping the teacher "get at and develop the in- I

1dividuality of the child." But writing, he says, is not

the only mode of expression. Others are "gesture, voice,
2speech, music, making, modeling, painting, drawing." These

are considered means, rather than ends, "to!be continually

used throughout the course of eight years • • • to inten

sify intrinsic and educative conscious activities.,,3 Even

the study of numbers is to be approached with the notion

that arithmetic is not an isolated SUbject. This is

clearly illustrated in the following passage:

Arithmetic is an essential factor in every step of
human progress. • •• Nothing useful can be made ~r
constructed without the use of that mode of limitation
called numbering. Not the simplest article of furni
ture, not an instrument, tool, machine, nor building,
can be made without the measurement of weight and bulk
of articles. There could be no relation of values
without number. All progress in science, as has
already been said, is absolutely dependent upon number.
Any knowledge of Geography, Geology, Chemistry, and
above all else Physics, is impossible without accurate
measurements of volume, weight, force, and time.
That mode of judgment which we call numbering enters
into every activity of ¢ife, and into every relation
of science or business.

1
~.

2Parker,
3
~.t

4
~.,

L
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In addition to study of the three R's as related I

subjects, Parker presents an extensive and a well-detailed

view on the study of geography. It is his contention that

geography is the core sUbject of all the physical sciences.

He proves his point by advancing that

The study of the structure of the earth's surface forms
the natural basis of the study of all other Physical
Sciences. A knowledge of the surfa~e is the elementary
study of the crust of the earth, and leads directly to
Geology, and that to Mineralogy. Drainage determines
the soil, upon soil and climate depends vegetation, thus
lead.ing directly to Botany. Upon the vegetation depends
animal life, the study of which gives us the science of
Zoology. The movements and phenomena pertaining to the
structure give us both Physics and Physical Geography;
the measurement of form and movement of the earth,
Mathematical Geography; its parts and composition,
Chemistry. 1

H~ added that geography is a subject "that delights chil

dren at every step, • • • trains fthem tQ/ close observa

tion, lays the foundation for the development of imagination,

and forms the elementary steps of all physical sciences. n2

History, as well as geography, had a distinctive

place in Parker's curriculum. The study of history was in

dispensable among the "central subjects ... He points out

that history has its grass roots in the family, and then

1Parker, Talks ~ Teaching, PP. 121-122.

2
~., p. 129.
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I
in the school, and like geography is interrelated with

many other subjects. On this matter Parker stated:

The study of family life is the child's beginning of
the study of anthropology and of history. • • • Every
human being with whom he comes in contact is a new
study to him. The looks, the manners, the dress, the
attitude, and the facial expression lead him to make
his childish inferences. Then comes the kindergarten
and the school • • • • Here the stUdy, not only of
history, but of civics, begins. • •• The child's
home measure of life, the government of -'is home, give
him democratic, monarchical, or socialistic principles.
Whatever the rule of the home or school may be, that
rule is ever afterwards either loved or hated by the
child. Thus the child spontaneously begins the study
of anthropology, ethnology, and history.l

Parker also showed how such other SUbjects as gram

mar, art, music, drawing, physical education and manual.

training were interrelated with other subjects. He also

said the same of moral education. The principles of mo

rality were simply the basis of better liVing and hence

were to be taught throughout the entire Curriculum and

practiced at all times.

Every act of expression under true teaching is made an
ethical act. • •• Education consists entirely in the
presentation of conditions for the exercise and out
working of moral power. Therefore moral training
which comprehends all education, consists in that
teaching and training which lead.s to the d.esigned
development of the child; the2realization of possi
bilities for good and growth.

L

1Parker, Talks ~ Pedagogics,
2
~., pp. 347-348.

pp. 11-12.

...J
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Hence, Parker proposes his doctrine of unification

and correlation of all subjects of studies. In and out of
Iseason Parker repeats that "all study is a unit." It is

the "conver~ence not [thEY divergence,,2 of subjects that

best promotes meaningful learning. "An ideal course of

study," Parker stated, "consists of the presentation and

arrangement of conditions and all the conditions, adapted

to the steps and stages of a being's development.,,3 The

most effective way to arrive at this is to train teachers

in the science of education and in the art of teaching.

From thence followed Parker's commitment to the profes

sional training of teachers. In brief, then, Parker did

work out an intensive-extensive curriCUlum for elementary

schools. The distinctive mark of this curriculum is that

it was organized along broad central lines of study so

that all subjects would be interrelated. each one would

advance learning and also contribute to the development

of the whole child. In so doing. IlParker aligned himself

with the Herbartians of his day. and built a course of

study upon the doctrine of correlation and concentration

I 46.~.. p.

2 394.Ibid•• p.-
3 398.Ibid•• p.-
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of studies."I

Wi th respect to textbooks Parker was very much d.is

satisfied with the then existing materials. In his experi

mental study at Quincy he abandoned the reader, the speller

and the grammar texts to mention but a few. What he en

couraged instead. were "reading leaflets" mad.e by the chil-

dren, or other reading materials gathered from magazines,

newspapers, and other sources. In the study of any subject

he made use of direct experiences whenever possible. If

books were to be used, the child. was no longer to limit

himself to one text but rather go to many in order to com

pare the information found and thereby stimulate the child

to quest for truth. The library became the center of the

child's intellectual life. Like Comenius, Parker advocated

textbooks written for the child at his particular level of

understanding but he added that they were to be made attrac

tive, were to be well illustrated, and directed toward the

fostering of meaningful learning. l!2.!!2 studl Geographl

was Parker's own contribution to the writing of a child's

textbooks.

lH. O. Rugg, "Francis W. Parker and His Schools,"
Yearbook of Education, George z. Bereday and Joseph
Lauwerys reds.), (New York: world Book Company, 1957),
p. 411.

L ..J
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The only other level of instruction for which I

Parker proposed. a curriculum of study was the normal school.

From 188) till the end of his life, his work and influence

were greatly felt in the Cook County Normal School at Chicago

and in its famous Practice School. He proposed a f~ur-year

college course and a two-year period of professional train-
1ing in a school or college equipped for that purpose. With

respect to the professional education of prospective teachers

he suggested that such courses as history of education,
2psychology, pedagogy, content and. methodology be given.

No longer could incompetent and unprofe~sional teachers be

tolerated.. What he demanded were students who were

thoughtful, earnest, scientific ••• ; students, who
open and. ready to accept all the past has to bring,
at the same time have a profound faith that there is
no abiding in ~he onward march toward higher and
better things.

Teachers needed more effective and economical ways of

teaching the new content cut along the lines of "central

sUbjects." Also instruction in the art of teaching these

l"Francis Wayland Parker and His Work for Education,"
Report of ~ Commissioner 2! Education !2£~~ 1902,
It p. 273.

2parkert National Educational Association Pro-
ceedings, XXXIV (1895), 422. ---

)Ibid., 421.-
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r interrelated subjects became a must. It was for these I

reasons that Parker with the help of his faculty initiated

the Practice School "as an indispensable means of close and
1careful study and investigation" of the science of education

and of the art of teaching. Under the leadership of a dili

gent, enthusiastic and openminded Director, working with a

dedicated facu1~y, the Normal School with its Practice School

became institutions for the training of teachers and "a

national center of pedagogical reform fWher~l the experi

ments and investigations of [theY Practice School long

fantedate41 the schools of observation and practice in

other public teacher education institutions.,,2

In juxtaposing the two curriculum patterns with

respect to their vertical arrangement, one notices that

Comenius' plan of education was more all embracing than

Parker's. Whereas Comenius included the modern fourfold

division of education--the kindergarten, the elementary,

the secondary, and the col1ege--Parker concentrated all

his efforts on elementary and normal schools. Both edu

cators introduced the whole gamut of subjects in their

respective curriculum. They graded them according to the

1Parker, Annual Report 2!~ United States £2!-
missioner 2! Education !2£~ l!!r 1902, Part I, 251.

2L Bugg, p. 407.
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'level of the different age-groups. Then they organized I

them such that once a subject was introduced it was carried

along so as to provide for continuity. With respect to the

integration or correlation of studies, Parker was somewhat

more concrete than Comenius. More in keeping with the

traditional way of treating subjects, Comenius only implies

the principle of correlation and this is pointed out in the

following passage:

Great stress lshoulq! be laid onlthe points of resem
blance between cognate subjects.

And elsewhere, he stated:

All things that are na~urallY connected ought to be
taught in combination.

But with Parker, the situation is different. He grouped

the subjects according to broad areas of concentration

which he called "central subjects. tl Perhaps one might see

Comenius' arrangement more neatly packaged where order,

system, and precision prevail. Without denying the advan

tages of such a curriculum, Parker saw certain disadvan

tages and this is what he noted in the eXisting course of

study of his day. He found it too rigid, too dogmatic,

and too inflexible with little or no room for expansion

1Comenius, ~ Great Didactic, Part II, p. 143.
2
~., p. 164.

L
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t I
and improvement. What he advocated was a more rlexible

curriculum where the subjects would be classiried along

broader lines but where there would be introduced more

rreedom, more initiative, more personal responsibility in

the use of subjects as means toward better education of

youth. On the vertical arrangement or curriculum patterns

then one can rightfully state that Comenius' curriculum was

well-ordered, well-detailed and ready-made, whereas Parker's

was more flexible, more democratic, more open and constantly

changing to meet the needs of the child. These points bring

out the contrasts found in the vertical organization of

their curriculum patterns.

Now if one proceed.s to examine the organization or

the curriculum patterns according to the horizontal organi

zation and that simply for the elementary level as Parker

went no further on the education ladder except for the

normal school in terms of elementary schools, one will soon

discover that the two educators do have much in common.

For instance, the list of the subjects to be taught at

this level was basically the same. The three R's were

considered important tools in learning and. much was done

to make these three subjects attractive to the child. Both

masters highly encouraged the social and natural sciences.

L Drawing, painting, modeling were also added to foster ~
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I
manual dexterity and individual expression. Manual train- -,

ing was considered a vital activity in the curriculum, for

both saw the child. as a worker whose "love and respect for
1hard, persistent work" should be sustained. Although there

is the difference of correlation of sUbjects as mentioned

above, both Comenius and Parker view all subjects as "means"

to guide the child in his discovery of truth. Quality of

knowledge rather than quantity was the concern of both

schoolmasters. As far as the organization of the child's

secular education, Comenius and Parker shared. similar views.

Again, as mentioned throughout this study, they differed

somewhat in their views on the religious formation of the

child. According to Comenius' program the child will learn

of and about God chiefly through the stUdy of religion, of

nature, and of the Bible. In Parker's case, the child is

led to knowledge of God chiefly through the stud.y of nature.

Except for these differences in the horizontal arrangement

of the curriculum of the elementary school, there are

enough points of similarity to advance that in general

Comenius and Parker offered a parallel curriculum pattern

for the education of the grade-school child.

Finally then what innovations did Comenius and

lparker. Talks £B Pedagogics, p. 255.
L
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I
Parker ma~ in their respective program of studies? ThougH

certain educational practices ushered into the curriculum

because of their work and influence would seem to make the

two men quite different one can at least compare them as

"innovators. 11 Their distinctive contributions to the cur

riculum should. rightfully serve to show whether Parker can

be considered the American-Comenius.

Comenius introduced changes in the curriculum

because he saw these as necessary to realize his purpose.

namely. to give general instruction to every human being.

For the first time the mother-tongue was given an honorable

place in the curriculum. Formal instruction was organized

to teach the Vernacular throughout the six-year program of

the Vernacular School. Comenius thought it irrational to

teach any foreign language, be it Latin or any other. before

sound knowledge of one's own language. To this subject he

added the natural sciences as a means of contributing to

the growth of scientific knowledge. By observing the

physical world in a scientific way, the child could be led

to a greater understanding of himself and of the world of

nature. He could then discover many truths which might

otherwise have been denied him. Another innovation made

in the curriculum was the introduction of the mechanical

L arts. Aware that most students would terminate their
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formal schooling with the Vernacular School, he initiated I

the teaching of the manual skills as a preparation for the

world of work and life adjustment. Thus, his school paves

the way for vocational training of future schools. In ad

dition to the introduction of these new subjects--the ver

nacular, the natural sciences, and the mechanical arts-

Comenius thought of a well-detailed Course for the pre

school child. Here, as a forerunner to the kindergarten

movement, he suggested a mode of educating the young child

that far surpassed many programs introduced later. Then

for the top of the educational ladder, Comenius speaks of

a Universal College devoted to the adyancement of the

Sciences. This idea was so new that even today after two

hundred years there is still talk of establishing a Uni

versal College or what might be called today, an Inter

national Research Center. In brief, these are some of the

most distinctive contributions that permit calling Comenius

an innovator. He attempted to expand the curriculum of his

day by adding new subjects and by giving to the whole new

dimensions, thereby making provisions for the further

development of the education of youth.

Parker also saw the need for innovations in the

curriculum. Like Comenius he expanded the program of

L studies not so much by adding ttnew lf subjects as by
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re-organizing the elementary school content into broad

areas called "central subjects. 1t Although he was not the

originator of this so-called doctrine of concentration and

correlation, he was the first American teacher to adapt it

successfully and on such a large scale. He revitalized the

whole elementary school program by making the three R's, the

natural sciences, history and particularly geography much

more meaningful to the child. Operating under more favor-

able d.emocratic conditions than had Comenius, Parker was

in a better position to denounce a traditional formalism

in the curriculum planning. The school Was to be considered

a "laboratory learning center" where all the children

would stud.y the world about them in a very informal way.

To this end he established a teacher training center at

Cook County which is surely a milestone in the development

of the teaching profession. Here students received formal

instruction in the liberal arts, in the science of edu

cation and in the art of teaching. The new spirit found

in this training center stemmed from "the study of chil-
l

dren and their needs." Such a setup for both academic

and professional training or teachers could not but help

IBright, Annual Report £! !h! United states Com
missioner 2! Education !2!~ l!!! 1902, Part I, 27~

.J
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raise teaching to the rank of a profession. At Cook CountT

Normal School, this is precisely what Parker did.. These are

a few of the innovations that Parker introduced as a cur

riculum maker. Like Comenius he broadened in some way the

course of study for the grade-school child and then added a

completely new dimension to education by establishing a

center for the professional training of teachers.

This detailed study of the rationale behind Comenius'

and Parker's pattern of the curriculum was highlighted by

three important phases of curriculum making, namely, its

nature, its organization, and the innovations introduced

by the two educators. Both Comenius and Parker understood

the curriculum to mean those subjects or those school activ

ities that greatly foster meaningful learning. The quality

of the subjects or activities rather than the quantity was

to be the main stress. Because these two educators con

sidered the needs of the child as having priority over

subject-matter and the needs of society, they presented a

child-centered curriculum. Differences are noticeable in

the organization of their curriculum, significant dif

ferences in the vertical rather than in the horizontal

arrangement of curriculum pattern. But there is SUfficient

evidence in the horizontal arrangement at the elementary

L level to warrant calling the two curriculum patterns
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Finally f Comenius and Parker can be called "in- I

L

novators ll in curriculum making. Both contributed to the

improvement of curriculum and to the establishment of centers

for higher education: Comenius in the University and Parker

in the Normal School. These remarks on curriculum study add

further evidence to validate the claim that Parker can be

called the American-Comenius.

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION: COMENIUS AND PARKER

Following the curriculum, a second point in the

practical application of one's theory of education is that

of methodology. The choice of particular method.s of in

struction will presuppose some knowledge of how a teacher

can best lead, or guide, or direct the learner toward the

discovery of truth. There is then no doubt as to the

teacher's role in the educative process. But before turning

to her functions in the school, it might be well to inquire

into the nature of the work she is called upon to do.

Briefly stated, her task consists in determining "what is

to be taught at a given time, the means by which it is to

be taught, and the ord.er in which it is to be taught. 1l1

IN. L. Gage (ed.), Hand.book of Research on Teaching,
(Chicago: Rand ftlcNally and Company,1963), p. 3-:-

..J
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Answers to these questions will lead one to see how, in I

addition to the curriculum, the choice of method of in-

struction is vital to the concretization and implementation

of any theorist's objectives of education.

Like the curriculum, the method.s of instruction have

beginnings, variations and continuities. It would. be safe

to say that methods of instruction are affected to a large

extent by the premium that society places on certain areas

of knowledge and by the educators who at the time are

capable of devising a method that will meet the d.emands of

their respective societies. As a result new techniques of

teaching do appear while old techniques are either mod.ified,

altered or even at times permitted to continue as such. To

make this more specific let us check some of the highlights

in the historical development of teaching. We will thereby

see how new concerns and interests in society will affect

the methods of teaching.

At one time in history when oratory was most popular,

all educational effort was directed to the making of the
1

eloquent man. Method.s of instruction were chiefly geared

IThe information on the historical development of
method was gathered from Brubacher, AHistorz of ~ Problems
2! Education (1966), pp. 167-210 and Gage (ed.): Handbook of
Research on Teaching, PP. 5-29. --

L
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to guiding the learner in the memorization of those liter-'

ary forms and the imitation of those models of oratory that

would help make him a good speaker. With a shift of emphasis

from oratory to philosophy the style of instruction was some

what modified. Here an attempt was made to incite the

learner through exhortation and dialogue to a search for

the ultimate norm of the good, the true, and. the beautiful.

Hence came the dialectical method with its stress on leading

the student to reason correctly. Centuries later with the

focus of attention on man's need for faith, the study of

theology became a major concern for scholars. In order to

understand more adequately the theological problems of the

day, the schoolmen devised a method. of instruction which

up to this day bears their name--the Scholastic Method.

The distinctive elements in this method were the lecture,

the repetition, and the disputation. Butts described these

forms as follows:

The lecture consisted. primarily of reading aloud from
the textbook by the master and then his commenting upon
the material line by line. • •• The repetition was
basically a review and perhaps recitation of the mate
rial of the lectures and textbooks, and the disputation
was a formal elaboration by students who argued, de
fended, and attacked certain theSiS according to es
tablished rules for organization.

1Butts, p. 193.
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Systematically arranged to promote thought, this method of--'

teaching was primarily directed toward assisting the stu

dents reconcile faith and reason. With the revival of

classical learning during the Renaissance other changes and

stresses occurred. in the ways of teaching. The humanists

stressed skill in the speaking and writing Latin and in the

appreciation of style. Oral reading and recitation became

the prevailing methods of imparting knOWledge and devel

oping skills. This method of teaching sought to form the

cultured gentleman. But again the structure and the ideals

of society changed.. New demands were made. Political

leaders and educators became concerned about education

with the rise of nations, the Reformation, the scientific

discoveries. How could. education best contribute to the

d.evelopment of youth? The ideals and the claims of the

new structured societies were quite different from those

of the past. One such claim that in this writer's opinion

forced a change in educational matters was that stressing

the need for a real, practical, and universal education.

This necessarily called for a re-examination of the ex

isting system of education, with its aims, its curriculum

and its methods of teaching. This state of affairs became

particularly evid.ent in the seventeenth and nineteenth

L centuries. Perhaps one could attribute this change to
.J
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the many scientific discoveries and inventions. At any

rate the educational theorists were impressed by the sciences

and turned to them in the hope of discovering better means

of educating youth. Compayre aptly presented the distinc

tive character of this new system of teaching when he stated:

No more setting out with abstract principles, imposed
by authority; but facts intuitively apprehended, gath
ered. by observation and verified. by experiment; the
order of nature faithfUlly followed; a cautious pro
gression from the simplest and most elementary ideas
to the most difficult and most complex truths; the
knowledge of things instead of an analysis of words. l

As a result methods of teaching were directed to observation

and direct experience with real, concrete objects under

the guiding principle, "Follow Nature." Hence, the com

monly known "natural method lt of teaching was born.

This historical survey of changes in the concept of

methodology serves to support the statement advanced earlier

that methods of teaching will be somewhat affected by the

many and. varied demands of society and by educational

theorists who more than less are capable of implementing

their aims of education and. satisfying the needs of their

society via a practical formulation of instruction. Al

though each educational theorist has contributed to the

improvement of teaching the question of the right method

I
Compayre, History 2f Pedagogy (1886), p. 124.

.J
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r is forever being asked. Efforts will constantly be made I

in this direction as long as the structures and the ideals

of society change and educational theorists come to grips

with these needs and interests of their respective societies.

Without being presumptuous in any way, one could

conclude that Comenius and. Parker were two educators who,

though somewhat influenced. by societal structures and ideals,

proposed. their own particular views on a concept for the

instruction of youth. At any rate their chief concern was

to instruct the learner in that knowledge and those skills

deemed essential by their cultures. A possible way of

analyzing their concept of method might be by consid.ering

first their meaning of method. secondly the principles they

chose as guidelines. and finally their application of these

principles. The information garnered. could. serve to further

substantiate that Parker's educational views on method. some

what parallel those of Comenius.

Before presenting Comenius' meaning of "method."

consideration must.be given to the general meaning of the

word. "method." Method. may be looked upon as a form of

experience. a way of treating subject matter. a procedure

for stimulating the learner's intellectual curiosity or even

a form of determining the most effective things that will

Lnot only change the learner's behavior but also lead him to~
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understand what he is doing. In all these cases one does --,

not speak of method as just anz way, anz form, or anz pro

cedure to impart knowledge, to develop skills and to form

character. Rather when one hears the term tlmethod" one

automatically thinks of a well-ordered way, a well-struc

tured form or a well-organized procedure which stems from

a teacher's awareness of "the gradual differentiation of

certain elements of experiences" and. which under her

guidance are ordered lito give the course or sequence of

experience a direction that is desirable."l Or one might

refer to method as "the formal structure of the sequence

of acts commonly denoted by instruction,,2 which consists

in ordering the !h!! and the ~ of teaching. And again

one might consider method as

a body of general educational principles which will
serve as a ~ide to [the teacher's7 professional
activities.)

Regardless of the words used to describe method the essence

seems to be ways, devices, techniques that through success

ful experience have been arrived at for the purpose of

guiding the learner step by step in acquiring the knowledge

1Monroe, ! Czclopedia 2! Education, Vol. IV, p. 203.
2Gage, p. 3.

:3George Gould and Gerald A. Yoakam, ~ Teacher and.
L~~ (New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1947), p. 9ZJ•
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and skills demanded of his culture8

Comenius who is regarded. by Laurie as the true
Ifounder of modern method was an educational theorist who

...,

L

sensed that the then prevailing methods of teaching were no

longer adequate to meeting the demands of his society.

Aware of the contributions that the sciences had made to

man and his world, he believed that science could serve as

"an immovable rock" upon which universal principles of in

struction could be anchored. He was particularly disturbed

by the uncertainty and the superficiality of the eXisting

methods of teaching and resolved to give methodology a new

direction. He explained the situation as follows:

Hitherto the method of instruction has been so un
certain that scarcely anyone would. d.are to say: 'In
so many years I will bring this youth to such and such
a point; I will educate him in such and such a way.'
We must therefore see if it be possible to place the
art of intellectual discipline on such a firm basis
that sure and certain progress may be made.

Since this basis can be properly laid only by
assimilating the processes of art as much as possible
to thos2 of nature, we will follow the method of
nature.

Hence, began Comenius' task of setting up a method of in

struction or "a manner of teaching") that would guarantee

1S. S. Laurie, John Amos Comenius (1892), p. 222.--
2Comenlus, The Great Didactic, Part II, p. 112.

)Ibid., p. 104.

.J
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r to all men a knowledge of all things "quickly, pleasantly, --,

and thoroughly."l He assumed that if the educator followed

the method of arriving at truth used by scientists, that is,

the observation of natural phenomena, then he would be able

to devise methods of instruction more in harmony with the

natural development of the child who himself is bound by

certain natural laws of development. To this end Comenius

ventured lito watch the operations of nature carefully,,2 in

the hope of applying these to his method of teaching. From

these observations emerged a new method of teaching formu

lated upon "the principles of natural development. lI
)

There are several basic principles foundational to

Comenius' concept of method of instruction. Consid.eration

will here be given to two such principles, namely, the

principle of order and the principle of interest because a

close examination of ~ Great Didactic reveals that these

two principles stand out in Comenius' methodology more than

any other. Hence it seems legitimate to say that these two

principles could have served as primary guides in Comenius'

development of his concept of method.

1
lli,9;., p. ) •

2
Ibid., p. 100.-

)BrOudy and Palmer, p. 96.
L
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To achieve his aim of education, namely, to teach I

all men all things, the seventeenth-century realist adopted
I

the principle of ord.er as education's first law. He gave

the following explanation for his choice.

We find. on investigation that the principle which really
holds together the fabric of this world of ours, down
to its smallest detail, is none other than order; that
is to say, the proper division of what comes before and
what comes after, of the superior and the subordinate,
of the large and the small, of the similar and dis
similar, according to place, time, number, size, and.
weight, so that each may fulfill its function well.
Order, therefore, has been called the soul of affairs.
For everything that is well ordered preserves its
positi~n and its strength as long as it maintains its
order.

As a result, the underlying principle in determining the

proper method of teaching is the establishment of this

sense of order. When this order. that is, "the skilful

arrangement of time, of the subjects taught and of the

method. ,,3 has been thoroughly secured, Comenius conceives

that

it will be no harder to teach schoolboys in any number
desired, than with the help of the printing-press to
cover a ~housand sheets daily with the neatest
writing.

However exaggerated this remark might appear, it does serve

1Rusk, p. 97.

2 Comenius, ~ Great Didactic, Part II, p. 93.
3Ibid., p. 96.
4Idem.
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r to reveal that Comenius placed great hope in a method

founded upon the principle of order. Just as order is an

essential element in the developmental process of natural

phenomena so should ord.er be the guiding principle in setting

up a method of instruction.

To reinforce this notion Comenius presents a rather

interesting analysis of some of the workings of nature.

Perhaps as Rusk would say, this is done not so much to

support as 1E support of some preconceived principle. l

Although modern educational researchers would somehow

question the value and the power of Comenius' use of anal-

ogies from natural processes as ~ proper way of estab

lishing guiding principles for teaching, the attempt that

he made should be recognized for it did serve to systematize

the art of teaching. As Monroe once remarked with respect

to Comenius l position on this particular issue: "The

processes of the growth of external things had a close
2resemblance to the growth of mind." A few concrete

examples of Comenius' study could be of some benefit here.

In observing how the birds wait for an appropriate

time for mating, how the gardener chooses the right season

L

1Rusk, p. 97.
2laurie, John Amos-- Comenius (1885), p. 214.

..J
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to take care of his plants, one could possibly conclude I

that the teacher should do likewise in instructing the

learner. It is of paramount importance to note. that ftNature
1observes a suitable time." From this observation Comenius

offered the following suggestion on the application of this

principle of order in teaching.

(I) The education of men should be commenced. in the
springtime of life, that is to say, in boyhood•••
(2) The morning hours are the most suitable for stud.y.
(3) All the subjects that are to be learned should be
arranged so as to suit the age of the students, that
nothing which 2s beyond. their comprehension be given
them to learn.

A second example taken from the same chapter six

teen of ~ Great Didactic further substantiates that a

method of teaching should. be guid.ed by the principle of

order. Here again, after observing how the bird. creates

and then cares for one of his, how the builder build.s and

how the gardener gardens, Comenius concludes that a certain

order is needed if the task to be done is to be aCCom

plished effectively. "Nature prepared the material,
3

before she begins to give it form." Likewise the same

lComenius, ~ Great Didactic, Part II, p. 112.
21E.!£., p. 114.

3~.

...J
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If one wishes to teach more ef- -,

fectively. one has to prepare and. then follow some kind

of sequence. On this matter Comenius suggested the following:

(1) That books and the materials necessary for teaching
be held in readiness.
(2) That the understanding be first instructed. in
things and then taught to express them in language.
() That no language be learned from a grammar. but
from suitable authors.
(4) That the knowledge of things precede the knowledge
of their combinations.
(5) And that examples come before rules. l

A final observation again based upon the workings

of nature led Comenius to formulate the following statement:

"Nature makes no leaps. but proceed.s step by step.,,2 One

has only to observe the little chick as it goes through the

different developmental processes of life. or the build.er

as he builds. or the gardener as he gardens. In all cases,

a certain order is observed. Similarly in the art of

teaching. some order has to be followed. And based upon

this. Comenius gave the following prescriptions:

(1) That all studies should be carefUlly graduated
throughout the various classes, in such a way that
those that come first may prepare the way for and
throw light on those that come after.
(2) That the time should be carefully divided. so that
each year. each month. each day. and each hour may have

1 116.lli.£ .• p.

2 12).~.t p.

l
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its appointed task. -,
(:3) That the division of the time and. of the subjects
of study should be rigidly a~ered'to, that nothing
may be omitted or perverted.

These examples then prove beyond a doubt that Come-

nius considered the principle of order as "the soul of

affairs. It In his view, a method of teaching guided by the

principle of order will be blessed with better direction,

more certainty and surer outcomes.

To the principle of order, one must add the prin

ciple of interest. The principle of interest is selected

in preference to such others as the principle of induction,

the principle of correlation because it pertains more

strictly to education in that it stresses the interest of

the learner and the interest of the SUbject matter, two

basic elements of the teaching process. Furthermore,

this principle of interest like the principle of order

serves to individuate, to characterize Comenius' system

of instruction.

The word "interest" commonly evokes a preference

for a certain course of action accompanied by some feeling

of excitement. More formally, the term "interest" may be

used "as synonymous with a concern, a value, a dominant

direction of thought and action, an occupation that is

L l~., p. 124.
.J
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I persistently important."l When the word "interest" is -,

applied to matters educational, it is commonly looked upon

as that element, that factor necessary to directing the

teacher or the educational theorist, as the case may be in

the detection of those "points of genuine and. intimate con

tact between the subject matter of instruction and the vital

experience of pupils.,,2 It is this latter meaning that

Comenius attached to the word. "interest" for he was highly

concerned in setting up a method of teaching that would

establish a favorable and pleasant relation between the

learner and the subject matter. It was also his conviction

that if all men are to be educated qUickly, surely, and

pleasantly then a method of instruction directed by the

thought, action and interest of the individual learner

should prove highly recommendable. It is a known fact

that learning cannot be forced. But it is equally known

that learning can be promoted if in the method of in

struction there is some effort expended to relating

learning to the interests of the learner. The folloWing

statements culled from ~ Great Didactic rightfully serve

to show how the principle of interest was considered es-

IMonroe, A Cyclopedia 2!. Education, Vol. III, p. 475.
2· 4Ibid., p. 72.

L
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sential in Comenius' development of a concept of method-

ology.

But first. it must be added that one would be dis

illusioned if he expected to find a well-defined doctrine

of interest in Comenius' methodology. However. even if this

principle of interest is not as prominent in Comenius' edu

cational theory as it later came 1n the romantic naturalism

of Rousseau and. Pestalozzi. in Herbart· s doctrine of in

terest and even later in Dewey's theory of self-activity,

it still remains an important guideline in his mapping out

a method of teaching. Perhaps one would. be safer to say

that Comenius settled for showing the merits of the prin

ciple of interest rather than for structuring a doctrine

of interest. At any rate what the school reformer had

foremost in mind was to convince his aUdience by the use

of analogical materials that "a genuine and intimate con

tact" between the learner and his subject matter is nec

essary in methodology. However crud.e and fanciful his

examples may have been. they certainly served. him well.

For instance, Comenius suggests that one way to

facilitate teaching as well as learning is to provid.e

SUbjects or areas of study that appeal to and. interest

the young. One has only to consider the gardener, claims

LComenius. If he wishes his plant to grow, he must
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r "provide [tt.] with moisture and with warmth, take pleasure'
1in its vigorous growth. 1t Here Comenius is alluding to the

need of establishing some kind of a bond., or a concern or

an interest between the gardener and the object of his

work--in this case, the plants. However simple this analogy

might be, it can have great value when transferred to the

art of teaching. If care be taken to set up a method of

instruction that is "palatable ll , then the desire to know

and to learn should be highly kindled. in the learner. No

matter how heavy and how serious the object of learning

might be, if it is IIplaced before ["the learney in a fa-
2miliar and attractive manner ll an interest will be created

between the learner and the subject matter and learning

will take place more readily and more pleasantly. On

this matter Comenius further remarked:

The subjects of instruction themselves prove attrac
tive to the young, if they are suited to the age of
the pupil and are clearly explained; especially if
the explanation be relieved by a humorous or at any
rate by a less serious tone.) For thus the pleasant
is combined with the useful.

Moreover one way to enhance learning is to keep alive this

interest in the learner. A method of teaching that uses

L

1
Comenius, ~ Great Rid.actic. Part II, p. 129.

2
~., p. 132.

3l.Ei9:•• p. 1)1. ..J
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"interest ll as a guideline cannot help but maintain a f'avor2

able relation between the learner and the content to be

learned.

In reference to the need f'or a f'oundation or f'or

roots in teaching and learning, Comenius again suggests

applying the principle of interest. With no hesitation

whatsoever he cannot conceive that a learner would persist

in intellectual pursuits "without inclination, without at-
1

tention, and without intelligence." Although all three

factors of' inclination, attention and intelligence are

important, Comenius does accentuate the need to consider

the learner's inclination. He sees it as necessary to

laying down the foundations or the roots of learning.

Inevitably he returns to nature and from his observation

of the workings of natural phenomena he then draws the

following guideline: IlNature does not operate on anything,
2

unless it possess a foundation or roots. 1I If nature her-

self' needs a solid foundation to operate, all the more does

the learner whose task of learning is much more complex.

Hence arises the need to study the learner's inclination,

his concerns or in other words, his interests in order to

-
1112ll., p. 146.
21J2.!Q;., p. 145.

..J
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develop in him a taste for knowledge fundamental in the

pursuit of intellectual endeavors. On this matter Comenius

prescribed the following course of action:

Every study should be commenced in such a manner as to
awaken a real liking for it on the part of the scholars,
and this should be done by proving to them how excel
lent, useful, pleasant, and otherwise desirable it is.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
The d.esire to learn should be thoroughly awakened. in
the pupils, and that the general conception of the
subject should be thoroughly got into their heads.
Until this has been carefully done a more detailed
exposition of the art or language should not be
attempted. I

If a real liking and a strong desire for knowledge

are prerequisites for the learner's enjoying his intel

lectual pursuits and if by considering the interests of

the learner there is a great possibility of developing a

taste for knowledge, then, according to Comenius, these two

reasons suffice to consider the "interests" of the learner

in the process of outlining a method. of teaching. Come

nius who was a keen observer and. a very understanding

schoolmaster could. not conceive of a method of teaching

operating, as Piaget remarked, "in a vacuum or mere break

ing-in through action.,,2 What he discerned as fundamental

in a method of teaching was the thought, the action, the

-
1.!12,!g., p. 146.

2 Comenius, Selections, p. 19.
L
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response or in one word, the activity of the learner. He r

surely struck the right key when he recommended:

Do not undertake any teaching without first arousing
the interest of the pupil.

A method of instruction that considers in a reasonable way

the interests of the learner is bound to promote learning

with greater meaning, effectiveness and thoroughness. It

is to this end that Comenius used the principle of interest

as a directive in promoting better teaching and more ef

fective and productive learning.

As a consequence, this different approach to

teaching tended to stress the needs and interests of the

learner rather than of the teacher. As the learner became

the central figure in education, more and more stress was

given to encouraging him to be active in both the teaching

and the learning processes. One high point in his method

according to Comenius was lIindividual thinking.1I He de

plored the fact that the learner had not been favored with

opportunities for personal thinking during the educative

process. The prevalent method of teaching had encouraged

him more than less to using "the eyes of others, and to
2rbecoming/ wise by employing their brains." Such a

L

IIdem.

2 Comenius, ~ Great Didactic, Part II, p. 148.
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prooedure could. in no way foster eriginal thinkers. With!

this type of training, Comenius stated

that most men possess no information but the quota
tions, sentences, and opinions that they have col
lected. by rummaging about in various authors, and
thus piece their knowledge together like a patchwork
quilt. l

But now by focusing upon the interests of the learner in

devising a method of teaching, the teacher would become

more aware of the needs of the learner. He would then be

in a better position to bring the learner to realize that

the acquisition of knowledge is a Eersonal, an individual

affair. Besides if one wishes to learn and to gain from

his knowledge, he must be willing to think for himself.

One sure way to excite in the learner a taste for this

knowledge would be to arouse his curiosity and. his atten

tion by presenting to him appealing subjects.

Although the use of this principle of interest

did not originate With Comenius, he was perhaps the first

schoolmaster to concretize it, to use it in a functional

way in the schools. In so doing, he directed teaching

towards the needs, the interests of the learner. However

simple this tactic might be, it served to give his method

ology a particular character: the teaching of individuals

I
Ibid., p. 148.
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rather than the teaching of subject matter.

As one can see from the above discussion Comenius

conceived of a method of teaching as those procedures that

are well-ordered in accordance with principles arrived at

from an observation of the workings of natural phenomena.

Through his study of the laws of nature the seventeenth

century realist seemed to have chosen the principles of

order and of interest as main guidelines or directives in

promoting better methods for the acquisition of the knowl

edge and skills prescribed by his culture. As a result,

methodology was given new life. More and more teaching

became directed toward the needs and. interests of the

learner. Here one finds the formal beginning of child

centered schools.

Following from this new impetus given methodology

by Comenius in the seventeenth century it would seem natural

to expect progress along those lines up to and through the

second half of the nineteenth century. But as mentioned.

earlier new trends in educational practices often have

difficulty making headway in the schools. It is certainly

quite disheartening to see how few of Comenius' sound edu

cational recommendations had become accepted school practice

by the time Parker appeared on the scene. This statement

L in no way implies that during the two hundred. years that
..J
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separate Comenius from Parker little had been done by edu-

cators to improve teaching. What is being emphasized is

that traditional methods of teaching were still strongly

prevalent. Memorization, imitation, drill for drill's sake,

and textbook learning were still the rule. On the whole

methods of teaching aimed at quantity rather than quality

of knowledge. Little if no attention was given to the needs

and interests of the learner. As a result teaching still

tend.ed to regiment the learners, to press them into a

mould. This aspect of education Parker totally rejected.

In no way did this American teacher ever speak in behalf

of "mechanical method.s." continually watching for the

"new revelations out of the wonderland of ChildhOOd,,,l

he sought all his life for that method of instruction

which would lead the child "by the shortest line of re

sistance towards freedom, the goal of human progress_,,2

Like his European predecessor, Comenius, the

American schoolmaster "was concerned. • • - with methods

of teaching_,,3 It was his contention "that all the teaching

in our schools, if Nature be followed., will bring decided

84.

L

1Mayo, Journal 2!. Education, XVIII (August, 1883),

2Parker, Talks on Pedagogics, p- 376.

3CUrti, p. 380.
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r and permanent pleasure."l In his concept of methodology I

he abandoned the gospel of old-fashioned teaching and sub

scribed to a procedure or technique that enhanced the free,

proper, and natural development of each child's native en

dowments. Methods of teaching "that strictly [conformed.l

to the laws of development,,2 were the surest and most ef

fective means to sound teaching. Such teaching procedures

would. serve to lay the foundations of a happy life for the

child. This, as have often been stated was the primary aim

of all Parker's educational end.eavors. Parker thought that

unless the child's right to be himself be recognized, he

could hardly be happy and develop his mind., body and soul

harmoniously.

This is the central point. Every act, thought, plan,
method, and question should

3
1ead to fthe harmonious

growth of the whole being.}

Foremost in Parker's thoughts and actions was that methods

of teaching be absolutely fixed by the developmental laws

of the child. "The art of teaching," declared Parker,

"discriminates the individual, distinguishes him from all

others, and applies the means needed. for personal devel-

L

1
Parker,

2Parker,

3parker,

Talks £n Teaching, p. 158.

Talks .£!! Pedagogics, p. 377.

Talks on Teaching, p. 18.-
.J
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r opment."l It is the "being" to be educated that determine~

the methods to be used.

Following the aforementioned comments it is not

surprising to hear Parker remark that the particular virtue
2

of method was lito suggest, guide. 1I He could not conceive

of a method of instruction confined to "certain fixed de

tails. ,tJ Rather he viewed "method ll in the hands of the

artist-teacher as

the way he or she reaches an ideal. Therefore, meth~d
is entirely personal, ever changing, ever improving.

In this definition of method, Parker singles out the need

for that personal approach to instruction. This element

he considered fundamental to methodology. A method should

serve as a guide, as a compass to the teacher but never as

a fixed pattern.

Elsewhere Parker explained "method ll as

the adaptation of means of growth to mind to be de
veloped, and natural method is the exact ad~ptation
of means of growth to mind. to be developed.

lparker, Talks on Pedagogics, p. 394.

2
lli,g., p. 393.

3parker, Talks ~ Teaching, p. 17.

4Address 2! Colonel Parker, !h! Twenty-fifth
Anniversary £!~ Quincy Movement, p. J.

L Sparker, Talks 2n Teaching, p. 19.
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Again he reiterated the same idea in his discussion on

moral training when he declared that

The true method of teaching is the exact adaptation of
the s~bject taught, or means of growth, to the learning
mind.

From these few definitions one can easily perceive

that flexibility is the essential element in such a method.

Defining method as tlthe adaptation of means of growth to the

learner's mind" suggests that Parker subscribed to a method

of teaching where change, choice, personal freedom and im

provement were the rule. Teaching now became injected with

a new spirit. Perhaps it was the combination of his ide

alistic and pragmatic views on life that led him to see the

pqwer in such an approach to teaching when entrusted to

teachers who would know how to "ad.apttl the proper conditions

to the mind of the learner. Because the American school

teacher placed. so much faith in flexibility in method of

teaching does not indicate that there should be no governing

principles. On the contrary, throughout his Talks ~

Teaching he points out that the study of principles is

indispensable in promoting effective teaching.

In the beginning, then, the study of methods aside from
principles is of little use; therefore that investi
gation should lead. to a knowled.ge of principles is

l
.J
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In one instance he went so far as to say that without sound

principles the teacher would be "an easy prey to the count

less devices and methods which infect the educational mar

ket. 1I2 To avoid this pitfall then, he constantly urged

teachers "to work from principle and have the courage to

be crude."J Teachers if they are real teachers had to be

willing to explore, to investigate on their own. And so

Method should never be prescribed.; each teacher should
have the freedom of choices, to work indepenaent1y,
aided by tactful suggestions and directions.

But, knowledge of well-ground.ed principles is essential to

the teacher so that she may use these as "guides" imper

s<?na11y determining in an intelligent and prudent manner

what "adaptations of means of growth" would be most feasible.

In short, methods are a means to an end and must be devised

in terms of that end.

1
~., p. 19.

2parker, Talks.2!! Pedagogics, p. J91.

JJaCkman, Annual Re¥brt of the United states Com
missioner of Education fior e year~, Part 1, 23J:--.......===~- ----

4Francis W. Parker, "The Report of the Committee of
Ten--Its Use for the Improvement of Teachers Now at Work in
the Schools," National Educational Association Proceedings,
(1894), 450.
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Since in methods of teaching Parker was primarily I

concerned with lithe adaptation of the sUbjects to the mind

of the learner," one could. expect him to base his concept

of method upon certain principles which he arrived at by a

careful analysis of the laws of mental action taken in con

nection with the subjects to be taught. Unlike Comenius

who derived. his principles of teaching primarily from the

scientific observation of the workings of nature, Parker

based his on the actual life-experiences of the child.

"Observation, investigation, imagination, and original

inference"l were the means that Parker suggested in

studying the child in his activities. From one's con

clusion a method of teaching could be formulated and

adopted.

As with Comenius, there are several principles

embodied in Parker's concept of methodology. For this

stUdy, two such principles will be highlighted--the prin

ciple of correlation and the principle of spontaneity.

These two principles have been chosen in preference to

such others as the principles of democracy, of attention,

or creativity, of individuality, because it is this writer's

belief that these t.wo adequately incorporate all the basic

L

-
I Parker, Talks ~ Pedagogics, p. 378.
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elements of the Parkerian method. Also, these two prin- I

ciples seem to be in keeping with Parker's definition of

"method" where he shows himself concerned chiefly with

those "ad.aptations" that will contribute to the develop

ment of the whole being. This

demands that everything shall be brought in which will
concentrate and expand ideas and develop right habits. l

Hence, the principle of correlation and the principle of

spontaneity could rightfullY be considered as those guide

lines that stand out in Parker's new concept of instruction.

A study of the role that these two principles play in the

teaching of reading, for instance, should enhance under

standing of the Parkerian view of method.

Teaching is obviously more than transmitting, or

giving, or telling; it is leading or directing the child

toward the realization of his fUll potential. To make

possible this tremendous task in the most economical and.

effective way, Parker declared. that

It is the part of teaching to present educative
conditions for effective acts of co~sciousness
needed for the highest self-effort.

Teaching according to Parker's theory calls for a method

-
Iparker, "An Account of Progressive Education,"

History 2f American Education through Readings, p. 268.

2parker, Talks .2!! Ped.agogics , p. 262.
l
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that can best promote "self-effort" in the learner. Learn:!

ing being a personal matter can be greatly enhanced if the

method of instruction is primarily directed to intensifying

thought and action. A method of teaching operating under

such circumstances is bound "to lead the unfolding powers

of childhood into channels of activity."l

Reading Parkerls chief works with this id.ea in

mind.--stimulating in the child his capacity for thought

and. action--will lead one to conclude that the method. of

teaching here proposed. or at least suggested. is founded

upon the principle of correlation defined as "the cor

relation of thought with all the modes of expression,,,2

and. the principle of spontaneity, described. as the spon

taneous activities of the child to different energies.)

Perhaps influenced by the Herbartian thought, Parker

clearly saw the advisability of a method of teaching that

would correlate or group several of the elementary school

sUbjects as a unit for the purpose of heightening the

childls natural and spontaneous reactions. This Parker

1Lane, The Elementary school Teacher~ Course
2! study, (June, 1902), 702.

2parker, "An Early Account of Progressive Edu
cation," The History of American Education through
Readings,-P:- 268. -

L )Parker, Talks £!! Pedagogics, p. 5.
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claimed is the natural way the child learns. The child I

does not see the need to isolate the subjects. He sponta

neously and. unconsciously reacts to all the subjects because
I

they act upon him and educate him. This is explicitly

brought out in the following quote:

Watch a crowd of children upon the beach gathering
pebbles and curious stones. They are interested in
the color and form of the pebbles. and may be made
exceedingly interested in the origin of the different
forms, if some kind. observant friend is there to co~
tinue the questions which the stones themselves ask.

Hence a method of instruction that respects these natural

and spontaneous activities of the child should be proposed.

It would have the advantage of economizing the learner's

educative energy on one hand, and of enhancing and devel

oping the power of original thinking, inference and con

sequent generalization on the other. For what Parker

found wanting in the existing methods of instruction was

"ftoot.J power to understand new phases of thought, to

discover and to adapt new conditions to new needs. It)

And so foremost in Parkerfs thought was a method of in-

struction particularly designed to intensifying the unity

of the learner's thought and expression in the hope of

-

l

1
16.Ibid., p.-

2 15.Ibid. , p.-
)

282.Ibid. , p.-
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providing better and greater "educative cond.itions" for ...,

awak~ning this "true consciousness". so fundamental in the

development of onets nati'\l'"8 endowments.

As was mentioned earlier Parker's method of teaching

was based upon the principles of correlation and of spon

taneity. This can perhaps better be seen through a de

tailed analysis of the use of these two principles in the

teaching of read.ing. The choice of reading as a subject is

arbitrary for whatever principle the American schoolmaster

did advance for teaching in general. he also maintained for

the teaching of any particular subject.

Fundamental to Parker's concept of method is that
1

real teaching is "thought development." He conceived

"method" as an ever changing process whose chief concern

is to enhance and to intensify mental action. Getting the

learner to think and provid.ing him with opportunities to

express his thoughts seemed to form the core of his concept

of "method." In his attempt to work out some procedure for

the teaching of read.ing he offered the folloWing opinion:

Each and every step in the d.evelopment of reading
power must be take2 under the immediate impulse of
intrinsic thought.

L

1Parker.
2
Parker.

Talks on Teaching. p. 86.-
Talks ~ PedagOgics. p. 205.
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Consequently such a method of teaching had of necessity to I

give priority to the development and the reproduction of

thought rather than to the study of forms. Formerly, Parker

remarked, stress had been on the study of forms. Educators

had worked out their method of teaching by adopting in Some

way the old theory which stated.

that forms must be first learned by themselves for
use thereafter in the development of thought-power. l

Whatever merits this procedure might have had in the art

of teaching, it did not square with Parker's new views.

He sought first a "thought method," one that would "con

tinue in the best possible way the spontaneous activities

of the child in the directions which nature £hag] so ef

fectively begun. n2 On this matter Parker remarked that

several educators among whom he named Comenius had already

attempted to develop a method that would primarily enhance

the unification of thought and expression, thus making

learning more profitable, more useful and more meaningful.

He commented on the pioneering of Comenius in this "thought

method." He stated that his method of teaching in general

I
~.

2
~ •• p. 203.
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had

consisted in arousing the appropriate activitiis in
order to make the associations more effective.

In the teaching of reading, this meant "to associate the

appropriate activities and. the word by means of pictures. ,,2

However crude and simple Comenius' attempt had been, Parker

welcomed it for it served to open new horizons on method

ology. From these early beginnings of teaching reading by

associating the proper activity and the word by means of

pictures evolved the teaching of reading by the object

method, the word method, the sentence method. In each one

of these different phases of the so-called "thought method"

there appeared one common factor: to minimize the dif

ficulty in learning to read by providing better acts of

association for the neffect of the word and the appropriate

activities. II) From these various experiments Parker d.rew

the general principle that "whatever assists in acts of

association ••• may be used in teaching reading. n4 In

turn he listed. the following secondary guidelines for the

teaching of reading:

-

L

1
~., p. 197.

2
198.Ibid., p.-

)
194.~., p.

4 194-195.Ibid. , pp. ...J
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(1) Every printed word must be learned. by one of mor~
acts of association.
(2) The less the number of acts required to function
a word., the greater the economy.
() The greatest economy in learning a word would be,
therefore, one act of association.~

Perhaps it was this last statement that led Parker

to go a step further, namely, to discover those "conditions

that fwoulql bring about those acts of consciousness by

which a word may be most economically learned.,,2 He re

alized that the fewer acts of associations used in learning

to read, the better the method.. Also he had the feeling

that difficulties in associating word with appropriate

activity could be minimized, if not overcome, "under the

white heat of thought.") With this in mind he formulated

his "thought method" for the teaching of reading on the

assumption "that children can learn to read as they learn
4to talk," because each child has "the desire to make

known to others cumulation and climax of thought."S

From his many teaching experiences Parker knew that

the little child was fascinated. by the natural wond.ers that

1
1905.1l?!.£. , p.

2
~.

J 199.~., p.

4
~ Course 2!. Study, I (July, 1900) , I).Parker,

l Sparker, Talks ~ Ped.agogics, p. 240. .J
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surround him. Everything in the world of nature interested

him, aroused his curiosity, and stimulated his thinking.

In certain instances the child can be so absorbed by the

workings of nature that it would take very few acts of asso

ciation to help him learn to read a word. presented. und.er

such moments of intense consciousness. On this matter

Parker mad.e the following remarks which substantiate the

views advanced earlier:

The use of pictures and objects, as I (Parker) have
alread.y said., is a tend.ency in the right direction;
but we find in the study of the central SUbjects, in
the study of geography, physics, mineralogy, and
botany, an inexhaustible source of pleasure and. of
interest. We see also that in the study of these
subjects there is an organic growth and development
of thought, that the thought itself has an organic
body, and that that bod.y is co~tinuallY growing if
the right conditions are used.

What Parker is explicitly stating is that teaching of

reading or any other subject would be highly effective

if in the method of instruction due consideration and. at

tention were given to correlating thought and. expression

instead. of isolating them. If the teacher begins with

the stud.y of central subjects, she has at hand ample

pleasing and interesting materials to arouse the child's

curiosity, to keep his mind active and open to all that is

operating around him. Having first set his mind to thinking,

-
l I

~., pp. 201-202. .J
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she can then present the word to be taught. As Parker

aptly states:

The child. learns to read when the printed words best
help him in thinking. • •• Instead, then, of the
child's being plunged into a labyrinth of empty words,
his mind is aroused and quickened by vital, interest
ing thought in science, geography, and history, and.
out of these in a perfectly naturfl way come the
learning to read and the reading.

Even if one is to follow the Ilnatural method," Parker did

suggest a course of action that has proven quite succeSSful •

• • •present the object (a favorite one of the child's),
and say the word, not with the lips, but with the chalk.
The child's consciousness is filled with interest for
the object, leaving just

2
room enough for the new form

to find a resting-place.

It is assumed. that the object to which Parker is allud.ing

is one taken from the child's environment and to which the

child has spontaneously reacted or at least in which he has

manifested some kind of interest. Otherwise Parker's

"thought method" would be no different from that of other

educators who had formulated certain practices for the

teaching of reading.

In addition to the use of objects, Ildrawings upon

the blackboard mad.e under the eye of the pupil, pictures,

l

I Parker,
2
Parker,

The Course 2! stud.y, I (July, 1900), 13.

Talks on Teaching, p. 28.-
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r 1conversat ions, and stories, II could be u sed as means to "I

help the child correlate thought and expression in a freer,

more natural manner. By starting the child. to read under

such natural and pleasant circumstances, the teacher can

easily lead the child into several fields of knowledge,

extending both meanings and sensitivity all along the way.

This IIthought method" would then present those "educative

conditions" so essential in promoting

the right to live in a rich environment, to exercise
to the full all their (child.ren's) powers of expres
sion and to leave every avenue to their souls open
and in use. 2

I
Hence from this expose one can acquire a better

understanding of Parker's concept of method and its appli

cation in the teaching of reading. Perhaps there is no

better statement to adequately summarize Parker's concept

of method than the one he himself made when he quoted

Delsarte whose statement on expressive power had read:

Strength at the center, ,reed.om at the surface is the
true condition of being.

This concise but meaningful statem~nt would seem to contain

the Parkerian concept of method as it has been discussed.

-
1
~., p. 32.

2Ida Cassa Heffron, Francis ~. Parker: An Inter
~retative Biography (Los Angeles: Ivan Deach, Jr., 1934),
PP. 126-127.

L
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here. It may be interpreted as follows: "Strength at the'

center" could refer to that power Parker intended to de

velop in each child through correlating or unifying the

thought and action of the learner in a natural way; "free

dom at the surface" could be interpreted as those "spon

taneous activities" Parker so highly advocated as the

surest means of developing thought expression; "the true

condi tion of being" could mean that the child. could best

be himself if the proper combination of the two princi

ples, namely, the principle of correlation and the princi

ple 'of spontaneity, is established. for the natural devel

opment of the child's whole being. Thus, one finds in

this concise statement Parker's id.ea of methodology.

At this point an attempt could. be made to compare

the Comenian and Parkerian concept of method. With Come-

nius and Parker method meant a way, a procedure not only

for imparting knowledge and acquiring skills but also for

realizing the learner's potential through the application

of the laws of Nature. Interested in quality and in

meaningful learning the two educators presented. a method

that stressed the training of the senses, the use of real

and concrete materials and the active participation of the

learner in every learning situation. Despite the fact that

L both educators were architects of a "thought method" of
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principles of learning, there are certain distinctive fea

tures worth mentioning in the Comenian and the Farkerian

ooncept of method.

First, the manner in whioh the two educators ar

rived at certain basic principles essential to giving a

sense of direction at times varied. From the present study

it becomes evident that comenius drew his pedagogical prin

ciples primarily by observing the workings of natural phe

nomena while Farker discovered his instructional guide

lines from an observation of the life-experienoe of chil

dren. Despite this relatively minor difference in method,

both worked out a new and rather similar approaoh to

instruction based on the natural laws of the developmental

phases of the ohild's growth instead. of on abstraot prin

ciples imposed by some authority and not arrived. at through

experimental studies.

Second.ly, as both educators worked. from principles,

it would be legitimate to find a variety of them embodied

Within their concept of method. For conveniencets sake a

choice was neoessary. However it seems that the choice of

the principles of order and interest best represented the

d.lrection Comenius took in mapping out his concept of

L instruction while the principles of correlation and spon-
...J
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r taneity seemed to serve as the leading guidelines that I

moved Parker in formulating his method of teaching. But.

in no way are these four principles fundamental to these

two educators' approach to the "thought method.• " totally

mutually exclusive one of the other. Obviously no one can

deny that the principle of order stands prominent in Come

nius' thought. One has but to read a few passages in lb!
Great Didactic to sense this order. this well-organized

and well-structured system of teaching. Every step. every

move. is framed by certain fixed principles. In reading

Parker's Talks 2n Teaching. however. one gets a quite

different view ot a method ot teaching. If he mentions

the principle of order and he does as was seen earlier in

the description ot the teaching of reading, he but suggests

it as a protective measure rather than as a prescriptive

one. And this "protective" attitude toward the use of

principles in general seems to square with Parker's prin

ciple of correlation, which in this writer's opinion, is

the fundamental principle in his method ot teaching.

Grouping several of the elementary school subjects into

units to reinforce the child's power of thought, and

correlating thought and action to give the child greater

freedom ~or thought expression calls for some ord.er, but

Lan order that is so flexible, that it can be changed and
..J
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r adapted easily to the immediate needs of the child without'
disrupting the development of thought in any way. According

to this method the principle of correlation takes precedence

over the principle of order. With respect to the princi

ples of interest and of spontaneity as guides in the devel

opment of a method of instruction, there exists a close

affinity between them. Both educators showed themselves

very resourceful in developing an enthusiastic self-ac

tivity program in teaching and in learning. They both

suggested the use of real, concrete materials. Unless the

chiid is personally active and. interprets whatever he

learns in terms of his own experience there will be little

value to what he is exposed. comenius sought to encourage

self-activity by stressing the interests of the child

whereas Parker resorted to the spontaneous activities of

the child. In both cases the focus is upon the child--

his needs, his interests, his activities.

Finally though both were promoters of the "thought

method" there is one other point of difference in procedure.

As mentioned earlier Comenius and. Parker were concerned

with the making of teaching and learning not only pleasant

and practical but also meaningfUl and economical. An as

pect of method both stressed was the use of the law of

lassociation which fundamentallY consisted in assooiating ~
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appropriate activities with the forms to be learned. In I

the Comenian concept one notices an effort to present the

forms to be learned as a means to promote thought whereas

in the Parkerian concept the stimulation of thought was

used as a means to present new forms. Although in each

case the educators appealed to the learner's consciousness,

it would seem that Parker's procedure is more advisable

because if the thought process is already in operation,

it follows that the learner will exercise less effort in

learning the new forms.

These few remarks on methodological concept warrant

advancing that Comenius and Parker shared similar views on

the general aspect of method but differed somewhat in the

execution of their plans in particular situations. Working

from principles that are more than less related, each

devised a method somewhat distinct from the other, thus

supporting the contention that method is personal. ever

changing, ever improving and in keeping with societal needs

and demands.

THE FUNCTION OF THE TEACHER: COMENIUS AND PARKER

In addition to Comenius' and Parker's views on

those vital means for concretizing and implementing a

L theory of education, namely, the curriculum and method-
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ology, another important element in the educative process I

should be considered, namely, the teacher.

As the teacher is the chief agent of effective

instruction, it would seem legitimate to close this chapter

on educational practices by making a few remarks on the

selection, the formation and the performance of teachers.

However well-defined the concept of the child and the ob

jectives of education, however well-organized. the curricu

lum and the method of teaching, the strength of any edu

cational theory is still determined. to a large extent by

the" competency of the teacher. On this particular matter,

Bishop Spalding, in speaking of Parker's stress on teacher-

tra1ning remarked:

The teacher is the school. • •• He (Parker) be11eved
that the most important social function is performed
by the educator; and he held, consequently, that the
best work one can do for society is to raise to highest
efficiency the men and women whose vocation is to
inspire, 1nstruct, counsel, and guide their fellows,
not in the th1ngs which concern their temporal affairs
ch1efly, but i~ whatever pertains to wisdom, conduct,
and character.

If it 1s the teacher then who is largely responsible for the

effectiveness of an educational system, there will come the

all-important matter of selecting the r1ght kind of person

ISpalding, Annual Report £!~ Un1ted states Com
_m...1_s_s~i.-;;,o.:::no:e.:.r 2! Education for ~~ 1902, Part It 278.-

l
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for this profession and providing him with the proper aca-I

demic and professional training. Only under the stimUlation

and guidance of such a teacher will a system of education

become more realistic and thereby prove itself more adequate

and more valuable to children who are to become tomorrow's

leaders.

Since Comenius and Parker committed themselves to

the education of youth, a juxtaposing of their ideas rela

tive to the role of the teacher in the classroom should

prove most rewarding in achieving a still clearer under

standing of their educational policies. To this end, their

notion of the teacher will be studied from two aspects.

First will be brought out comenius' and Parker's views

on the personality, the educational formation and the

selection of the teacher. Secondly will be discussed

their opinions on the teacher as classroom instructor and

coordinator. It is hoped that the information secured

from a study of this phase of the educative process will

further permit Parker's being called the American-Comenius.

Before launching off to Comenius' and Parker's

view of the teacher one must take into consideration how

the image of the teacher has changed throUgh the ages.

Each society conceived of him in somewhat different terms

ldepending upon the concept of education prevalent at that ~
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time. If one consults Plato one notices that for the f

Ancient Greeks the teacher was looked upon as tla lover ot

wisdom,lt Ua seeker of truth. 1t The newer concept ot Greek

education stressed

that the best educated person is the one who has devel
oped his intellectual capacities to the highest point. l

To the members of this society learning was a splendid

challenge for the mind. The teacher-master delighted in

speculations on the nature of justice, truth, virtue and

so forth. With respect to specific character traits Plato
2

did. recommend that teachers be "sound in body and mind. It

He also added that if a choice among teachers were to be

made, he would preter teachers who are

the surest and the bravest, and, if possible, • • •
the fairest; and, having noble and generous tempers,
they should also have the natural gifts as keenness
and ready powers of acquisition ••• a good memory,
and be an un,earied solid man who is a lover of labor
in any line.

The image of the teacher-master in Plato's society presented

a person of good. character, intoxicated with ideas, ever

questing for truth-in a word, tta lover of wisdom. It

l

(New

lButts, p. 70.

2Benjamin Jowett (trans.), ~ Works 2! Plato
York: Tudor Publishing Company, 1937), p. 266.

3Ibid., pp. 295-296.

..J
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The typical Roman teacher in Quintilian's society I

apparently found greater satisfaction and fulfillment in

dealing with practical matters rather than speculative

issues. For the Roman to know the nature of virtue was all

very well, but to be virtuous was more important. When

circumstances forced Roman parents to delegate the edu

cation of their children to teachers, they demanded that

each teacher,

adopt a parental attitud.e to his pupils and regard.
himself as the representative of thofe who have com
mitted their children to his charge.

In this Roman society the teaoher was looked upon approx

imately, as a father, ever ready to give the students the

moral and the intellectual training needed for this ful

fillment. A man of eloquenoe and of good charaoter, the

teaoher was engaged in forming the future Roman oitizen

"not merely for declamation bUt for the whole of life. 1I2

To this end, the Roman teaoher was to be knowledgeable in

all things and "friendly, clear, patient, generous, and

lQuintilian, ~ Institutio Oratoria, trans.
H. E. Butler (Cambridge: Harvard university Press, 1958),
Book II, p. 213.

2W• M. Smail, Quintilian ~ Education (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1938), p. xxxix.
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r 1ready to give praise" in all his teachings. A kind, I

father-type person, untiringly devoted to those committed

to his charge, seems to describe the Roman teacher in

Quintilian's society.

The concept of the typical teacher for the medieval

society seems to be that worked out by Thomas Aquinas in

his essay, 1h! Teacher. Here one sees the teaoher neither

as Flato's "lover of wisdom"nor as QUintilian's benevolent

father-type, but rather as an "instrumental agent" indis

pensable to the learner who is seeking the sound intel-

lectual virtues of science and wisdom. Since one of the

major tasks of teachers during this one thousand year

period was to reconcile the logic of Aristotle with the

Gospels, the teacher's primary duty and responsibility

was to aoquire

not only good control over his own knowledge but
also the ability to communicate to his stu~ent some
thing of his own insight and cast of mind.

Though the teacher could not learn for the learner, he

"must have the knowledge which he causes in another explic

itly and perfectlY,") thus serving as "the instrumental

lFower, Main CUrrents 1e~ Historz £! Eduoation,
P. 149. -

2saint Thomas Aquinas, :£h! Teacher, The Mind
(Chicago: Henry Regnery Company, 1953), p. XIII.

)~., p. )1.
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agent. II He must furnish "suitable illustrations and con- --,
I

crete images which aid the activity of reason. 1I His pri-

mary function was to assist the learner to see the truth

with his own mind through knowledge and to express it via

verbal skills. Thus the term. lIinstrumental agent." given

to the teacher by Thomas befits the notion of the teacher

in medieval society.

Other societies also held particular ideas of the

teacher. In some instances they differed whereas in others

they were relatively similar. If one consid.ers the teacher

in the Comenian and the Parkerian societies. one would

depict him as "a God_child-centered person" deeply concerned

With the establishment of the proper conditions for the

total development of each individual. Should a distinction

be made between the Comenian and the Parkerian teacher. it

would be one of stress rather than of difference. In the

Comenian society the teacher would have to be more God

centered than child-centered whereas the teacher in the

Parkerian world would have to be more child-centered than

God-centered. Though this difference in stress might seem

irrelevant. it still serves to present two slightly diver

gent images of the teacher--the God-child-centered teacher

-
I
~•• p. XIII.

..J
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and the child-God-centered teacher. Furthermore, this dis~

tinction substantiates a statement made earlier, namely,

that each society tends to conceive its own concept or the

teacher.

In attempting to determine Comenius' views on the

selection and preparation ot teachers one is somewhat dis

turbed to rind that this practising schoolmaster offered

so little on such an important phase of teaching. However,

Upon a closer examination, this educator's recommendations

on school practices do shoW that his main interest was not

in the pre-service teacher but in the in-service teacher.
l

This distinction perhaps serves to explain Comenlus' appar

ent neglect of this important topic. JUdging from his

series of prescriptions for and exhortations on the im

provement of classroom management and instruction one can

obtain sufficient evidence on the kind of teacher Come

nius would. select, and the kind of acad.emic preparation

he would exact of him.

Without being presumptuous in any way, one could

describe ComeniuS' teacher as a person of fine character,

-
IJohn C. Osgood, liThe Contribution of Comenius and

Pestalozzi to the Theory of Teacher Training, II Yearboolt of
~ducation, George Z. Bereday and Joseph Lauwerys (eds.),-

New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1963),
PP. 59-69.

l
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r
morally and intellectually fitted to serve as "example in r

word and d.eed"l to all those entrusted to his charge. God

fearing and religious, the teacher would. also be keen and

enthusiastic, zealous and industrious, sympathetic and

understand.ing. 2 As the servant of his students, his mission

would be "to cultivate and not to transform and therefore he

should never attempt to force a scholar to study any subject

if he sees that it is uncongenial to his natural dis

Position.") This leads one to believe that the Comenian

teacher would have some knowledge of the student's abil

ities as well as of the laws of learning and their appli

cation. If schools are to be Ilworkshops of humanityll

Where all teaching is "clear, ardent and pleasant,,,4 or

again, if schools are to be a source of profit and delight

to everyone, then thought Comenius we [shoulql produce the

learned and cultivated teachers. 5 The teacher should re

ceive Ilsolid foundations of knowledge fand? a judicious

-
lComenius, Selections, p. 152.
2
Ibid., pp. 63-65.-

)
Ibid., p. 78.-4Ibid., p. 164.-

Scomenius, ~ Analytical Didactic, p. 82.
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r continuation of it."l Moreover. as the teacher is called I

upon to instill this attitude toward the acquisition of

knowledge. virtue and piety. in the hearts and mind,s of

his students. it is natural that Comenius should insist

that he be inspired by religious motives in fulfilling his

duties and responsibilities. Learning is greatly enhanced
2

by "examples. precepts. and imitations." It would seem

then that the term. "God-child-centered teacher." would

well depict the type of teacher Comenius would advocate

for teaching in his school.

By the time Parker appeared on the educational

scene. the general attitude toward the teaching profession

had somewhat changed. Up until the early part of the nine

teenth-century little had been accomplished with respect

to the professional training of the teacher. In fact. it

Was held by most educators that if the teacher was well

versed in knowledge. he was, ipso facto, capable of teach

ing. Comenius himself had endorsed this idea. But he had

gone a step further when he claimed that a correct method

Of instructing the student in add,ition to personal scholar

ship on the part of the teacher would guarantee effective

lVon Baumer, Barnard's American Journal £! Education,
V (June, 1858), 291.

L 2comenius, Selections, p. 149.
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r teaching. Like his predecessors the seventeenth-century I

schoolmaster had made no mention of a "practising school"

where pre-service teachers could, under the supervision of

master-teachers, receive professional training. The Normal

School Movement for the training of teachers first appeared
1

in America in the 1820's. Under the leadership of such

outstanding educators as Horace Mann and Edward. A. Sheldon,

who studied in the European teacher-training centers, the

normal schools served as an important means for improving

the status and the quality of teachers. Also the found.ing

of "teachers' associations and institutes, the appearance

of periodicals and textbooks for teachers, contributed. in

creating a better attitude toward the teaching profession.

These aids, Comenius had not enjoyed.

Amidst this feverish activity in the education and

professional training of teachers came Parker. Unlike Come

nius, his primary interest was to work with pre-service

teachers and this at the Cook county Normal School but

still without totally neglecting the in-service teachers.

As with other schoolmasters, Parker also formulated his own

standards for the selection and the preparation of teachers.

-
1Butts, p. 492.

l
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r Since he prized character as the ideal of education,l this'

emancipator of teachers would make it a point of choosing

candidates of fine character, willing and desirous of learn

ing about the science of education and zealous in applying
2its principles. Since the teacher is called upon "to be-

come a builder of human souls,,3 he must have a keen interest

in children and be willing to take all measures possible to

unfold the powers of childhood into channels of activity.

For this reason Parker welcomed the "artist teacher who is

proud of his work and industrious to perfect it for the sake

of the Child. n4 He expected the teacher to be "an eager

student of the significant trends of his age. n5 Among

some of the personality traits that Parker sought in the

teacher were self-control, courage. freshness, cheerfulness.

open-mindedness, love of children, enthusiasm, and creative
6ability. Of all the teacher qualities CUrti remarks that

lparker, ~ Course 2! ~tudy, I (July, 1900). 10.

2parker, Talks ~ Pedagogics. pp. 450-451.

JButler, The Annual Report £! the United states Com
!issioner 2! Education !2! !h!~ 1902, Part I. 243. ---

4newez, Elementarz School Teacher~ Course £!
~tudy, II (June. 1902), 736.

5Heffron. p. 63.

l 6parker, Annual Report 2! !h! United States £2!-
!lssloner £! Education !2!~~ 1902, Part I, 250. ~
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r Parker most treasured "spontaneous enthusiasm. III From his-'

exhortations to teachers, one gets a ~air idea o~ what the

American schoolmaster demanded in the line o~ academic and

professional training.

My dear teachers, fill yourselves full of the subject
you would teach, knoW its nature, its length, breadth,
and depth, and then, with the knowledge of the learning
child, lead him to discover, step by step, what you
have discovered. I promise you that in such work you
will find ~or yourselves a mental growth on your own
part that can scarcely be found anywhere else, and an
unequalled joy in leading little ones to ~l~ill the
grand destiny for which God intended them.

Ida Heffron comments that when Parker interviewed prospec

tive teachers he held each candidate in total respect. She

writes:

~Parkerl never asked 'What can you do? How much do
you know?' but, 'What are you?' Those whom he found
with spiritual insight, he considered better equipped
to meet the demands of the unfolding child, than
others with greater knowledge and experience in teaching,
but lacking this essential. Ideally, however, he de
sired that they have both spiritual insight and knowl
edge gainetd through experience and. professional
training.)

This last remark summarizes well Parker's views on the

selection of teachers and on the preparation he intend.ed

tor them. There is no denying that the child remains the

-

, l

1Curti, p. J82.

2parker, Talks 2B Teachins, p. 116.

JHeffron, p. 102.
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r tocal point in all his educational endeavors. The term, I

child-Gad-centered teacher characterizes well what the

Parkerian society sought in a member of that profession.

On the selection and the preparation of teachers,

Comenius and Parker then held rather similar views. Both

educators looked for teachers of excellent moral character

possessing academic and professional competence. Of the

many personality traits deemed essential to the teacher,

the love and the understanding of children can be singled

out. Both schoolmasters were willing to sacrifice a teacher

with sound scholarship and. little dedication to children for

one who possessed less knowledge but who loved and under

stood children. Should any difference be pointed out in

the preparation of teachers, it is this one: Comenius

concentrated primarily on in-service teachers while Parker

devoted himself to pre-service teachers.

Following these reflections on the selection and

the preparation of teachers one can now proceed. to a study

ot the function of the teacher, first as instructor, then

as coordinator. In determining the role of the instructor

in the classroom consideration should be given to three

Points in instructional activities, namely. the intro

duction of a learning activity. its development and

l finally its evaluation.
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r In presenting a new lesson, Comenius and Parker I

felt that the primary duty and responsibility of the teacher

was to get the learner consciously aware of what he was to

learn. This awareness could best be achieved through the

use of real objects, that is,concrete materials of real
1interest to the learner. Should real objeots be unavail-

able, representations, such as piotures, drawings, and other

apparatus should be freely employed at the early stage.
2

The use of first-hand materials will make an impression

Upon the mind, stimulate it, and get it ready for new expe

riences. The learner will then see the purpose of what is

exposed before him and regard it as something worthy of

admiration. This admiration will generate emotions proper

to learning: love, desire and diligence. The learner will

grasp what lies before him and hence will be prompted to

question, to express his thoughts freely, and to make

relations which otherwise would be denied him.
3

This is ~he
kind of meaningful learning bOth Comenius and Parker sought

-
IOn this point both comenius and. Parker hold. similar

Views. Evidence of this oan be found. in Comenius, The Great
Qidactic, Part II, p. 127 and in Parker. Talks £n Pedagogics,
P. 19.

2comenius, lb! Great Didaotic, Part II, p. 189.

30n this point both comenius and Parker hold similar
Views. Evidenoe of this oan be found in Comenius, The Great

l12..1d.actic, Part II, p. 116 and in Parker. Talks .2!! Teachingaj
P. 138.
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I
to introduce in their schools. It could be done ir teachers

provided the learner with those live-experiences that meet

his needs, his interests, and his abilities. Such an in

formal approach to learning where materials are so skilfully

and attractively arranged can not but stimulate the learner

to do his own thinking. to be consciously aware of what is

presented to him and to be actively engaged in the actiVity.

Once this initial step in the instructional program is made,

the efrort of the learner will be directed toward. the use

of other more sophisticated tools.

Here again, the instructor should see that the

conditions proper to learning be maintained. Among some

classroom activities worthy of mention one find.s the use

of textbooks, field trips and dramatization. It is only

normal, however, to find differences of opinion on the use

or distinct materials of instruction. Advancements in edu

cation have revealed that other procedures could be more

effectively used in the teaching process. Yet the point

of importance is that both comenius and Parker dared break

With traditional methods and experimented. with new ideas

in teaching.

Fundamentally Comenius and Parker sought concrete

means to enliven and enrich the learning activity. In the

L Use of the textbooks, both felt that suitable materials
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I
should be placed in the hand.s 01' the learner. The text- I

books were to be planned according to the interest and the

comprehension level of the learner. With Comenius. though.

one would say that. in general. the instructor would be

given little play for personal initiative and spontaneity.

In the Moravian schoolmaster's textbooks little allowance

is made 1'or the teacher and the stud.ents to offer their

own interpretation and to follow an order that would be

more fitted to their needs. interests. and abilities. For
I

instance. in the Orbis Pictus. the pictures were followed

by a-descriptive caption that the stUdent was called upon

to master. Today one would find instead questions that

would permit the students to make their own contribution

to the study of the picture. And with respect to the

number of textbooks to be used, Comenius was quite ex

plicit. Consider the following comment:

Specially prepared. books should be supplied to each
class, and these should contain the whole subject
matter of the literary, moral. and religious in
struction prescribed for the class. Within ~hese
limits no other books should be needed • • •

These statements would force one to conclude that the Come

nian instructor was not "left free to employ his trained

-

L

lcomenius. 1h! Analytical Did.actic, pp. 28-29.
2Comenius, ~ Great Didactic, Part II, p. 269.

.J
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r
faculties according to the dictates of a trained judgment.ffll

2This was one point against which Parker rebelled. He could

not conceive of teachers being confined to the use of one

textbook and. forced to follow that textbook exactly. He

had faith in the ingenuity of his teachers and it was his

contention that they should be given the opportunity to use

their own spontaneity and initiative.) Should. pictures be

used, Parker offered many suggestions. One of them read:

Write questions on the board to aid the pupils--su~h
as, 'What things do you see in the picture?' 'Where
are they?' 'What are they d.oing?' 'What have 1ihey
been doing?' 'What do you think they w1ll do?'

To use pictures in this fashion would allow the teacher to

become more personal and informal in his teaching. Text

books he maintained should be consulted sparingly. Parker

encouraged both the teacher and the stud.ents to consider

sources other than the one recommended so that they could

see for themselves nthat even the best authorities are not

always reliable. n5 Furthermore the American schoolmaster

1
Comenius, 1h! Great Did.actic, Part I, p. 1)8.

2Fenner and Soule, National Education Association
Journal, XXXV (October, 194b) , 394•

3parker, Talks ~ Teaching, p. 151.

4
..ill,g., p. 81.

5Ibid., p. 146.

.J
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did not always deem it necessary to use textbooks. FOr

instance, he questioned the value of a column of isolated.

word.s as one would find in a speller.

Now I would like to ask, if the pupil writes, and
writes correctly, day after day all the words he learns
in History, Geography, Arithmetic, and the Natural
Sciences, how many more words does he need to learn?
What is the use of the Spelling-book?l

Parker offered similar views on the use of textbooks for the

teaching of arithmetic, grammar and other subjects. Text

books, he considered as tools, instruments, and guides to

be used discreetly and economically. At no time would he

tolerate a teacher being a slave to a textbook. When jux

taposing the main ideas of these two schoolmasters on the

use of textbooks, then, one could perhaps conclude that

where Comenius relied Iltoo much on the class-book and too

little on the class-master,II2 Parker relied too much on

the class-master and too little on the class-book.

Comenius and Parker also considered field trips

as another teaching aid capable of helping the learner

acquire certain knowledge and skills. A field trip prop

erly de signed and organized could. serve to make learning

11£!£., pp. 89-90.

2Comenius, ~ Great Didactic, Part I, p. 1)8.
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,-
more meaningful, more profitable. By actual observation

L

and sensuous perception the student could arrive at a better

understanding of the object before him. In the study of

science, for example, the two educators highly recommended

the Book of Nature. Were the Comenian instructor to give

a lesson in geography, he would see that the students

be taken to the fields and along the rivers, and
trained to observe plants, animals, running water, and
the turning of windmills. • •• They should have out
door lessons in geography and be taught to find their
way through the streets, to the market place, and to
the homes or their friends and relatives. l

The Parkerian instructor would do likewise. He would

Take the children out into the fields and valleys;
return to the school-room; let them describe orally
what they have seen; then mould and draw it; and,
finally, have th~m describe the objects they have
seen by writing.

No doubt, the field trip would be a worthwhile experience.

Commenting briefly then on Comenius' and Parker's views on

the use of this practice, one can say that in keeping with

their rundamental principle--everything should, as far as

is possible, be placed before the senses--the field trip

would be most fitting. Yet, it would be an oversimpli

fioation to say that the two educators used this aotivity

IMonroe, Comenius~~ Beginnings ~ Eduoa
tional Reform. p. 116.

2parker. Talks on Teaching. p. 125.-===.: -
.J
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in exactly the same way. Granted that each educator pre- I

sented worthwhile suggestions on the use of this learning

activity, one might add that Parker more than Comenius

stressed field trips as the initial step in a greater

variety of learning adventures.

Dramatization is another school practice that Come

nius and Parker considered as enriching 1n the development

of a learning activity. In general, dramatic activities

contribute to making learning more enjoyable, to helping

the learner grow emotionally, to developing proper con

versational habits, to acquiring ease, poise, and natural

manners when speaking in front of an audience and finally

to providing opportunity for different modes of creative

expression. As a method of teaching, dramatization can

be of great value. Comenius and Parker saw great possi

bilities in the use of this practice. Though both used

it each differed somewhat in his implementation of it in

the educative process. The seventeenth-century school

master, pioneering this technique, thought of preparing

a folio of his own plays. The plays covered. the essential

elements of the different subjects taught and were to be

performed by all the boys at the end of the semester.

Comenius looked upon these as a concrete means "to transmit

L
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I grammatical and mathematical insights."l Perhaps one reasOh

why his boys reacted somewhat unsatisfactorily to them was

that they were written in a rather "stilted manner"2 by

their own teacher and covered materials less than more ap

pealing to them. Although Comenius' attempt at using plays

in teaching seemed unsuccessful, one can nonetheless credit

him for breaking ground for others who would later reap

benefits from their use. When Parker chose to make drama

tization an integral part of his educational practices, he

proceeded differently from comenius. He did not write a

series of plays that could be used freely at the end of the

school year as some sort of culminating activity. Rather,

he forcefully encouraged his student-teachers to write

their own plays. This in no way ind.icates that he was

opposed to the use of "ready-made" plays, but only that

he believed

that it was not enough for a child to act a memorized
part in a play, he must make a vital impersonation of
character naturally expressed through speech and
action.)

He felt that there were no better opportunities in the

school program for developing this "impersonation of char-

..

L

lNaSh, Kazanias and Perkinson, p. 181.

2Comenius, ~ Great Didactic, Part It p. 79.

3Heffron, p. 94.
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acter naturally" than by having the children write their I

own plays and then dramatize them. Under the direction of

a well-prepared teacher, any age-group could write a play

on a topic selected from their reading, history, or any

other lesson which lent itself well to dramatization. After

deciding upon the topic, the stUdents would plan the play,

organize and write and finally perform it before their own

classmates and even before the whole stUdent body. This

approach which is more developed than Comenius' could

serve to foster creative expression in speech and action

and at the same time develop in each stUdent a greater

appreciation of literature, of history or of any other

discipline. Obviously, dramatization employed in this

fashion has its shortcomingS. Evidently these "school

made" plays would lack the order, the structure, the depth

and the refinement of Comenius'. But Parker was willing

to sacrifice these qualities for the sake of serving the

child--his need.s, his interests, his abilities. He would

highly recommend "the writing of original plays acted by

the children."l

Following the introduction and the development of

an instructional activity would naturally come its ap-

1
Id.em•...........
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r praisal, the evaluation of it. Here again Comenius and. I

Parker advanced interesting views. As there are various

procedures for evaluating a learning activity, it is prob

ably wise to concentrate on the most commonly known prac

tice, namely, the examination.

From time immemorial the examination has been an

integral part of the classroom routine. In most instances

the examination was a systematic test given at certain in

tervals to find out what knowled.ge and skill the stud.ent

had mastered. in a subject taught. Before attempting to

d.etermine anyone schoolmaster's position on the use of

this evaluative technique it might be well to determine

the precise purpose of his practice. Perhaps this could

best be discovered by noting whether the examination is

given to find out what the student knows or whether it

is meant to judge how well the instructor has performed

his task. Granted that the answer to this question will

provide valuable insights upon this learning act1vity it

self, it seems that an 1nstructor who w1ll give priority

to one of these two aspects in his examination, namely,

the students' mental progress or the teachers' method of

teaching, w1ll necessarily have a different att1tud.e

toward its use and as a consequence w1ll employ 1t d1f-

L ferently.
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There is no denying that Comenius and Parker were '

highly concerned with both the mental progress of the stu

dent and the effectiveness of the teacher's method. of teach

ing. The two educators felt the need to use examinations

as a means of checking upon the effectiveness of the learn-

L

ing activity. And yet, fUrther analysis reveals that the

two schoolmasters presented somewhat different viewpoints

on this matter.

In his series of suggestions to in-service teachers,

Comenius did not forget to inclUde the use of the exami

nation as a sure means of finding out the progress of the

students as well as of determining their ability to cope
1With their work easily, pleasantly and thoroughly. In

one of his remarks he was quite definite on the manner and

the time tests should be administered:

A teacher should give frequent tests (sometimes at
set intervals, sometimes unexpectedly, especially to
the least trustworthy pupils, in order to make sure
that t~ey are not missing any part of the instruc
tion.)

These tests were not necessarily pencil-and-paper tests.

Comenius speaks ot the copy-book technique as a means of

lcomenius, ~ Great Didactic, Part II, p. 151.
2Comenius. ~ Analytical Didactic. p. 118.
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discovering if the students could write "well, qUickly, -,

and accurately.nl Under his supervision the copy-book

served as

the surest proof to parents that their children are
not wasting their time at school, and will ~nable them
to jUdge how much progress they are making.

Another type ot examination that Comenius highly advocated

was that of having the student play the role of the teacher

and repeat to the class the teacher's lesson. He explained

it as follows:

In each lesson, after the teacher has briefly gone
through the work that has been prepared, and has ex
plained the meanings of the words, one of the pupils
should be allowed to rise from his place and repeat
what has just been said in the same order (just as if
he were the teacher of the rest), to give his expla
nations in the same words, and to employ the same
examples, and if he make a mistake he should be
corrected.)

There can be certain merits to this testing technique. The

student who is called upon to explain to the others what he

has been taught must of necessity acquire deeper insights

into the subject matter if he is to impart it to others.

Furthermore, in some way, he is encouraged lito bring into

his mental consciousness not only what he has learned, •

lComenius, 1h! Great Didactic, Part II, p. 273.
2
~.

3Ibid., p. 157.
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"but also toj7 be able to pass sound judgment on the objec~

tive facts to which his information refers ... l Though Come

nius did state that the student had. to repeat the expla

nation in the same order and in the same words as the

teacher, this did not necessarily imply that the repetition

had to be done without understanding and meaning, that is,

simply through rote. Comenius could not conceive of edu

cation as "stuffing the fstudentsY heads with a mass of

words, sentences, and ideas dragged together out of vari

ous authors, but 'rather as! opening their understanding
2to the outer world." In other words Comenius expected

the student to apply the information gathered in the

learning activity to concrete and practical life expe

riences. He looked upon the examination as a "bracing

influence,,3 that should be given to the student until he

has mastered the lesson. However, the schoolmaster was

also interested in the teacher's method. And in his

fashion he saw that teachers were also examined. At the

end of the school year he suggested that inspectors be

given the responsibility of testing not only the "progress

L

1
~., pp. 142-143.

2
~., p. 147.

3.!.2!.£ •• p. 293.
..J
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r of the pupils, and the thoroughness and comprehensiveness -,

of their training," but also of certifying "that the sUbjects

appointed /haql been properly learned. nl For if the sUbjects

had been properly learned as revealed in the performance of

the students, this would. indicate that the method of teaching

was proper. To check the work of the teacher against the

progress of the student was not perhaps the best approach

to judge the effectiveness of a teacher's method of teaching.

At any rate Comenius seemed to have used it wisely and.

prudently.

In summary then one can say that Comenius employed

examinations primarily to evaluate the student's mental

progress and secondly to check the teacher's performance.

Parker was also quite interested in the adminis

tration of examinations. However, his attitude toward

testing differed somewhat from Comenius'. He looked upon

the examination as first a means of evaluating the teacher's

performance and then as a means of discovering what the

student has learned. On this point he wrote that exami-

nations were

to find out what the teacher has taught and her
manner and method of teaching. Examination should
find out what a child does know, and not what he does

1
~.
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not know. l

Like Comenius he gave an illustration of what he considered

as the right mode of testing.

Suppose. then. that ••• the pupils have been under
the guidance of a skilfUl teacher. who has given out.
one after another. the most interesting subjects to be
found in history. and. had her pupils read all they
could find in various books about them. and after taking
these acquired treasures of knowledge. and arranging
the events in logical order. had finally had the chil
dren write out in good English the whole story. The
test of such work would simply be to request the
pupils to tell orally, or on paper. all they knew
about Columbus. Walter Raleigh, Bunker Hill, or any
other interesting subject they have studied. 2

This type of examination is far from requiring the student

to memorize disconnected. and meaningless facts. Rather he

is forced to apply within a frame of reference the knowl

edge he has been exposed to and then choose from it what

he thinks is most pertinent to the development of his own

topic.

If meaningless words have been memorized, if there is
a lack of research. investigation. and original thought
the results will be painfully apparent. Whatever the •
teacher has done. or failed to do, can be readily
comprehended by an expert in examination. • •• The
test of spelling. punctuation, and the power to use
correct language, can be tested in no better way than
by the writing of such compositions as these.3

lparker, Talks ~ Teaching, pp. 148-149.

2Ibid., p. 149 •..........
3Idem•...........
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These statements lead one to conclude that Parker's use of

the examination called for more freedom, more flexibility,

more ind.ividualization. Instead of having the students

repeat in the same order and. with the same expressions

what had been taught them, as was the case with Comenius,

Parker frees the student from this burden by allowing him

to use different modes of expression which, in turn, will

foster the development of spontaneity, initiative, and

creative ability.

Another interesting point on this question of ex

aminations is the following: Parker did not believe that

the "examination should ••• be made the test of fitness
1for promotion." It was his contention that

the teacher is the best judge of the rit~ess of her
pupils to do the work of the next grade.

He saw the use of "uniform" examinations as "creatures of

torture" for both the teachers and the students.

The demand fixed by examiners is for cram, and not
for an art. J

Under these circumstances the teacher becomes pressurized

by the amount of material to be covered within a certain

time, and this uncomfortable feeling curtails his freedom

L
.J
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and spontaneity to choose activities which otherwise mighi

have benefited the students. Parker worked with and for

the pre-service teachers and he provided them with this

kind of professional training. It is not surprising to

find him campaigning for greater trust in the teacher, for

more freedom and a greater sense of responsibility in the

performance of his task. He could not see any value in

having inspectors administer examinations for the pro

motion of students. It was his contention that a teacher

who had observed. a student for a Whole Year was in a better
Iposition to judge of his promotion to a higher grade. In

reporting on Parker's theory on promotion, Heffron makes

the following statement which could serve to throw more

light upon Parker's views on this matter:

Colonel Parker thought that nothing should be allowed
to stand between an individual and success, but per
sonal effort. The children were taught that they
could, and did., promote themselves. In irregular pro
motions, after grade teachers had reported certain
children as, in their judgment, showing ability for a
higher grade of work, it was his custom to step into
the room and ask such pupils in class whether they
thought they were able to do more work than they were
doing--then he introduced them into the next grade
room to try to work there. Colonel Parker would
never have the pupil work for reward or 'credit,' not
even for the seeming honor of belonging to a higher
group. Rather, his thought was to have them inter_
ested in their school activities, that the interest
and power aroused by these factors would be the im-

L I Ibid., p. 150.
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pelling influences to effort. l .,
Hence, on this issue Parker's thought and action differed

somewhat from Comenius'. Though this procedure might have

its shortcomings, Parker must have resorted to it as a means

to correct the abuses in the use of examinations as a d.eter

minant of promotion. If inspectors visited his schools.

and they did, their purpose was first to test the instruc-
2

tional methods of the teachers. but then also the mental

progress of the students as the two purposes are not neces

sarily mutually exclusive. As a teacher of teachers who

encouraged pre-service teachers to Use their spontaneity

and initiative in teaching, he felt that fixed examinations

for promotion purposes stifled a possible effectiveness in

teaching. He believed that a teacher worthy of his pro

fession should be capable of handling this problem. And

for this reason he left the judging of the individual's

progress to the discretion of the teacher. The slight dif

ference between Comenius' and Parker's views on promotion

may then be summarized as follows: where Comenius depended

mostly upon "uniform and periodical" examinations for the

promotion of the students Parker depended mostly upon

1Heffron, pp. 54-55.

2parker, Talks ~ Teaching. p. 151.
L
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"inrormal, and individualized" examinations prepared by the'

teacher. Teachers under the Parkerian influences would

enjoy more freedom, more flexibility, and more opportunities

for democratic procedures in administering examinations than

would teachers under the Comenian direction.

Then one can conclude that Comenius and Parker

offered somewhat similar and practical suggestions for the

initial step in the learning activity, namely, the use of

relevant experiences. Then, on the question of the second

stage in the instructional program, namely, in the use of

such learning devices as the textbook, rield trips, and

dramatization certain differences were singled out. But,

by and large, on this point the two schoolmasters still

encouraged self-activity in learning. Finally by way of

culminating activity in the instructional program Comenius

and Parker both advocated the use of the examination though

the emphasis for each was a bit different.

But this section on the function of the teacher

would be incomplete without some attention given to the

teacher as classroom coordinator. According to Comen1us

and Parker the school was looked upon as a laboratory for

developing the complete man. Effort was made to make

learning and teaching free, ardent and pleasant. To this

Lend the two schoolmasters strove to make the school and
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its surroundings pleasant and attractive. The classroom I

itself should be provided with sUitable fUrnishings, proper

lighting, heating and ventilation. Instructional supplies

and other learning apparatus should be readily accessible.

In addition to separate classrooms for each grade, there

should be an assembly hall for morning gatherings, dramatic

performances. and other group activities. l In all areas

provision should be made for cleanliness and orderliness.

Near the school or within close proximity there should be a

garden where the students could freely and easily observe
2plant life. In short, the teacher as classroom coordinator

in a Comenian and a Parkerian school would seek to lessen

the traditional formality and rigidity of the school atmos

phere by improving physical environment, making the situation

less artificial and conventional.

To the improvement of physical environment one

might add the notion of school discipline as another means

of providing for a better intellectual climate in the class

room. On this matter Comenius and Parker held. enlightened

views. They used the term, discipline, in its ordinary

1Comenius, ~ Great Didactic, Part I, p. 82.
2On this point both Comenius and Parker hold similar

views. Evidence of this can be found in Comenius, The Great
Didactic, Part II, p. 131 and in Heffron, pp. 80-82:--

L
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sense, namely, as the means a teacher should adopt to en- I

force instruction upon the students in the classroom. It

was their belief that discipline of some kind is desirable

if knowledge and skills are to be of any value to the stu

dents. Just as there are procedures proper for developing

instructional practices, so must there be ways for estab

lishing discipline in the classroom more in keeping with

the needs of the students.

The classroom coordinator adhering to Comenian and

Parkerian thought would look upon discipline as a means of

perfecting the freedom and enhancing the intelligence of the

students. He would consider it his primary duty to know the

stUdents, the subjects he is to teach, and the relation that

exists between these two. Should the students manifest un

favorable attitudes toward any of the subjects,--be it dis

like, indifference, aversion, or sheer laziness--his first

reaction would be to find the cause of this unfortunate

circumstance and not punish the students with blows because

they could not learn or refused to learn. In keeping With

this Comenius wisely recommended that

Discipline should • • • be free from personal elements
such as anger or dislike, and should be exercised With'
such frankness and sincerity of purpose, that even the
pupils may feel that the action taken is for their good
and that those set over them are but exercising paternai
authority. They will thus regard it in the same light

~
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as a bitter draught prescribed for them by the doctor~

Parker has something similar to offer. Though expressed in

different terms. Parker's idea of enforcing instruction upon

the students contains. and even further emphasizes this

respect for the intellectual development of the students.

The highest motive of school government is to give the
child the power and necessary reason to control him
self. • •• Attention may be impelled by a desire
springing from within. from the attractiveness of the
object; or compelled from without by the will of the
teacher. who expresses her will by means of rewards
and punishments. The first great question. then. for
the teacher to decide is. To what extent can the at
tractiveness of the object be made to control attention?
That is. in what measure can the interest of the child
and the love of work be excited and quickened ••• ?2

And again for the good of students who were not attracted

to their stud.ies. he exhorted teachers to self-control and

courage. J As a teacher who had himself gained valuable in

sights into the doings of children. he knew from experience

the extent to which children study and read the teacher.

The following remarks prove that the American schoolmaster

truly understood the ways of children and knew how to cope

with them.

If there is one weak point indicated by your presence
in movement. attitude. or expression. they will make

lComenius. ~ Great Didactic. Part II. pp. 251-252.

2parker. Talks ~ Teaching. Pp. 155-156.

Jlbid•• p. 162.
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the charge there. If you can be teased. irritated. orr
made angry. they will find., for want of better things,
the greatest pleasure in sticking pins (figurative)
into the weak places of your moral anatomy. If you
threaten, they take great delight in listening to your
threats. If you scold, they will invent ways of perpe
tuating the process. But if they see in you a quiet,
unalterable determination to control them, softened and
strengthened by a great love for children, in most cases
their surrender will be complete and permanent; pro
vided you have already at hand some nutritious and
tasteful food in the way of gOOd teaching and training.l

All the suggestions for classroom discipline made in the

above quoted materials reveal the love, sympathy and under

standing Comenius and Parker had for students and teachers.

In no way would. they have enforced instruction through forms

of severe punishments. If someone is to shoulder the blame

for the students' poor performance in learning, the two edu

cators never hesitated to blame the teacher. It was their

belief that if school subjects were properly taught, that

i~presented in a style attractive, interesting and con

forming to the students' natural way of thinking. then there

would be no reason for a true teacher to exercise harsh dis

cipline. Blows and shrieks would never make an impression

on the understanding of the students, nor would they ever

serve to develop in these same students a love for knowledge.

Should remedies need to be applied, this should be done

gently, sparingly, and lovingly. One has just to recall
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Comenius' striking comparison on this matter:

•• • a musician does not strike his lyre a blow with
his fist or with a stick, nor does he throw it against
the wall, because it produces a discordant sound.; but,
setting to work on scieitific principles, he tunes it
and gets it into ord.er.

The same applies in disciplining the minds of the students.

If great care and tender love be taken to adapt the school

work to the interest and ability of the students, then there

would. be no need for strict discipline and for worthless

copy work. The students und.er the guidance of well-dis

ciplined teachers would be trained to love their school

work and pursue it earnestly, diligently, and pleasantly.

School discipline, then, in the hands of a Come

nian and Parkerian classroom coordinator becomes an ef-

fective method of enhancing the development of true free

dom in the child and of developing his intelligence in a

happy manner. If a distinction must be made between these

two educators on this classroom practice, one could say

that Parker carried still further Comenius' human concept

of discipline by advocating this spirit of lOVing and

giving that could transform the school into a "sublimated
2home."

IComenius, ~ Great Did.actic, Part II, p. 250.

2Heffron, p. 51.
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And when I (Parker) took the Normal School here I pro~
posed to carry out the plan that the great secret or
human growth was to arouse the spiritual and higher
in the human being, to drop all external incentives
to selfishness, leave out ambition and emulation and
all unnatural competition, and reed the child. with
mental and moral nourishment. I~ke it love the work
and love to help others ror the sake of the work. l

The first seed had been planted by Comenius whose aim in

d.iscipline had been to train the students "that they may

love and reverence their masters, and not merely allow

themselves to be led in the right direction, but actually

tend towards it of their own accord. ,,2 Parker continued

what Comenius had. so daringly begun.

By way of conclusion on the function of the teacher,

one could advance that Comenius and Parker sought to im

prove the academic and the professional conditions of the

teacher, the former by exhorting teachers to be conscious

of their heavenly calling and by prescribing "ready-mad.e"

teaching practices and the latter by granting teachers

that freedom, that flexibility, to use their spontaneity,

their initiative, their creative ability, in the art of

teaching.

1Giffin, p. 134.

2Comenius. The Great Didactic, Part II, Pp. 252-253.

..J
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

This study has presented a comparison of Comenius'

and of Parker's views on educational matters. The evidence

gleaned from each one's career as a school reformer and from

an analysis of each one's theory of and practices in edu

cation would. seem to warrant calling Parker, the Comenius

of America. There are in reality numerous points of simi

larity in the thought of the two men. But, there are also

striking differences that oblige one to make certain reser

vations in affixing such a label. However. if one considers

the kind of contribution to American education made by

Parker. then one would. seem justified in paralleling him

to Comenius.

In presenting the educational climate of the seven-

teenth and. the nineteenth centuries, it was found that both

eras were "spirited periods" where reactions occurred not

only in the religious and political worlds but also in the

scientific and the educational as well. And. yet, amidst

certain similarities, the educational climate within which

Comenius labored did differ somewhat from that of Parker.
L
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The imperialist aggressions and religious dissensions of I

seventeenth-century Europe were by far more oppressive than

the political and educational upheavals of nineteenth-cen_

tury America. Also, the former age's expansion of scien

tific knowledge which produced a new faith in possibilities

for self-improvement and for reconstructing society called

for a new kind of education. Comenius reacted by pleading

for a more realistic system of education along natural and

democratic lines. For a changing and progressing society

the Moravian reformer sought to introduce a free, universal

education, a broader curriculum, a method of teaching based

upon the natural laws of learning. Reason, observation,

and experimentation became key instruments in the quest

for knowledge. But, Parker came at a time when the need

for universal education was still more keenly felt. The

pressures arising from the growth of cities and industries.

from the expansion of scientific knowledge, and from the

extension of suffrage to all citizens aroused an educa

tional consciousness not so pronounced during Comenius'

time. Also efforts had already been made in America to

establish a public school system that would guarantee a

free. universal, compulsory and state-supported education

tor all its citizens. In add.ition, normal schools for

L training teachers, certain professional publications and
~
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educational organizations, were already in existence when I

Parker mad.e his debut as a schoolteacher. And then one

could add that Parker was capable of studying the educa

tional contributions of Comenius himself, of famous European

thinkers like Pestalozzi, Herbart and Froebel and even of

fellow American educators who had preceded him. In a way

the nineteenth-century climate lent itself more than did

the seventeenth to educational reforms. But what is perhaps

most relevant to the present thesis is that these two

periods manifested a great spirit of progress and that

both Comenius and Parker were capable of seizing the op

portunity of reconstructing a system of education along

more natural and democratic lines.

Though reformers must live in a time ripe for

change and progress, they must also of necessity possess

certain personality traits. By taking a telescopic view

of the outstanding features in their educational career,

one notes numerous points of similarity in Comenius and

Parker. As men of vision. thought and action, they mani

fested a strong faith in their Creator, in themselves.

and in the power of education. They understood the

conditions of their respective societies and accepted

them as such. As schoolmasters they were open to various

Linfluences but integrated into their own educational
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framework only those school practices which they thought I

commend.able. The courage and the strength both pOssessed

in promoting their particular educational views against

strong opposition and in the midst of all kinds of diffi

culties distinguishes them from other prophets of education.

In their relations with others, they were quite different:

Comenius, though forceful, was more conciliatory and humble

while Parker was more aggressive, dominating and at times

even sarcastic. A combination of these personal charac

teristicS--dynamic personality, keen intellectual insight,

strong emotions--contributes to their bringing a new life

to, a new outlook on and a new spirit to the educational

world.

As architects of modern education Comenius and

Parker were crusaders for child-centered schools. Come

nius organized a complete system of education beginning

with the early training of the child and terminating with

the university. His plan possessed such universality that

it could be used as a guide in designing school programs

in other nations. Parker's theory of education was not

as broad in scope. Though many of his SUggestions could

have been adopted in school systems advocating democratic

procedures, his aim was more to treat specifically of

LAmerican children taught by American teachers. It is
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perhaps ~or this reason that Comenius became known as

Teacher of Nations, while Parker was labeled Teacher of

Teachers. At any rate the two schoolmasters gradually

gained popularity as educators through the many and varied

teaching and administrative positions they held. The Mora

vian evangelist was teacher in Poland, adviser in England,

textbook writer in Sweden, and superintendent of schools

in Hungary. Likewise Parker was teacher and principal in

elementary schools, leader of the Quincy Movement, super

intendent of Boston schools, and finally director of Cook

County Normal School and the Chicago Institute of Pedagogy.

Though both dynamic leaders accepted similar administrative

positions, Parker was more fortunate than Comenius in the

implementation of his theory and practice. Comenius' great

dream--that of establishing a pansophic academy or what

might be termed today an international research center-

never materialized during his lifetime nor has it even to

this day. Parker's hope o~ fo~ding a center for the

training ot teachers--obviously a lesser undertaking-_

was realized during his lifetime. Whether or not these

two reformers achieved. success is of little consequence.

But what d.oes matter is that both Comenius and Parker

labored with unflagging zeal to break the formalism ot

L traditional education.
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To disseminate their educational views Comenius and'

Parker wrote. Although each revealed in his works depth of'

f'eeling and. sincerity, a sharp contrast can be found in the

quantity and the quality of their writings. Comenius wrote

voluminously and erud.i tely not only on educational issues

but also on religious and political topics as well. Parker's

writings are limited to the f'ield of education and less

scholarly in approach. In f'act, one would say that Parker

was more successful in spreading his philosophy of education

as a lecturer rather than as a writer. Whereas Parker was

a greater "doer," Comenius was a greater "thinker."

In their theory of education two points are worthy

of' mention: the concept of the child and the aims of edu

cation. On the first point comenius and Parker held that

the child, a composite of body and soul, was created by

God and in His image. However, they d.iffered somewhat in

their views of the means of harmoniously developing the

whole child. God and Nature occupied a different place

in each one's theory and practice of education. Comenius

placed God in the foreground of his educational schema

and emphasized the supernatural and religious training

of the child; Parker placed God. in the background. of his

educational theory and stressed the natural and seCUlar

Ltraining of the child. With respect to the child studied
---l
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r from a cultural aspect, both entertained great expectation~

in his capacity for bettering himself and hence his society.

It is precisely this--an unbounded faith and trust in the

infinite God-given gifts placed in the child--that led Come

nius and Parker to study him as a child and then to design

a theory of education focused upon his needs, his interests

and his abilities. Concerning the child's destiny, Comenius

and Parker believed his ultimate end to be the union of his

soul with God, his Creator. A minor distinction can be

noted here. Comenius saw life as a preparation for eternity

whereas Parker saw it as a beginning of eternity. This very

subtle difference meant that in educational practices Come

nius placed greater emphasis upon the individual's adherence

to divine law to assure later eternal happiness whereas

Parker laid stronger stress on individual initiative,

individual expansion, individual freedom, all growing to

perfection in this progressive movement toward eternity.

By and large Comenius and Parker struggled for the good

of the child. As lovers of children both cherished one

great dream--to see each child arrive at the highest

possible degree of the good, the true and the beautiful.

Without categorically affirming that Comenius and

Parker possessed common educational objectives, one can

Lnonetheless note certain similarities in the ends each
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proposed in educating the young. On the question o~ the I

ultimate objective of education both believed that educa_

tion should aim at uniting the soul of the created being

with its Creator and thereby assist it in achieving its own

perfection and happiness. A slight difference may be ex

pressed thus: Comenius prepared the child to be a good,

religious-minded citizen in this world thereby readying

him for the next; Parker~ the child actually experience

living as a good, secular citizen of this world thereby

introducing him into the next.

As for the immediate aims of education both shared

similar views. In and out of season Comenius and Parker

emphasized useful knowledge with this slight difference

that Comenius incorporated the need for religious, dogmatic

teaching, whereas Parker felt less than more the need for

this. With respect to the practice and. perfection of

skills both schoolmasters supported a program of teaching

based upon understanding and meaning. On the formation of

habits both agreed upon the principle of self-activity and

the principle of self-responsibility as the most economical

and effective means of developing good habits of liVing as

well as good habits for acquiring knowledge and skills.

Although both considered the school as the ideal place for

L the student's learning the art of right liVing, Parker
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would seem to have been more realistic, more creative, but
'

this is perhaps because he was freer than had been Comenius

to use classroom situations to implement this principle of

self-activity. As was pointed out earlier, the educational

climate of the nineteenth century favored self-activity

more and Parker was wise enough to capitalize on this op

portunity. By so doing he improved. upon what the seven

teenth-century schoolmaster had dared to instigate. And

the same can be said of the principle of self-responsibility.

As a pioneer in democratic practices, Comenius presented a

rather complete outline of those conditions essential for

the normal growth and the total development of each indi

vidual. With this work already done, Parker carried things

a step further by advocating activities or functions for

the immediate practice of self-responsibility in the

regular classroom, thereby correlating home, school, and

community. ComeniuS' immediate aims of education were

perhaps rather idealistic, definitely more sectarian, and

certainly more definite than Parker's. Yet, both edu-

cators used somewhat similar objectives as those guides

which directed their efforts towards establishing con

ditions proper to the practical education of youth.

This study of each educator's theory naturally

L led to an analysis of its implementation in practice.
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Comenius and Parker present interesting views on such

practical aspects of the educational system as curriculum ,
methods of teaching, and role of teacher.

To Comenius and Parker the word curriculum meant

those subjects essential to the educated person or those

school activities that greatly foster meaningful learning.

Quality rather than quantity was their main stress here.

Because both considered the needs of the child as having

priority over subject-matter and societal needs, they

presented a child-centered curriculum. Significant dif

ferences are noticeable in the vertical rather than in

the horizontal arrangement of their curriculum patterns.

Comenius worked out a primarily extensive course of study;

Parker primarily an intensive one. But there is suffi

cient evidence of parallels in the horizontal arrangement

at the elementary level to warrant calling the two curri

culum patterns quite similar.

As a second element in educational practice Come-

nius and Parker formulated particular views on methods of

instructing youth. With both educators method meant a

procedure not only for imparting knowledge and acquiring

skills but also for realizing the learner's potential

through the application of the laws of Nature. In their

L approach to teaching they stressed the training of the
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senses, the use of real and concrete materials and the

active participation of the learner in every learning sit

uation. Among some of the distinctive features in each

one's concept of method, the following three can be cited.

First, Comenius drew his pedagogical principles primarily

by observing the workings of natural phenomena whereas

Parker formulated his instructional guidelines from his

observation of life-experiences of children. Secondly,

the principles of ord.er and interest best underlie Come

nius' concept of instruction whereas the principles of

correlation and spontaneity best underlie Parker's.

Finally, in the Comenian concept of method one notices

that an effort was made to present the forms to be learned

as a means of promoting thought whereas in the Parkerian

concept the stimulation of thought was used as a means to

present new forms. These few remarks on methodological

concept show that though Comenius and. Parker shared sim

ilar views on the general aspect of method they differed

somewhat in particulars. specifically in the execution of

their plans. Each devised a method somewhat distinct from

the other. This, however, can only support the contention

that method must be personal, ever changing and. ever im

proving if it is to keep up with individual needs in a

L particular society.
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The teacher as the chief agent of effective In- I

struction was the last topic discussed. in this study of

educational practice. In general Comenius and Parker shared

similar views on the selection, the formation and the per

formance of teachers. Concerning the selection and prepa

ration of teachers, both looked for teachers of excellent

moral character possessing academic and professional com

petence. Of the many personality traits deemed. essential.

the love and the understanding of children were singled

out. Second.ly, although Comenius concentrated primarily

on in-service and Parker on pre-service teachers, the two

educators highly encouraged an informal approach to

learning. Both endorsed the teacher's use of life

experiences to stimulate the learner to do his own

thinking and to be actively engaged in the learning pro

cess. In the use of such tools as textbooks, field trips

and dramatization, each educator held his own views.

When juxtaposing the main id.eas of these two school-

masters on the use of textbooks, one finds that Comenius

relied more on the textbook and less on the teacher

whereas Parker relied more on the teacher and less on

the textbook. On the use of field trips, it would be an

oversimplification to say that both wanted the teacher to

L employ this activity in exactly the same fashion. Al-
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though each stressed field trips. Parker more than Comeniu$

made use of this activity in a greater variety of learning

adventures. In the use of dramatization as an enriching

school practice. each educator differed somewhat in his

implementation of it in the educative process. According

to Comenius. the teacher prepared the plays that the boys

were to perform at the end of the semester whereas ac

cording to Parker the teacher was to encourage the stUdents

to plan, organize and write their own plays. This latter

approach served to foster creative expression in speech

and action and by the same token develop in each student

a greater appreciation of literature. Also, Comenius and

Parker offered interesting views on the teacher's use of

the commonly known practice, the examination. Both

stressed the use of examinations to evaluate learning but

with a different purpose in mind: Comenius prescribed that

"uniform and periodical" examinations be administered to

find out what the students had learned; Parker suggested

that the teacher administer "informal and individualized"

examinations to find out how well he had performed his

task. The result here is that Parkerian teachers enjoyed

more freedom, more flexibility and more opportunities for

original procedures than did Comenlan teachers.

In considering the teacher as classroom coordl- -l
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nator, both Comenius and Parker held similar views. The I

two schoolmasters decreed that the teacher should strive

to make the school and its surroundings pleasant and at

tractive. They advocated lessening the traditional for

mality and rigidity of the school atmosphere by making

the situation less artificial and conventional. School

discipline in the hands of a Comenian and a Parkerian

teacher became an effective method of enhancing the de

velopment of true freedom in the student and of devel

oping his intelligence in a happy manner. Should a dis

tinction be made, one could say that Parker carried still

further Comenius' humane concept of classroom discipline

by further ad.vocating this spirit of loving and giving

that transformed the schools into centers of pleasant

learning.

In the light then of these many points of simi-

larity not overlooking naturally the certain relatively

minor differences in the educational theory and practice

of these two educators, one can conclude that evidence

does warrant calling Francis W. Parker, the American

Comenius. The differences between the two men are in

reality not so much in kind as in degree and due pri

marily to the age in which each lived. Being given the

L two centuries that separate the two educational reformers,~
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it would be naive for anyone to expect that Parker be a

perfect replica of Comenius. It is then only with this

total realization of the changes naturally wrought in

education during two hundred. years that one could rightly

und.erstand. the label: Francis W. Parker, the American

Comenius.

L
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